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Abstract
A large collection of Pauropoda from upland and inundation forests in Central Amazonia has been
'studied from taxonomical point of view. Fifty-two species wcre founcl in 7 genera. one in Millotauropo-
didae and 6 in Pauropodidae. Two new subgenera are <lescribed. Peris,topountpu:; in Allopauropus and
Nesopauropus in Cauvelauropns. Twenty-five new species are described: Millotuuropu,s do,çtaei
Allopuuropus ieenu,s, A. hhoius, A..iunki, A. unom¿tit¡s, A. nirimus, A. kor)ttetes, A. pach.t'llugellus, A.
aius, A. hylaios, A. campinarunic¿ts, A. curein¡en,sis, A. k¡¡nl.t'lint¡s, A. tlisuppendic'uli.r, A. di,st'hides, A.
oduncus, A. onphikomosi Cauvetauro¡tus biglohulosusi Sclentpuurcpu:; ri,natus, S. heritue: Pol.r'puuropus
tchimbus: Pol.ypauropoides naous, P. 
.fitliolus, P. tttt¡tu¡seÍosus and P. cuneatus.
Keywords: Pauropoda, soil fauna, secondary foresf, Amazonas, Neotropics, Brazil.
Resumo
Foi investigada uma grande coleção de Pauropoda sob ponto de vista taxonômico, proveniente de
florestas inundáveis e de terra firme na Amazônia Central. Encontrou-se 52 espécies" representando 7
gêneros. Dois novos subgêneros são descritos, Peris,utpauropus em Allopuuropus e Ncsopuuntpus em
Cauvetuuropus. Vinte e cinco novas espécies são descritas: Millotountpus au).ttde: Allqtaunt¡tus ieenus,
A. lohoius, A. junki, A. anon¡aios, A. mirimus, A. korynetes, A puch¡'llugcllus, A. ¿tius, A. h.vlaio,s, A.
<'ompinaranicus, A. careiroensis, A. kordl,linos, A. disappentliutlis, A. dix'hitles, A. ucluncus, A. omphiko-
mosi Cauvetaurrtpus biglobuktsusi Scleropauropus rimulus, S. heritae: Polypauropus lchimh¿t,si Polypauro-
poides naous, P../itliolus, P. monosetosu.y e P. cuneulus,
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Introduction
ln my investigation of more than 700 Central Amazonian pauropods from a second-
ary forest. capoeira, near the Rio Tarumã Miri¡n north of Manaus 26 species were
listed.23 of which were new to science (SCHELLER 1994). The work is here prosecut-
ed with a study of 5503 additional specimcns from there and a material of 1067 speci-
mens from other types of forests and a grazed pasture (Fig. l) which means that ahnost
7300 specimens have now been studied from Central Amazonas. This extensive material
has been collected by PD Dr. Joachim Adis, Plön, and his collaborators during their
investigations of the ecology of Central Amazonian eòosystems. Their material is of
. 
such a great taxonomical interest that it has to be desòribed.
About 3.7 million km2 of the Brazilian Amazon are covered by vegetation. Most,
89 %, is dryland forests (tena firme) and 2 o/o inundation forests in the whitewater and
blackwater areas (várzea and igapó respectively) (SIOLI I956; PRANCE 1979, 1980).
Floristically these forest types are composed of various subdivisions such as, e.g.
capoeira. campina. campinarana.
Central Amazonia is subject to a rainy season (December-May: average precipitation
1550 mm), and a "dry" season (June-November: average precipitation 550 mrn, but each
month has some rain events; cf. RIBEIRO & ADIS 1984).
ln the survey below the pauropods of the following ecosystems near Manaus (Fig.
l) have been studied:(l) A secondary partially cut but not burned forest on yellow latosoil in a "t€rra
firme" or non-flooded upland region close to a blackwater inundation forest (upper
seasonal igapó) of the Rio Tarumã Mirím about 20 km upstream from Manaus, (TM),
03"02'5, 60'l7'W. Samples were taken once per month in 0-7 cm soil depth during the
rainy and dry seasons from August 1982 to August 1983. This type ofsecondary upland
forest is referred to as "capoeira" (see ADIS & SCHUBART 1984; WOLF & ADIS
1992). Leg. Joachim Adis and José Maria Gomes' Rodrigues.
(2) Campina (CPA),02'35'5,60"01'W, an upland region in the whitesand area of
the Biological Reserve INPA/SUFRAMA, situated at 45 km on the Manaus - Boa Vista
highway (BR- 174), which has developed by podzolization and consists of mainly shrub
vegetation (see CHAUVEL et al. 1987; GUILLAUMET 1987). The ground with either
naked sand, covered by a thin layer of leaf litter, or patches of thick humus (10-50 cm)
penetrated by a matting of roots and covered by a thick layer of leaf litter. Sometimes
a surface layer of lichens. Collection has been made in both sand-dominated and humus-
dominated layers. Samples were taken in 0-7 cm soil depth in February 1988 (rainy
season). Leg. Joachim Adis et al.
(3) Campinarana (CPA), 02'35'5, 60"01'W (= caatinga arbórea), a primary upland
forest of the Biological Reserve INPA/SUFRAMA, situated at km 45 on the Manaus -
Boa Vista highway (BR-174). [t is a low, relatively light forest on whitesand soilwith
thin-stemmed trees l0'20 m high with some exceptionally large broad-trunked individu-
als, with or without buttresses. Samples were taken in 0-14 cm soil depth in 1988 both
in the rainy season (March) and the dry season (August). Descriptions of the campina-
rana forest are in GUILLAUMET (1987) and ADIS & MAHNERT (1993). Leg. J. Adis
et al.
(4) Careiro Island (llha do Careiro) (CI), 3'10'S, 59"44'W, is the first island in the
Amazon river below the mouth of the Rio Negro near Manaus, about 20 km E of
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Manaus. The island is located at the confluence of the whitewater Solimões - Amazon
River and the blackwater Negro River. A detailed characterization of the abiotic and
biotic conditions is given by ADIS & RIBEIRO (19S9) and VIÉRONA (1993). Samples
were taken in 0-7 cm soil depth in November 1986 (dry season) and March 1987 (rainy
season) at two sites; an inundation forest and a plantation located at lgarapé do Rei near
the drainage channel of the largest lake on the island, Lago do Rei. Both sites were
annually flooded for about 6 months (February/March - August/September). Leg. J. Adis
and E. Franklin.
(5) Lago Janauarí (LJ),03'20'5,60'17'W. The study site was situated on a spit
between the Rio Negro and the Rio Solimões about l0 km from Manaus across the
river. The region was influenced by blackwater of the Rio Negro during low water level
and by whitewater of the Rio Solimões during the high water period. The study site in
this seasonal mixedwater inundation forest (cf. PRANCE 1979) was flat and had no
direct connection with non-flooded upland (= terra firme) areas. The soil consisted of
clay, predominantly montmorillonite, which represented alluvial deposits of the Rio
Solimões. A scanty litter layer was formed during the non-inundation period
(August/September - April/May). It was mostly carried out of the forest by the current
of the annual floodwaters and/or partially covered by sediments deposited during
inundation. Further information on the study site is given by ADIS & RIGHI (1989) and
ADIS et al. (1996). Samples were taken in 0-14 cm soil depth during the dry season
(August 1987, 1988 and October 1987) and the rainy season (February 1988). Leg. J.
Adis and J.W. de Morais.
(6) Praja Grande, about 30 km W of Manaus at the south bank of the Rio Negro.
The area represents a blackwater inundation forest (see KLINGE et al. 1984). Samples
were taken in 0-10 cm soil depth in August l98l (rainy season). Leg. J. Adis et al.
(7) Fucada, a grazed pasture on yellow latosoil about 30 km N of Manaus at the
Manaus - Boa Vista highway (BR-|74). Samples were taken in 0-14 cm soil depth in
March 1990 (rainy season) and September l99l (dry season). Leg. J. Adis and E.
Franklin.
Soil samples were taken at random intervals with a split corer, a steel cylinder with
lateral hinges (diameter 2l cm), which was driven into the soil with a mallet. Animals
were extracted from subsamples of 3.5 cm depth following a modified method of
KEMPSON et al. (KEMPSON et al. 1963; ADIS 1987).
In the following, 52 species are accounted for 27 species previously reported from
Amazonia (HÜTHER 1968, 1985: two species; SCHELLER 1994:25 more species, 23
of which were new to science) and 25 nova species which are diagnosed and figured
below. The genus RoseÍtauropus HÜtUgR (1963) is enclosed into Millotauropus
REMY, a new subgenus in Allopauropøs is erected, Perissopauropus. One genus,
Cauvetauropøs, is new to the Neotropical region and is here divided into two subgenera,
the nominate subgenus and the new Nesopauropus.The main part of the new species,
16, belong to Allopauropus, the others are distributed in Millotauropøs I species,
Cauvetauropus l, Scleropauropus 2, Polypauropøs I and Polypauropoides 4 species.
Because a large material from the capoeira at the Rio Tarumã Mirím already has
been reported (SCHELLER 1994) the additional material from there accounted for
below has not been specified in detail except when new species have been described
from it.
The pauropods were classified as adults, subadults and juveniles according to the
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number of pairs of legs as described in the systematic part. The sex was determined in
the adults and subadults.
The type specimens and all other material have been deposited in the Systematic
Entomology collections of lnstituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazônia (INPA),
Manaus, Brazil.
Systematics with description of species
Notes
. 
* Abbreviations: ad. . . . and subad. . . ., an adult or a subadult specimen with the nurnber ofpairs of
legs indicatedl juu. . . ., a juvenile specimen with the number of pairs of legs indicated.
** Length of body except antennae, range of variation in adult (on certain occasions subadult)
paratypes given in brackets.
Order Hexamerocerata
Family Millotauropodidae
Genus Míllotauropus REMY, 1950
The family and the genus Millorauropus were designated by REMY in bricf in 1950 (REMY 1950).
There he divided the Pauropoda into Hexamerocerata and Tetramerocerata and enumerated four new
Species of the latter group, Milloruuropus silvestrii, M. heheÍisetosus, M. machadoi, M. lalirunu¡sus, and,
the first ofthern was designated as "génotype". However, the descriptions ofthese species together with
a more detailed treatment of the genus did not appear until 3 years later (REMY 1953).
HÜTHER (1968) described the first Hexamerocerata from South America (NE Brazil, Serra do Navio,
and Amazonas, near Manaus) and assigned his material, to a new species in a new genus. Rosettuuropus
temporalis. The characters separating the new genus from the more widespread Millotauropus (tropical
Africa, Madagascar, Seychelles) were (l) the cup-shape ofthe temporal organs. the margins ofwhich were
turned up with no contact with the head cuticle (not so in Millolauropusl, (2) that the maxillae were weak
and covered ventrally by a homogenous plate (Kehlplatte) not described by REMY and (3) that adults with
more than l0 pairs of legs seemed not to occur. Moreover, HÜTHE,R said that (4) the antennal branch À
was coalesced with the 5th antennal segment (not so in Millolaunrytus\. ln an earlier paper I have shown
(SCHELLER 1982) that there seem to be no notable differences as to the two fìrst characters. The study
ofthe máterial reported here agrees in these respects too and has shown also that there are adult specimens
with l l pairoflegs in HÜTHER's species (one each on segments l-l l. segment l2 apodous) and that the
antennal branch R is attached to the 5th antennal segment in the samc way as in Milloluuropus. Thc genus
Rosettouropus seems not to be distinctive and justifiable and is here encloscd inlo Milloltruropus.
The dignostic characters ofthe antennae and legs are difficult to handle. So, as an aid for identification
and to facilitate description ofl new species, it is here proposed a formula of the antennal chaetotaxy and
a synoptical table of the leg chaetotaxy is given.
Antennae. - The number, shape and arrangement of thc setae seem to be of taxonomical value. The
following formula shows the chaetotaxy and branching, segments l-ó (Fig. 2\:
a+b/alala+pla+R/R'+p+p'+p"+f (a = number of setae of the primary whorl; b = number of setae of the
secondary whorl; p = a modified interior seta ofthe primary whorl on segments 4 and 6l R = tergal branch
with its flagellum F on segment 5; R' distal branch with its flagellum F' on segment 6; f = forked organ
on segment 6).
Legs. - In Table I the complement of setae is shown in Millolauropus acoslqe n.sp. The table may be
transformed into the formulas used in the description of that species.
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Table l: The leg chaetotaxy in adult MilloÍauropus acostae n.sp.
F = large folioform seta. Figure = number of other setae, also showing their position, most distal
ones to the right; 0 = no setae.
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l. Mitlotauropus temporalis (HÜTHER, 1968) n. comb.
Material. - Manaus, campinarana,3 ad. ll (l d,20),3 subad. l0 (9),2 subad.9 (?). I juv.8,
29.111.1988; loc. Kl4CPA, K3OCPA. K32CPA: ibidem. T ad. ll (2 d.3 9,2 sex ?).4 subad. l0 (l d.
3 9), ljuv.8. ljuv.6. l7.VIII.l988, loc. Kl4-l6CPA, KlSCPA, K22CPA. K26CPA. K29ACPA.26
specimens.
Manaus, campina,20 ad. ll (10 d, l0 9). 18 subad. l0 (8 d, l0 9).7 subad. 9 (4 ð.3 9). 12juv.
8, 9 juv. 6, 29.11.1988, loc. K lOCPA, K l4- l5CPA, K22-24C.PA, K26-28CPA. K30-32CPA. 66 specimens. -
ln all 92 specimens.
The species has previously been collected (HÜTHER l96tl. l9tì5) both in northeast Brazil (Serra do
Navio, Amapá) and in central Amazonas (at Manaus).
2. Millotauropus acostae n.sp. (Figs. 2-12, Table l)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus,45 km N of Manaus. campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: ad. ll* (9), locality as above, 29.111.1988, loc. KlSCPA.
Paratypes: Same data as holotype, I ad. ll (9); ibidem, I ad. ll (9), loc. K25CPA; ibidem,2 ad. ll
(9). I subad. l0 (C), l7.VIII.1988, KI5CPA and 3 ad. ll (2 d), I sex ?), I subad.9 (d), I juv.8.
I 7.VIII. 1988, K27CPA. I0 specimens.
Other material. - lbidem, I subad.9 (9), K32CPA and lad. ll (C). K33CPA,29.lll.l988l ibidem,
2 ad. ll cr, 9), KI6CPA and I ad. ll (ç), I subad.9 (9), loc. KITCPA and I subad. 9 (9), loc.
K26CPA and I ad. I I (9), loc. K28CPA, l7.Vlll.l988. 8 specimens. - ln all l9 specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.98-)1.01(-1.32)** mm.
Head. - Head in tergal view triangular. Setae with pubescence of oblique straight hairs. Submedian
setae ofanterior halfofthe head sublanceolate-lanceolate, anterolateral setae subcylindrical blunt; they are
lanceolate on posterolateral and lateral part ofhead; behind temporal organs on postcrolateral side ofhead
some very short 3-spined setae. Longest setae near antennae, about 3 times longer than most anterior setae
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of tergal side, Temporal organs circular, as wide as greatest diametcr of I st antennal segment and I /4 of
their greatest distance apart; Iateral rnargin turned up, having no contact with head cuticle; 3 small pores
at the sternal margin of the depression below the temporal organ.
Antennae. - Chaetotaxy of segments l-6:6(-7)+(2-)317(-8\17(-8)17+p/6+R/p+p'+p"+R'+f. Distal part
of flagella tapering, blunt and with small incision below apex; their relative lengths (base segments
included): F = 100, F'= 250. Setae on segment I short, lanceolate. with short oblique pubescence; on
segment 2 sublanceolate striate; on segments 3 and 4 2-3 times longer than on segment l, subcylindrical,
striate-annu late. tapcring; on segrnent 5 also pointed. The R fusifornr. I .8(- L9) times as long as its grealest
diarneter. its flagellum F 2.0(-2. l) ti¡nes as long as R. Distal branch R'about as wide as long and with
wide base. Relative lengths ofsetae ofsegment 6 (F = 100): p = 88(-98), p'= (142-)173(-198), p" =
(41-)46(-52). Forked organ fas long as basal segment ofF'l it has 3 pubescent distal branches, (l-)2 of
which are furcate. The whole antenna distinctly pubescent.
Trunk. - All tergites with many very short, clavate, obliquely pubescent setae. They are dispersed
irregularly on tergite I, in 2 transversal rows on Il, in 3 indistinct rows on III. on the following tergites
arranged irregularly; number ofsetae (pâratypes only): I 50-53, ll 23-24, lll 56-58. IV 60, V-Vll ?, Vlll
ry84, IX 66-68. X 42-48, Xl 32-36, XII I 6- I 7. Cuticle of tergites with short erect pubescence.
Trichobothria on tergites ll. V, VII, IX and XI. Their relative lengths: T' = (67-)70(-90), Tr =
(134-)140(-145), T.r = (l3l-)137(-ló2), Tn = (144-)152(-l9l),T,= 2291-24ó). The T'-Tn subsimilar, axes
very thin. pubescence hairs straight, simple, on proxirnal li3 oblique, increasing in length outwar<ls, on
distal half long, ercct, whorled; T. with thicker axes and shorter oblique pubescence.
Penes (paratypes only) protrude from proportionately high base segmentsi they are conical, rounded
distally,1.9(-2.0)timesaslongastheirgreatestdiameter;setalong,0.6ofthelengthoforgan;cuticle
distinctly pubescent.
Legs (Table | ). - Leg I I 5- or 6-segmented, in the latter case the tarsus is divided into basitarsus and
telotarsus. Leg segmentation and chaetotaxy (explanation in Table l), leg l: F+0lF+2/0+3/l+3/l+ll legs
2-9: F+0lF+210+2 or 0+3/0+3 or l+3/0+3 or l+3/l+l; leg l0: F+0/F+210+2 or 0+3ll+3/0+l/l+l: leg I I,
alr. l: F+0/F+0/0ll/l+l+ll'alt.2:F+}lF+210+3ll+310+1ll+1. Foliofonn setaewith broad base. othersetae
tapering pointecl; longest seta on tergal side of the tarsus of leg I I (0.2-)0.3 of the length of tarsus. Cuticle
of legs with distinct pubescence.
Pygidiunr. Tergum. - Posterior margin evenly rounded. There are ó setae in a transversal row anterior
ofsetae st. ar, a2 and a.. Relative lengths ofthe latter ar = st = 10. â: = â.r = 16. They are all slrort, st and
a, conical, pointed, with a few oblique pubescence hairsi other setae bladder-shaped, L8-2.0 times as long
as their greatest diameter, with distinct oblique pubescence. Distance ar-âr l3 times longer than âr;
distance ar-a2 about twice longer than distance ar-ar; distance st-st 5 times longer than st and 0.4 of
distance a,-a,. Cuticle with distinct pubescence.
Sternum. - Posterior margin bctween br straight (or with shallow rounded indentation), posterolateral
corners rounded. Relative lengths ofsetae (ar = l0): br = 64-)67(-71), bz = bu'= 17. They are straight,
diverging, with distinct oblique pubescence; br fusit'orm. with greatest diameter in proximal l/3, blunt; b2
and br' lanceolate, pointed. The b, 0.3(-0.4) of their distance apart, b2 0.3 of distance b,-brl br' (0.6-)0.7
ofdistance br-br'. Anal plate thick, divided longitudinally into two strongly clavate branches by a deep and
narrow median cleft; branches in tergal view subtriangular with narrow base, convex lateral nrargings,
rounded posterolateral corners and posteriorly cut squarely; posterior surface indented, each with a short,
wide, fungiform appendage protruding from the bottom of the indentation; diameter of appendages
0.6(-0.7) ofthe greatest diameter ofbranchi plate with distinct pubescence ofstraight almost erect hairs
which are longest on lergal side and distal part ofappendages. Plate with appendages almost as long as bt.
Subad. 10. - Trunk l2-segmented, distribution oltrichobothria as in ad. ll. Sonre legs lost, leg-
segmentation no( studied.
Subad. 9. - Penes conical, almost glabrous, seta very short, triangular.
Etymology. - ln honour ofJosé de Acosta, a Spanish Jesuit in the lóth century, may be the first who
pointed to the faunal similarities between the Old and the New World.
Affinities. - The general shape of the anal plate with very broad clavate branches indicates relation-
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ships to M../ì'ustotoriu.s REMY (1959a) from the Nimba Mts in Guinea. The short, obliquely pubescent,
pointed pygidial setae a, suggest the same. However, REMY's description oî M.jrustatori¡¿s is so
incomplete that these signs are more a guess than a statement. Good distinguishing characters are in the
distal part of the anal plate: appendages flat and their insertion arca much widcr than appendages in
d(.ostae, appendages subhemispherical and their insertion area about as wide as the appendages in
.fittstatorius. The new species may have connections also with mat'hudoi and lutiramosu,ç both described
by REMY (1953) from Angola, the former later also reported by him frorn Uganda (1960). They are
sirnilar in the general shape ofthe anal plate but the new spccies is easily tlistinguished from them by the
shape of the pygidial setae a, and a., (bladder-shapcd. not lanccolate) and by the shape of the anal plate
(branches subtriangular in uutslae and ¡nucha¿loi, subrectangular in lalirqmosusi appendages fungiform and
flat distally in qutstoe. subspherical in machodoi and hemispherical in lalirumosu,t.
Order Tetramerocerata
Family Pauropodiae
Key to Amazonian subfamilies of Pauropodidae
l. Sternal antennal branch s with 2 flagella.2 sctae antl 2 globuli, the lattcrjoined to a single stalk¡
mediotergal plateof headpresent ...... Polypauropodinae VERHOEFF
- Sternal antennal branch with 2 flagella. I seta and I globulus; mediotergal plate ofhead absent 2
2. Tergites not sclerotized . ..... Pauropodinae LUBBOCK
-Tergitessclerotized .... Scleropauropodinae BAGNALL
Subfamily Pauropodinae
Key to Amazonian genera of Pauropodinae
l. Preanal segment much narrower than the others, longer than broad Hemipauropus SILVESTRI
- Preanal segmentonly a littlenarrowerthan theothers, broaderthan long ......... 2
2. Adults with first and last pair of legs 5-segmented, those interposed ó-segmented
. . Allopauropus SILVESTRI
- Alf legs S-segmented . . . Cduveteuropas REMY
Genus Allopøuropus SILVESTRI, 1902
Key to Amazonian subgenera of Ailopauropus
L Pygidial sternum with setae b,, b, and b.,; subad. 8 with setae d, and d, on pygidial tergum . . .
. AIlopauntpu.s s.str.
- Pygidial sternum with setae b, and b, . . . . . . 2
2. Subad. 8 with setae d, and d, on pygidial tergum; distal corners ofs equally truncate
. . Peri,ssopaunrpas n.subgen.
- Subad. 8 with setae d, only on pygidial tergum: anterodistal cornerofs more truncate than posterodi-
stal one . . Decapauropu,ç REMY
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Subgenus Alkryauropu.ç s.str.
3, Allopauropus (A.) bícornículus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 281 specimens.
Manaus, campinarana, 3 ad. 9(9), 2 subad. 8(9), 2 juv. 6, 3 juv. 3. loc. KlTCPA, I 7.Vlll.1988. l0
specimens.
Manaus, fucada, I ad. 9(d). 30.lll.1990, loc. K27. I specimen. - ln all 292 specimcns.
4. Allopauropus (4.) dundoensis REMY, 1955
Material. - Manaus. Rio Tarumã Mirím. capoeira. 271 specimens.
5. Allopauropus (A.) ¿v¿lis SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím. capoeira. 280 specimens.
Manaus, campina. 29 ad.9(13 d, ló C). 22 subad. 8(4 d. l8 9), 9 juv. 6. 5 juv. 5. 3 juv. 3,
29.t1. 1988. 68 specimens.
Manaus, campinarana,39 ad.9(ll ð,27 ?, I sex'l), 15 subad. S(l d. 14 9), l7juv.6. ll juv.5.
8juv.3,29.lll.l9tì81 4l ad.9(22 cr. 19 C),2l subad.8(4 d. l7 9).33juv.6.25juv. 5.22juv.3,
l7.VIll. 1988. 232 specimens.
lbidem. fucada, I ad.9(9). I specimen. - In all 581 specimens.
6, A, (A.) rodríguesi SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tatumã Mirím, capoeira. 2362 specimens.
7. A. (A.) uncinatus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 47 specimens.
Subgenus Decapøuropzs REMY, 1957a
8. A. (D.) acer SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 3 specimens.
9. A. (D.) ¿disi SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 201 specimens.
Manaus, campinarana,6 ad.9(3 d,3 e),29.111.1988, loc. Kl0-l3CPA. - ln all 207 specimens.
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10. Allopauropus (D.) íeenus n.sp. (Figs. 13-24)
Type locality. - Brazil. Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(d), locality as above,25.Vlll.l982, loc. K3lTM.
Paratypes: Same data as holotype, 2 ad.9(ð,9). 2 specimens.
Other material. - lbidem,2 ad.9(d),25.VII1.t982, loc. KISTM and K30TM¡ t3 ad.9(6 d,7 g),
29.1X.1982, loc. Kl2TM, Kl5TM. Kl7TM, K29TM, K3 I-32TM; I ad.9(9).26.X.1982, toc. KI0TM;5
ad. 9(l d.4 9), 23.X11982, loc. Kl8TM, K23TM and K28TM; 4 ad.9(2 d. 2 9),3 juv. 5, 28.t1.t982,
loc. K20TM;4 ad.9(l c¡,3 9).28.111.1982, loc. Kl4-l5TM, Kl9TM, K26TM; I ad.9(9),25.tV.1983.
loc. K3OTM; 8 ad. 9(3 d, 5 9), 26.V. 1983, loc. K22TM, K30-32TM; 6 ad. 9(2 d, 4 9), I juv. 5.
27.V1.1983. loc. K24TM, K28TM:3 ad.9(2 d, I 9). ljuv.5,2ó.Vll. 1983. loc. KtOTM;27 ad.9(10 c¡.
l7 9),5 juv.6,7 juv.6,24.VI11.1983. loc. Kl6TM. Kl8-l9TM, K22TM, K3lTM, K33TM.9t specimens.
- In all 94 specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.ó3-)0.80 mm.
Head. - Tergal setae of medium length. subcylindrical, striate. bluntl lateral group setae tapering,
póinted. with oblique pubescence. Relative lengths ofsetae (holotype only), lst row: ar = a¡ = l0l 2nd
row:ar=l0,at=16,4¡=15;3rdrow:a,=10,r:=lll4throw:ar=l0,ar=17,a.=?,an=12;lateral
group: t, =2O, lt=20, lt=25.The¡atioar/ar-¡r isin lstrow l.4,2ndrow0.6,3rdrow l.2and4throw
0.9. Length of temporal organs (1.9-)2.0 times as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistil; small
âperture in temporal organs anterior of 1,, Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae, all striate. all but r cylindrical. blunt; r tapering. Relative lengths
ofsetae:p=100,p'=(68-)75,p"=26(-34),r=(47-)50.Neitherp"'noru.Tergalserap(aslong
as -)l.l times as long as tergal branch t. The latter somewhat fusiform,3.0(-3.3) times as long as sternal
branch s which is 1.9(-2.2\ times as long as its greatest diameter; anterodistal corner of s truncate. Seta q
cylindrical, striate, blunt,0.7 ofthe length ofs. Relative lengths offlagella (base segments included) and
base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = 61-tr' Fz= 3l(-49'), bs, = (5-)6; F., = 85(-93), 5s. = (6-)7. The F, (3.4-)4.1
times as long as t, F and F, l.ó(-2.0) and (3.5-)3,7(-3.9) times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces
small, distal part of flagella axes fusiform. Globulus g 1.2(-1.3) times as long as wide; ry9 bracts; width
of g as long as greatest diameter of t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment clavate, striate, with rudimentary secondary branches; lateral ones
1.6(-1.7) times as long as submedian ones; sternite process triangular, glabrous; appendages short,
glabrous, with flat caps.
Setae on tergites as setae on tergal side ofhead, subequal in length on all tergites. There are 4+4 setae
on tergite l. ó+ó on Il-lV, V not studied and 4+2 on VI. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.5 of their
distance apart and as long as (- somewhat shorter than) the length of pygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: Tr = 100, Tr = lll(-ll3), T3 =97(-lll), To = ll3(-lló, T. =
(207-)218. They have thin, simple, straight axes, a little thickened in T., only. Pubescence hairs short and
straight, strongest on T,, mainly oblique but erect on distal part ofT,, T, and To.
Penes subcylindrical, inner side straight, 2.3 times as long as their greatest diameter; seta 0.3 of the
length of organ.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter ofleg 9 furcate with subcylindrical branches which are densely
striate and bluntl those on trochanter somewhat longer than coxal setae and secondary branches there
somewhat thinner than primary ones. More anteriorly these setae are simple with rudiments only of
secondary branches. Coxal seta on leg 2 in male clavate with rudimentary secondary branch. Tarsus ofleg
9 tapering, slender, 4.8(-5.2) times as long as its greatest diameter. Proximal seta tapering, pointed. with
short oblique pubescence; its length (0.3-)0.4 ofthe length oftarsus and 2.ó(-3.5) times as long as distal
seta; the latter cylindrical, blunt, shortly pubescent. Cuticle oftarsus somewhat granular.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin between st almost straight. Relative lengths of setae: a, = 100,
a, = (l l5-)136, a. = (l3l-)145, st = (l04ll l8(-133). The a,, o, and a, thin with short oblique pubescence;
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ar almost straight, cylindrical, a, and a. somewhat curved inwards, tapering pointed; st converging,
straight, broadly lanceolate similar to a knife-blade, with very short pubesccnce. Distance ar-ar (about as
long as -) 1.2 limes as long as a,; distance ar-a2 ( l. I -) 1.2 times as long as distance ar-a,; distance st-st ( 1.3-
)1.5 tirnes as long as st and 1.4(-1.6) times as long as distance a,-a,. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, with a broad shallow indentation. Relative lengths of setae
(ar = 100): b, = (425-)509, þ, = (100-)l 18. The b, subcylindrical. striate. bluntì b, as a, and a.' ofpygidial
tergurn. The b, (1.7-)2.0 times as long as their distance aparti b2 0.9(-l.l) times as long as distance br-br.
Anal plate as broad as long, with concave lateral margins and two posterior rounded lobes separated by a
broadly V-shaped incision; there are two long posterior cowhorn-shaped appendages projecting obliquely
upwards from tergal side, their length (2.1-)2.3 times as long as the length ofplate: plate and appendages
glabrous.
Etyrnology. - Frot¡ ieen = capoeira (secondary forest), a word used by the Macrh indians fiom the Rio
Uaupés in the uppcr Rio Ncgro area.
Affinities. - A. ieenu.s is easily recognizcd and well delinrited by two good characters: firstly, the
structure ofthe anal plate with large obliquely upwards directed cowhorn-shaped appcndages, a character
not previously met with in the genus; secondly, the knife-blade shape of the styli. Good additional
characters are the subcylilrdrical penes, the clavate setae of the collur¡ segrnent and thc prclportionately
long setae b, of the pygidial sternuln. Among the Neotropical specics it may be most close to A. odisi
SCHELLER by similarities in the antennae. temporal organs and trichobothria but also as to the collurn
segment and the legs. It has sonre sinilarities also to the following s¡recies. l. lo,ltolus n.sp., e.g. in the
tonporal organs. the collum segment and the legs.
ll. Allopauropus (D.) tohoius n.sp. (Figs. 25-36)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, Rio Tarunrà Mirírn. capoeira.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(d), locàlity as abovc,25.VIIl.l9f'ì2, loc. Kl4TM.
Paratypes: Sarne data as holotype, I juv. 5l ibidenr.2 ad. 9(9),25.VIII.1982. loc. K25TM.3 speci-
llìens.
Other material. - Ibidem, I ad.9(d).25.V111.1982. loc. K32TM; I ad.9(d),29.lX.1982, loc. K30TM;
5 ad. 9(l d. 4 C), I juv. 5, 26.x.1982, loc. Kl2TM. KlTTMI 7 ad. 9(l d. 6 g), 2ó.VII.1983, loc.
Kl8TM, K24TM, K27TM. l5 specimens. - In all l9 specirnens.
Description
Length. - (0.58-)0.70(-0.75) mm.
Head. - Median tergal setae of medium length. clavate, striate. somc lateral ones distinctly longer.
subcylindrical. striate, blunt except ar in 2nd row and lateral group setae which are tapering pointecl.
Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: a, = 10, a, = (10-)l ll 2nd row: ¡, = (10-)13, a, = (16-)20, at=22(-23'¡.
3rd row: a, = (12-)16, a, = (t3-)14;4th row: a, = (13-)14, âr -19, a. = (20-)22, ar = 13(-14); lateral
group (holotype only): a, = 23, lz = 22, lt = 26. The ratio a,/a,-a' is in I st row l. l, 2nd row 0'6, 3rd row
2.0 and 4th row 1.3. Length of temporal organs L9(-2.0) tirnes as long as their shortest distance apart. No
pistil; srnall aperture in temporal organs anterior of 1,. Head outicle glabrous
Antennae. - Segrnent 4 with 5 setae which are cylindrical, striate, blunt. Relative lengths of setae:
p = 100, p'= 57(-68), p" = (40-)48, p"'= ? (10-12), r = (40-)52. No u. Tergal seta p l.2 times as long
as tergal branch t. The latter fusiform, 2.7(-3.0) timcs as long as its greatest diarneter and as long as sternal
branch s which is ( 1.8-)2.0 times as long as its greatest diameter and with its antcrodistal corner roundedly
truncate. Seta q thinner than p and p', cylindrical, striate. blunt, 0.6 of the length of s. Relative lengths of
flagella (base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = (4-)ó; F, = (35-)41, bsr = 4; F., =
(74-)83, bs. = (5-)6. The F,4.3(-4.8) times as long as t, F2 and F., (1.7-)1.8(-2.0) and 3.6(-3.7) times as
long as s respectively, Distal calyces small, distal part of flagella axes somewhat lusiform. Globulus g
longish, (1.3-)1.4 times as long as wide; (12-)xl4 bracts; width of g 0.7(-0.8) of the greatest diameter of
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t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollunr segment with rudir¡ents only ofthe secondary branch; they are subcylindri-
cal. densely striate, subrnedian ones blunt, sublateral ones somewhat taperingl the latter (1.7-12.0 times as
long as submedian one; sternite process narrow, cleft distally: appendages with broad bases and low caps;
bascs of appendages ancl anterior part of, process with short dense pubescence.
Setae on tcrgites as setae on tergal sidc ofhead and ofabout the same length on all tergites. There are
4+4 setae on tergite l, 6+6 on Il-lv, 6+4 on V and 4+2 on Vl. Submedian posterior setae on Vl 0.4(-0.5)
of their distance apart and almost as long as pygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: Tr = 100. T, = (124-)131. T. = (l l7-)l l8(-l l9), To = (137-)150,
l.= (219-)241(-242).They have thin, simple, straight axes. a little thickened in T, only. Pubescence hairs
short and straight, strongest on T.,, mainly oblique but almost erect on distal part of T,-To.
Penes subconical, twice longcr than their greatest diametcr. glabrous; seta 0.3 ofthe length oforgan.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter ofleg 9 subsirnilar. furcate. branches cylindrical, blunt, with short
dense pubescencc. Morc anteriorly these setae are simple with rudirnentary secondary branches. coxal setae
somewhat fusifbrm, those of trochanter cylindrical. Coxal setae on leg 2 in malc distinctly fusilorrn with
rudimentary secondary branch. densely striate. Tarsus of leg 9 slender, tapering, (4.6-)5.6(-5.7) times as
long as its greatest diameter. Proxirral seta tapering, pointed. very shortly pubescent. its length 0.4(-0.5)
ofthe length ol'tarsus and 2.4(-3.0) times as long as distal seta which is cylindrical, blunt, densely striate.
Cuticle ol larsus glabrous.
Pygidiunr. Tergum. - Posterior rnargin evcnly roundcd. Relative lengths ofselae: ar = 100, ar = 95(-
102), a., = 120(-158), st = 130(-l4l). Thesc setae are thin and subcylindricall a,, a, ancl a. sornewhat
curved inwards. tapering, striate, st straight. converging. glabrous. Distance a,-a, l.l(-1.2) tinres as long
as a,; distance a,-a, as long as distance ar-a.,: distance st-st 1.5(-1.(r) tinlcs as long as st and 1.7(-2.2\
times as long as distancc a,-a,. Cuticlc glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, with deep and broatl indention. Relative lengths of setae (a, =
100): b' = (454-)640(-670), br = ( 105-)l0tì(-155). The b, cylindrical, denseiy, blunt: b, tapering. sonrewhat
diverging, striate. Thc bt2.l(-3.2) tinres as long as their distancc apart; br 0.7(-0.9) of'distancc b,-br. Anal
plate broadest at base, trapezoid. lateral margins very little concave: posterolateral corners with two long
tapering diverging appendages the distal part of which is curved somewhat outwardsi appendages (2.7-
)2.8(-2.9\ times as long as plate.
Etymology. - Fron tohói = white. a word used by the Macú indians fìom the Rio Uaupés in the upper
Rio Negro area (body colour).
Affìnities. - A. tohoius is close to the Nearctic ltohn.sucki REMY (1957a) frorn Tennessee. South
Carolina and West Virginia and the West Palearctic.furculr¡ SILVESTRI ( 1902). They have great sinrilari-
ties as to the tenrporal organs, the lcgs, the chactotaxy of the pygidial tergum and the shape of the anal
plate. From the former it is distinguished by e.g. the length oithe F, (half of thc length of Frin tohtsiu.s,
as long as Frin hohnsucki), the length ofthe setae a, and a, ofthe pygidial sternum (ofthe sarre length,
not a, distinctly shorter than ar). the shape and length of the st (longer than a, and tapering. not shorter
than a, and cylindrical), the proportion b,/b,-br (2. l-3.2. not 1.4) and thc shape ofthe pasterolateral margin
of the anal plate (with incision in lateral margin at base of appendages. no such incision). Good distin-
guishing characters in relation to./itrculu are e.g. the shape of the T.ì (thìn axes in tohoius, proxinral part
clavate in./urcula). the shape of the st (long, thin and tapering, not short and claviforrn), the proportion
b'lb'-b' (2.1-3.2, not 1.3) and the shape ofthe posterolateral margins olthe anal plate (with incision at
base of appendages, no such incision). A. tohoius has connections also in direction A. ieenus n.sp.
described above e.g. the shape of the temporal organs, the collurn segment, the trichobothria. the legs and
at least partly the pygidial chaetotaxy. The two species can be distinguished by e.g. the proportionately
smaller antennal globulus g in the former species, its thin st and thin appendages of the anal plate.
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12, Allopauropus (D.) bícornutus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus. Rio Tarumã Mirím. capoeira. 1080 specimcns.
Manaus, canrpinarana,2 ad.9(cl").29.11¡.1988, loc. KIICPA and KlSCPAl 2 juv.5. loc. KIOCPA and
I ad. 9(9). loc. KIICPA and 2 juv. 5, loc. K27CPA, l7.VIII.l988. 7 specimens.
Manaus. campina, I ad.9(9),29.11.1988, K3 ICPA. I specimen. - ln all 1088 specimcns.
13, Allopauropus (D.) brachypodus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 49 specimens.
Manaus. campinarana,4 ad. 9(9), I subad. 8(9),3 juv. 6,29.¡11.1988, loc. K3lCPA. 8 specimens.
Manaus. campina,6 ad.9(3 d.3 9),29.11.1988, loc. K3 lCPA.6 specimens. - ln all 63 specimens.
14, Allopøuropus (D.) junki n.sp. (Figs. 37-48)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(9), locality as above,27.VI.l983. loc. K22TM.
Paratypes: Ibidem. S ad.9(9),28.11.1983, loc. KISTM and lad.9(9),27.VI.1983. K30TM.9
specimens.
Other material. - lbidem,7 ad.9(9),2 juv.6,23.1X.1982, loc. Kl5TM, K24TM, K28TM and 4 ad.
9(9).2 subad. S(9), I juv. 6,23.Xl.1982, loc. K22-23TM, K26TM and 4 ad.9(9), I juv.6,28.11.1983,
loc. K24TM and2ad.9(9),27.VI.1983, loc. K23TM. K27TM.23 specimens. - In all 33 specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.56-)0.64 mm.
Head. - Setae striate, median and submedian ones somewhat clavate; lateral ones subcylindrical, blunt.
Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: ar = 10, a, = l0(-ll)l 2nd row: ar = (ll-)12(-14), a, = (19-)20. a¡ =
(9-)10(-f3)r 3rd row: â, = l2(-13), ar = l5(-20)1 4th row: ar = l0(-l l), r, = ( 16-)17(-22), a., = l2(-13), an
= l7(-2O): lateral group (holotype only): l, = 32, lt= 20,1t= I 8. The ratio a,/a,-a, is in I st row (0.8-)0.9,
2nd row (0.4-)0.5. 3rd row 0.8 and 4th row 0.5. Length of temporal organs ( I .3-) I .6 timcs as long as their
shortest distance apart. No pistil. Head cuticle glabrous but temporal organs with d¡stinct erect pubescence.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae which are cylindrical. striate. Relative lengths of setae: p = 100.
p' = (45-)50, p" = 27(-33\, r = (50-)54(-59). Neither p"' nor u. Tergal seta p 1.4(-l.6) tirnes as long as
tergal branch t. The latter fusiform, (1.5-)1.6(-1.7) times as long as its greatcst diantetcr anrl (0.8-)0.9 of
the length of sternal branch s which is 1.4(-1.ó) times as long as its greatest diameter and with its
anterodistal corner truncate. Seta q cylindrical, striate, blunt. almost as long as (-1.4 times as long as) the
length ofs. Relative lengths offlagella (base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = 7,-tr'
F, = (30-)33, bs, = 5; F. = (85-)95, bs. = 71-tr. The F, thinner than F, and F.,. The F, 5.2(-5.6) times as
long as t, F, and F., 1.3(-1.6) and (3.8-)4.4(-4.7) times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces small,
subhemispherical; distal part of flagella axes strongly widened. Clobulus g proportionately large, as long
as (-1.3 times as long as) wide; rl0 bracts; capsule spherical and short-stalked; width ofg about as greât
as diameter of t. Antcnnae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment simple, annulate. bluntl sublateral ones sornewhat clavate, (3.1-)4.0
times as long as submedian setae. Sternite process small, narrow, wedge-shapedl appendages with 3-parted
caps; process and appendages glabrous.
Setae on tergites short, subcylindrical, striate, blunt. There are 4+4 setae on tergite I, ó+6 on ll-lV,
6+4 on V and 4+2 on VI. Submedian posterior sctae on VI (0.4-)0.6 oftheir distance apart and (0.8-)1.0
of the length of pygidial a,.
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Relative lengths oftrichobothria: T, = 100, T, = 98(-t l4), f. = (93-)95(-105), T1 = (105-)t09(-120),
f. = (138-)148. They have thin axes, all but T. ramose; T,, T, and Tn polyramose with thin branches in
one plane, rnost proximal branches simple, most of others furcate. The T. twice dichotomously branched
in distal l/3; middle branch with ovoid endswelling the length of which is 0.2 of the length of T.,. All
trichobothria with sirnple pubescence hairs, on T,, T, and To short, almost erect. on T, and T. stronger and
obl ique.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter ol all legs thin. simple, cylindrical. striate, blunt. Tarsus of leg
9 short, tapering, (2.4-\2.6(-2.7\ times as long as its greatest diameter. Proximal seta simple. glabrous;
distal seta furcate with equal somewhat curved branches which are cylindrical, annulate. blunt. Proximal
seta 0.2 of the length of tarsus and (0.7-)0.8 of the length of distal seta. The latter furcate on all legs.
Cuticle of tarsus with faint pubescence. Metatarsus of legs 2-9 very slrort, annutar.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin evenly rounded. Relative lengths of setae: ar = 10. ar =
(6-)7(-tt). ¡. = (14-)17,5¡ = (8-)10. These setae are cylindrical, striate, blunt, so¡newhat curved inwards,
a, diverging. Distance a'-a' 1.2(-1.3) times as long as a,; distance a,-a, 1.5(-1.7) times as long as distance
a2-ar; distance st-st about twice longer than st and (1.5-)1.7(-1.8) times as long as distance ar-ar. Cuticle
glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, broadly indentcd but with a median semicircular process.
Relative lengths ofsetae (ar = l0): b, = 27(-43'), br = l5(-ltì). These setae are cylindrical, striatet b2
somewhatcurvedinwardsanddiverging.Theb, 1.2(-1.5)timesâslongastheirdistanceapartlbr0.8(-0.9)
of distance b'-br. Anal plate glabrous. narrowest anteriorly, cordiform. with two posterolateral. somewhat
clavate, faintly striate appendages: the latter somewhat curved outwartls. diverging, 0.6(-0.7) ofthe length
of plate.
Stage subad. 8. - Setae d, on pygidial tergum very short, their distance apart rl7 times longer than
setae: their relative length (pygidial âr = l0)= 3.
Etymology. - Dedicated to PD Dr. W. Junk. Head of the Tropical Ecology Working Group. Max-
Planck Institut für Lirnnologie, Plön, for valuable support during my studies of Amazonian myriapods.
Aflfinities. - A..iunki shows striking resemblance to tlendrilitrmi,s l{AGINO lrom.lapan (HAGINO
1993) and å¿¡¿rl¡rl REMY from Angola (REMY 19551 SCHELLER l9S3) and the western part of the
Nearctic (Canada. Ontario, SCHELLER l.c. and the US, Florida, REMY 1958. These three species are
very alike in the following respects: similarly branched trichobothria, tarsi with furcate distal seta and the
chaetotaxy of the pygidium and the anal plate are akin. lt is distinguished from the former by the antennae
(distal part of the F.r clâvate, not cylindrical). the process of the collum segment (digitiform. not with distal
incision), the surface structure ofthe T, (branches covered with thin simple pubescence hairs. not thick anrl
partly branched distally) and the shape of the anal plate (with distinct posteromedian incision. not very
indistinctt appendagcs clavate, not cylindrical). The new species differs from houini by the aspect of the
trichobothria (lateral branches of the T, simple, not secondary branchedl distal pubescence on the T{
simple, not branched) and the anal plate (indented posteriorly, not convex). The species may be related
also to the West Palearctic alsiosus REMY & BALLAND. The antennae are sirnilar and so are the
trichobothria, the tarsi, the anal plate and the chaetotaxy of the pygidial tergurn (REMY & BALLAND
l9s7).
15. Allopauropus (D.) irmgørdae SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 43 spccimcns.
Manaus, campinarana, 2 ad.9(l d, I ç), 29.111.1988, loc. KllcPA, 2 specimens. - ln all 45 speci-
mens.
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16. Allopauropus (D.) manuusensß SCHELLER, 1994 (Figs. 49-50)
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 256 specimens.
Manaus. campinarana, I ad. 9(d), loc. Kl ICPA and I ad 9(sex ?). loc. KI5CPA and 2 ad.9(9), loc.
KISCPA and I ad.9(d), loc. K27CPA,29.lll.l988l I ad.9(d), loc. KIOCPA and I ad.9(d), loc.
KIICPA and ljuv. ó, loc. KI4CPA and I ad.9(c¡), KI5CPA and I ad.9(9).2 juv.3. loc. KI6CPA and
I juv. 5, loc. K23CPA and I ad. 9(9), loc. K27CPA, l7.Vlll.l988. l4 specirnens. - ln all 27O specimens.
ln the description of the species (SCHELLER 1994) I said that the temporal organs were provided with
small posterior pistil. A closer study has shown that it is instead a small aperture only in the cuticle
anterior of the setae l' (Fig. 49).
The posteriomedian linguiform appendage of the pygidial tergum is well delimited from the body
surface (Fig. 50).
17. Allopauropus (D.) neotrcp¡cus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 2l specimens.
Manaus, campinarana, I ad.9(d), l7.VIIl.l988, loc. KlTCPA. I specimen. - ln all 22 specimens.
18. Allopauropus (D.) pedicellus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 37 specimens.
19, Allopøuropus (D.) petioløtus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 43 specimens.
Manaus, campinarana, I ad. 9(d). 3 juv. 5, loc. KI0CPA and I ad. 9(d), loc. KI3CPA and I ad.
9(d), I juv.6, loc. K23CPA,29.lll.l988; I ad.9(cr),,loc. KI6CPA and I ad.9(9), loc. KITCPA and I
ad. 9(d), loc. K30CPA, l7.Vlll.l988. l0 specimens.
Manaus, campina, I juv. 5, loc. KI3CPA and I ad. 9(9), loc. KI5CPA and I ad. 9(d), 3 juv. 5,
29.11.1988. ó specimens. - In all 59 specimens.
20. Allopauropus (D.) proximus REMY, 1948a
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 295 specimens.
Manaus, campina, I ad 9(9),29.11.1988, loc. KlSCPA. I specimen.
Manaus, fucada, 8 ad. 9(9). I subad. 8(9), 3 juv. 6, loc. KlO and I ad. 9(9), loc. Kl I and 3 ad.
9(9), loc. Kl4 and I ad. 9(9), loc. Kl6 and 3 ad. 9(9), loc. K22 and I ad. 9(9), I juv. ó, loc. K26,
30.111.1990.22 specimens. - In all 318 specimens.
21. Allopauropus (D.) s¡nuosus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 9 specimens.
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22. Allopauropus (D.) tenuilobatus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím. capoeira. I specimen.
23. Allopauropus (D,) tenuis REMY, 1948a
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 2ó0 specimens.
Manaus, campinarana,2 ad.9(9). loc. KIICPA and lad.9(9), locì KI2CPA and 3 ad.9(9), I
subad. 8(9). loc. KI3CPA and I ad. 9(9), loc. KI4CPA and I ad. 9(9), loc. K27CPA and I ad. 9(9),
loc. K32CPA,29.111.1988;3 ad. 9(9), loc. KI0CPA and I ad.9(9), loc. KI5CPA and I subad. 8(9), loc.
KI6CPA and I ad. 9(9), loc. K24CPA and 3 ad. 9(9), I juv. 6, loc. K29CPA and 3 ad. 9(9). loc.
K3 ICPA, 17.VIII.1988.23 specimens. - ln all 283 specimens.
24, Allopauropus (D.) anomoios n.sp. (Figs. 5l-62)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campina.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(9), locality as above,29.ll.l988, loc. Kl5CPA.
Paratypes: lbidem,3 ad 9(l c¡,2 9), I subad.8(9),3juv. 
-5, loc. KI6CPA and 3 ad.9(l d,2 9).
I subad. 8(9), loc. KlTCPA. I I specimens.
Other material. - Manaus, ibidem,2 ad. 9(d), loc. KIOCPA and l8 ad. 9(7 ð, I I 9),2 subad. 8(S),
9 juv.6,3 juv.5, loc. KIICPA and2ad.9(c¡.9). I juv.5, loc. KI2CPA and I ad.9(d), loc. KI3CPA
and 6 ad. S(l c¡, 5 9), 2 subad. 8(1), loc. KISCPA and2 ad.9(9), loc. KISCPA and 2 ad. 9(d, 9). I
subad. 8(9), KI9CPA and 2 ad.9(d, 9), loc. K31CPA,29.11.1988.53 specimens.
Manaus. campinarana, I subad. 8(d), 2 juv. 6, loc. Kl I and 3 ad. 9(9), loc. KI3CPA and 2 ad. 9(9),
loc. KI4CPA and2ad.9(9), loc. KI5CPA and 5 ad.9(l d.4 9), I subad.8(cf), loc. KITCPA and 4 ad.
9(l c¡,3 9), loc. KI8CPA and I ad.9(9), Ioc. KI9CPA and 4 ad. 9(l ð,2 9), loc. K2ICPA and 2 ad.
9(d, 9), loc. K23CPA and I ad. 9(9), loc. K25CPA and 34 ad. 9(12 è,21 g. I sex ?), 2 subad. 8(d,
9). 4 juv. 6, 29.111.1988; ibidem, 3 ad.9(2 ð, I g), loc. KI0CPA and I ad. 9(sex ?). loc. KIICPA and
I juv: 3, loc. KI4CPA and 3 ad. 9(2 ð, | 9), loc. KI5CPA and 2 ad. 9(c¡, 9), loc. KIóCPA and I ad.
9(d), loc. KITCPA and2ad.9(d,9),2juv.5, loc. KI8CPA and I ad.9(9), I subad. S(9).3juv.6,
loc. KI9CPA and I ad. 9(9). loc. K22CPA and 2 ad.g(cl', C), loc. K23CPA and 3 ad. 9(9), I subad.
8(cr'). loc. K25CPA and 18 ad. 9(5 d, 13 9), I subad. 8(3 c¡, 5 9). 3 juv. 6. loc. K26CPA and 4 ad.
9(9), loc. K?7CPA and I ad. 9(d), loc. K29CPA and I ad. 9(9), loc. K3 ICPA, l7.VII|.l988. 104
specimens.
Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím. capoeira,23 ad.9(5 d.28 ç), I subad. 8(9).4 juv. 6,29.1X.1982, loc.
Kl4, Kl6-19, K2l, K23, K25-27,K32:6 ad.9(2 ð,4 ?),26.X.1982, loc. Kl7, K2l-22, K3 I;5 ad.9(9),
23.X1.1982, loc. Kl3. K23, K33; 6 ad.9(2 d, 3 9. I sex ?), 28.f1.1983, loc. K23, K27t 3 ad.9(l ð,
2 e),28.111.1983.!oc.K22,K25:'9 ad.9(9), ljuv. ó,26.V. 1983, loc. Kl0, Kl3, Kl5, Kl7-18, K29,K32;
3ad.9(9),27.V1.1983,!oc.K27, K33llóad.9(ód, l0C),2juv.6,2ó.VII.1983, loc.Kll,Kl4,Kl8-
2f , K30, K33; 19 ad.9(3 cl", ló 9), I subad. S(d),24.VI11.1983. loc. Kl0, Kl2, Kl6, K19,K22,K24,
K27-28, K33. 109 specimens. - ln all 278 specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.53-)0.61(-0.78) mm.
Head. - Tergal setae rather short or ofmedium length, subcylindrical-cylindrical, striate, blunt. Relative
lengths ofsetae, lst row: a, = 10, a, = (9-)13; 2nd row: a, = (9-)12(-13), a, = (15-)20(-21), a, = l0(-14);
3rd row: a, = (10-)13(-14), a, = (16-)20;4th row: a, = (10-)13(-14), a, = (20-)23(-25), a, = (22-)33(-35),
an= Ql-\23(-29); lateral group: l, = (18-)23(-25), lr= (16-)23(-24), l, = (16-)27(-29). The ratio a,/a,-a,
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is in Ist row (0.9-)I.0,2nd row (0.5-)0.6, 3rd row (0.8-)L0 and 4th row (0.7-)0.8(-0.9). Length oftemporal
organs (1.7-)1.8(-2.5) times as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistilt small pore at posterior
margin of temporal organ. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae which are cylindrical blunti p annulate. p' and p" striate, r
glabrous. Relative lengths ofsetae: p = 100, p'= (39-)52, p" = (33-)45. r = (63-)86. Neither p"'nor u.
Tergal seta p I .6(-2.2) times as long as tergal branch t. The latter short, ( I .4-) I .6(- I .7) times as long as its
greatestdiameterand(0.8-)0.9ofthelengthofsternalbranchswhichis 1.2(-1.5)timesaslongasits
greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner truncate. Seta q somewhat thinner than p, cylindrical.
striate, blunt, ( 1.3-) 1.4 times as long as s. Relative lengths of flagella (base segments included) and base
segments: Fr = 100, bs, = (8-)l0l Fr = (31-)38, bsr = (4-)51 F. = (79-)90(-91), bs-' = (9-)12. The Fr 4.3(-
5.6) times as long as t, F, and F. I .5(- | .7) and 3.ó(-4. I ) times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces very
small. helmet-shaped, distal part of flagella axes somewhat widened. Globulus g proportionately largc,
(0.6-)0.7(-0.8) of the length of s. (l.l-)1.2(-1.4) times as long as widel its width (as long as -) 1.2 times
as long as the greatest diameter of t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment simple, subcylindrical, densely annulate, blunt; sublateral one
(l.S-)2.8(-2.9) times as long as submedian one; sternite process narrow. blunt, with short pubescence
anteriorlyl appendages with broad bases and low flattened caps.
Setae on tergites cylindrical. striate, blunt, all ofabout the same length. There are 4*4 setac on tergite
l, ó+6 on Il-V and 4+2 on VI. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.5(-0.6) of their distance apart and
(0.6-)0.7(-0.8) ofthe length ofpygidial a'.
Relative lengths oftr¡chobothria: T, = 100. T: = 102(-109). f.' = (95-)100(-108). T4 = (96-)104(-l l2).
T. = (138-)145(-162). They have very thin axes, all but T. polyramose. prirnary branches sinrple or with
secondary branches, all in one plane; main axis and branches covered with a distinct pubescence ofalmost
erect simple hairs. The T, with distal endswelling (4-)5 times longer than wide. The T. with simple straight
axes, pubescence ofsimple straight hairs, mainly oblique but almost ercct distally.
Penes short, rounded, about as long as their greatest diameter. glabrous; seta 0.7(-0.8) ofthe length of
organ.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter thin, simple (lhe latter with rudimentary secondary branch in two
paratype specimens), cylindrical, striate, blunti seta on trochanter longer than coxal seta. Coxal seta on leg
2 in male not deviating. Tarsus of leg 9 tapering. 2.1(-2.7\ times as long as its greatest diarncter. Setae
subcylindrical blunt; proximal one annulate (0.1-)0.2(-0.3) ofthe length oftarsus and (0.5-)0.6(-0.7) ofthe
length ofdistal seta which is striate. On legs l-8 the distal seta is furcate. branches equal in length.
cylindrical, striate, blunt. Cuticle of tarsus glabrous.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin between st with a low rounded bulge. Relative lengths of setae:
âr = 100, a, = (80-)83(-91), a¡ = I l7 (-130), st = (82-)92(-99). These setae are cylindrical. bluntr a,, a, and
a., annulate, somewhat diverging; ar straight, a, and a., somewhat curbed inwards; st curved inwards,
striate, converging. Distance a,-a, 1.2(-1.3) times as long as a,i distance a,-ar (3.5-)4.0(-4.1) times as long
as distance ar-a.; distance st-st 2.4(-2.5) times as long as st and 1.7(-1.8) times as long as distance at-a,.
Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, straight (- somewhat indented). Relative lengths of setae (at
= f00): br = (405-)416(-490),br= (122-)125(-158). These setae are cylindrical, striate, blunt; b, somewhat
curved inwards and diverging. The b, (I.3-)L4(-I.7) times as long as their distance apartl br 0.7(-0.8) of
distance b,-br. Anal plate ( I .21I .3 times as long as broad, narrowest anteriorly, linguiform, lateral margins
straight (- somewhat convex), posterolateral corners rounded, posterior margin with a low bulge between
two submedian appendages which are 0.6(-0.8) of the length of plate, cylindrical, straight (- somewhat
curved inwards), striate, blunt.
Stage subad. 8. - Setae d, on pygidial tergum short, their distance apart longer than setae; relative
lengths (pygidial a' = l0) = 3-4.
Etymology. - From Greek onomoios = dissimilar (distal setae of tarsi).
Affinities. - There are a few species within the subgenus having linguiform anal plate with two
posterior appendages combined with branched trichobothria and furcate setae on the tarsi. Among them
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anomoios seems to be most close lo A. houini REMY ( 1955) from Angola, the USA (Florida) and Canada
(Ontario). lt is distinguished from that species by different ramifìcation of the T¡ (polyramose in anomoio.s,
only 3-4 branches in houini) and the chaetotâxy of the tarsi (furcate setae only on leg 9, not more
anteriorly too).
25. Allopøuropus (D.) mirìmus n.sp. (Figs. 63-72)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campina.
Type material. - Holotype: subad. 8(9), locality as above,29.11.1983, loc. K33TM.
Other mâterial. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím. capoeira, I subad.8(e),28.¡1.1983, loc. K33TM
specimen. - ln all 2 specimens.
Description
Length. - 0.51 mm.
Head. - Tergal setae short or of medium length, subcylindrical-cylindrical, annulate. blunt. Relative
lengthsofsetae, lstrow:4,= l0,ar= l3;2ndrow:ar= 17,ar=23. t¡= l3:3rdrow:noar,âr=l7l4th
row: ar = 10, a, = 2¡, rr= 17, a¿= 25; lateral group: lr = l: = 22, lr= ?. The ratio a,/a,-a, is in lst row
1.0, 2nd and 4th rows 0.8. Length of temporal organs 1.4 times as long as their shortest distance apart. No
pistil. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae which are subcylindrical, annulate. blunt. Relative lengths ofsetae:
p = 100, p'= 55, p" = 3ó, r = 91. Neither p"'nor u. Tergal seta p 1.8 times as long as tergal branch t.
The latter short. with narrow base, I .4 times as long as its greatest diameter and 0.8 of the length of sternal
branch s which is 1.7 times as long as its greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner truncate. Seta
q not studied. Relative lengths of flagella (base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = 4.
Fz= 27, bs, = 2' F., = 66, bs., = 4. The F, ó.8 times as long as t. F, and F., 1.5 and 3.6 times as long as
s respectively. Base segments very short; distal calyces small, flattened; distal part of flagella axes clavate.
Globulus g proportionately small, l/4 of the length of s, as wide as long, its width 0.3 of the greâtest
diameter of t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment simple. cylindrical, densely annulate. blunt; sublateral one 8 times
longer than submedian onei sternite process small and yery narrow; appendages small, with small hemi-
spherical caps: process and appendages glabrous.
Setae on tergites short, cylindrical, striate, blunt, somewhat decreasing in length posteriorly. There are
4+4 setae on tergite I,6+6 on II-lV and 4+2 on Vl. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.6 oftheir distance
apart and 0.ó ofthe length ofpygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: T, = 100, T¡ = 105, T¡ = I 10, Ts = I30. They have thin ramose âxes,
thickest in Tr; the T, and T, polyramosc with all branches in one plane; there are three main branches, one
central and two lateral; central one nearly straight with many secondary branches, lateral ones sintple,
curved inwards around inner branches. The T. more simple: three times branched dichotomously with the
4 end-branches reaching about equally far outwards; the two middle branches each with a small spherical
swelling apically. The T. dichotomously branched in distal l/3. All trichobothria with distinct pubescence
of simple hairs. short and almost erect on T,-Tn, longer and oblique on T.,
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter thin, simple, cylindrical, striate, blunt, subequal in length. Tarsus
of leg 8 subcylindrical, tapering distally. 2.6 times as long as its greatest diameter; it has the distal seta
only which is furcate with equal, cylindrical, striate, blunt branches; seta almost 0.3 ofthe length oftarsus.
Distal setae on legs l-7 similar, branched. Cuticle of tarsus almost glabrous.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin evenly rounded. Relative lengths of setae: rr = 10, ar = 8,
ar= 10, st = 19. These setae are almost straight; t,, a, and a. cylindrical, striate. blunt, somewhat
diverging; st clavate, striate. converging. Distance ar-âr I .2 times as long as a,; distance a, -a, twice longer
than distance a2-a¡; distance st-st l.ó times as long as st and 1.5 times as long as distance år-ar. Setae d2
very short, relative lengths (pygidial ar = l0) = 3; their distance apart about l7 times longer longer than
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setac, Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between br with broad V-shaped indentation. Relative lengths of setae (al
= l0): br = 35, br = 16. These setae are cylindrical. striate, blunt; b, somcwhat curved inwards and
diverging. The b, as long as their distance apart; b, 1.2 times as long as distance b,-br. Anal plate 1.6
times as long as broad, narrowest anteriorly, linguiform, somewhat convex laterally. postcrolateral corners
rounded. posterior margin with a median shallow indention between two submedian clâvate striate
appendages which are 0.3 of the length of plate. Cuticle glabrous.
Etymology. - From mirím = small in the introduced general indian language, lingua geral (body size,
antennal globulus. length of trichobothria).
Affinities. - A. mirintus has significant features in common with hurltarus R EMY & MOYN E ( I 960)
from Morocco and from Congo (REMY 1962a\ and polyt'amotus SCHELLER ( 1970) fror¡ Sri Lanka: very
similar ramifìcation of the trichobothria and also furcate distal setae on the tarsi. In common with the latter
it has somc antennal characters too: very short basal segments ofthe flagella, proportionately very small
globulus g and very long seta r. Evidently the two species arc very close. l. mirimus is distinguished from
the two Old World species by details in the ramification of the trichobothria, the chaetotaxy of the tarsi
and the anal plate.
26. Allopauropus (D.) korynetes n.sp. (Figs. 73-84)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus. campina.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(d), locality as above,29.ll.l98tl. loc. K24CPA.
Paratype: lbidem, I ad. 9(d). 29.11.1988, loc. K25CPA.
Other material. - lbidem, I ad. 9(d), 29.11.1988. loc. KIICPA and I subad. tì(c,"), 29.11.1988, loc.
Kl2CPA. 2 specimens.
Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira, I ad.9(9).26.V.1983. loc. Kl7TM. I specitnen. - In all 5
specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.49-)0.55(-0.58) mm.
Head. - Tergal setae ofmedium length, only a, in 2nd row longer; they are cylindrical. striate, blunt;
lateral group setae tlrin, taper¡ng. Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: ar = 10. a, = (9-)10;2nd row: at =
( l0-)12, a, = l8(-20), ¡, = (13-)14; 3rd row: a' = (9-)10(-l l), ar = l2(-13); 4th row: a' = 10, a, = ?. a., =
l4(-15), an = 9(-10); lateral group: lr = 20(-21), lr = l4(-16), l¡ = l6(-19). The ratio ârlar-ar (only
holotype) is in lst row l.3,2nd row l.0,3rd row l.l and 4th row 1.6. Length oftemporal organs (1.6-)2.0
times as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistil¡ small aperture behind temporal organ at thc level
of 1,. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae; p, p' and p" cylindrical, striate. blunt, r tapering, indistinctly
striate. Relative lengths of setae: p = 100, p' = (44-)47(-50), p" = 29(-33), r = 47(-57\. Neither p"' nor
u. Tergal seta p 1.7(-1.8) times as long as tergal branch t. The latter somewhat fusiform, (1.ó-)2.0 times
as long as its greatcst diameter and (0.8-)0.9 of the length of sternal branch s which is ( I .4-) I .6(- I .7) times
as long as its greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner truncate. Seta q as seta p of 4th segment,
as long as s. Relative lengths of flagella (base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs' = 9;
Fr=37(-40),bs,=4'F¡=87(-93),bs.,=(9-)ll.TheF,4.6(-4.9) timesaslongast,FrandF. 1.5(-1.7)
and (3.5-)3.9(-4.0) times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces helmet-shaped, those of F, smallest. distal
part of f'lagella axes very little widened. Globulus g proportionately large, (l.l-)1.2 times as wide as its
greatest diameter, its length 0.5(-0.6) of the length of s; l2 bracts, width of g (l.l-)1.2 times as long as
greatest diameter of t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment simple, subcylindrical, annulate. blunt; sublateral one I .9( -2. I ) times
as long as submedian on€; sternite process very small, blunt anteriorly; appendages subcylindrical, caps
small, flattened and on distinct stalks; appendages and process glabrous.
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Setae on tergites cylindrical, striate. There are 4+4 setae on tergite I, 6+ó on ll-lV, ? on V and 4+2 on
VI. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.6 of their distance apart and (l.l-)1.2 times as long as pygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: T¡ = 100, T, = ?(88-91), T. = (84-)88, Ta = 85(-102), T< =
(135-)139. All have thin axes, those ofT. thickest and with a subovoid apical swelling covered with very
dense short pubescence, swelling 3.3 times as long as wide. Pubescence of trichobothria axes consisting
of simple, straight, short, oblique hairs on T. and proximal halves of T,-To, similar but longer hairs below
the swelling of T.,; distal halves of T,, T, and Tn with longer hairs.
Penes subconical, I.4 times as long as greatest diameter, glabrous; seta 0.5 ofthe length oforgan.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of leg 9 furcate, branches cylindrical, densely annulate, blunt;
branches ofcoxal seta subsimilar, on seta oftrochanter the primary branch is twice longer than secondary
one. More anteriorly these setae are simple. Coxal seta on leg 2 in male furcate with branches equal in
length. Tarsus of leg 9 tapering, 2.6(-2.9) times as long as its greatest diameteri setae subcylindrical.
striate, blunt, proximal one 0.2 ofthe length oftarsus and 0.9 ofthe length ofdistal seta. Cuticle oftarsus
almost glabrous.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin between st with low median triangular lobe. Relative lengths
ofsetae: ar = 100, ar = (81-)83(-100). a., = (145-)150(-l6l), st = (64-)67. The fìrst three are cylindrical.
indistinctly striate, a' straight, a, and a. curved inwards and converging; st clavate. faintly granular, curved
inwards and converging. Distance ar-a,2.3(-2.8\ times as long as distance ar-a.,; distance st-st 2.6 times
as long as st and 1,4(-1.5) times as long as distance a,-a,. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between br with broad indention. Relative lengths of setae (a, = 100): b,
= (403-)417. b, = (l2l-)133. These setae are subcylindrical, tapering, b, denscly striate, b, morc sparsely.
Theb, l.3timesaslongastheirdistanceapart;b20.7(-0.8)ofdistanceb,-br.Anal plate l.2timesaslong
as broad. blabrous, wilh concavc lateral margins and with two posterior rounded lobcs separated by a
broadly V-shaped incision; there are 4 appendages protruding from posterior sternal margin: 2 upper ones
which are long, striate, curved outwards, diverging; and 2 lower ones which are short, glabrous. straight.
somewhat diverging, directed obliquely downwards; the former about as long as plate. the latter 0.2 of the
length of the former.
Etymology. - Froln Greek kor.¡'netes = club-bearer (T.,).
Affinities. - There are some species in the genus with a posteriorly bilobate ânal plate with two short
sternal and two long posterosternal appendages. Among them S. kor.tryetes may be most close to l.
proximus described by REMY from East Africa (REMY 1948b) but then founcl to be widely distributed in
the tropics. They are very similar as to the antennae, T., tarsi, general shape and chaetotaxy ofthe pygidial
tergum and the anal plate. The new species is distinguished from A. proximus by the shapc of the pubes-
cence ofthe T,, T, and To (long ramose hairs. not short simple), the shape and placing ofthe st (clavate
and 0.4 oftheir distance apart, not subcylindrical and 0.7 oftheir distance apart) and the shape ofthe long
appendages of the anal plate (curved outwards and diverging, not straight and directed posteriorly).
Another species akin to A. kor.vnetes is A. tonsili,s REMY from Pondichéry (REMY l96l) with sirnilar
antennae, tarsi and anal plate. They are distinguished by the shape ofthe Tr (with a well delirnited apical
swelling in korynetes, with the T, in the shape of a club in Íonsilis\ and the shape of the setae a, of the
pygidial tergum (subcylindrical in kor¡,ne¡sr. short and clavate in tonsilis).
27. Allopøuropas (D.) pachyÍløgellus n.sp. (Figs. 85-95)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campina.
Type material. - Holotype: ad. 9(9), locality as above,29.ll.l988, loc. Kl ICPA.
Paratype: Brazil, Manaus, campinarana I ad.9(9),29.111.1988, loc. K24CPA.
other material. - Ibidem,4 ad. 9(d), l7.vlll.l988, loc. K25cPA.4 specimens. - In all ó specirnens.
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Description
Length. - (0.54-)0.57 mm.
Head. - Tergal and lateral setae densely striate, anterior and median ones subcylindrical and blunt,
sublateral and lateral ones cylindrical and somewhat tapering; setae short, blunt but a, and a, of2nd row,
a, of4th row and lateral group ofmedium length. Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: a, = 10, a, = (10-)l l;
2nd row: s' = (13-)14, ar = (17-)18(-23\, at= 27(-29):3rd row: âr = l4(-15), ar = l5(-17): 4th row: a, =
?. ar= 22, a. and an = ?t lateral group (holotype only): l, = 24, 1t = 20, l¡ = ?. The ratio a,/a,-a, is in l st
row I .0(- I . I ), 2nd row *0.6(-07), 3rd row 1.2(- L3), 4th row ?. Length of temporal organs (as long as -)
1.2 times as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistil; small aperture in posterior part oftemporal
organ at the level of 1,. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae which are subcylindrical, blunt, p densely annulate. the other
indistinctly striate. Relative lengths of setae: p = 100, p' = (50-)54(-58). p" = 43(-46). r =- (36-)39. The
p"'rudimentary, no u. Tergal seta p as long as (-l.l) times as long as tergal branch t. The latter fusiform
(2.0-)2.1 times as long as its greatest diameter and ( I .2-) I .3 times as long as sternal branch s which is I .3(-
1.4) times as long as its greatest diameter and with ils anterodistal corner truncate. Seta q thinner than p
and p', cylindrical, striate, blunt, 1.2(-1.3) times as long as s. Relative lengths offlagella (base segments
included) and base segments: Fr = 100. bs, = 7; F, = 38(-39). bs, = 7; Fr = 87(-90), bs., = (7-)8. Flagella
proportionately thick, especially distally. The F, 3.2(-3.3) times as long as t, F, and F. 1.4(- 1.5) and 3.4(-
3.5) times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces somewhat flattened, distal part of flagella axes strongly
fusiform. Globulus g proportionately large, 1.3 times as long as wide. about 0.6 of the length of s. l2(-13)
bracts; width of g 0.8(-0.9) of greatest diameter of t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment furcate with rudimcntary secondary branches, cylindrical. dcnsely
striate, blunt; sublateral seta (1.9-)2.0 times as long as submedian seta: sternite process vcry small and
narrow; appendages small with caps about as wide as bases; appendages and process glabrous.
Setae on tergites as on head and ofabout the same length on all tergites. There are 4+4 setae on tergite
I. 6+6 on ll-lv. 6+4 on V and 4+2 on Vl. Submedian posterior setae on Vf 0.5 of their distance apart and
0.8(-0.9) of the length of pygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: Tr = 100, T, = (104-)110, T3 = (108-)112, Tn= ll)(-l)d),lr=
(130-)135(-138).Theyhavesimplestraightaxes;T.withdistal ovoidendswelling, length0.l ofthelength
of trichobothrium; pubescence hairs straight, simple, more or less oblique, shortest most proximally and
on distal endswelling of T.. longest on distal 2/3 of Tr, T, and Tn.
Penes w ith rounded ti p, I .4(- I .5 ), times as long as their greatest diameter. glabrousl seta 0.7 of the
length of organ.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of leg 9 furcate, branches cylindrical, subequal in length, densely
striate, blunt; more anteriorly these setae are simple with rudimentary secondary branches. Coxal seta on
leg 2 in male short. with rudimentary secondary branch, annulate, blunt. Tarsus of leg 9 tapering, (2.7-)2.9
times as long as its greatest diameter, very faintly pubescent. Proximal seta cylindrical. striate, blunt, 0.2(-
0.3) of the length of tarsus and (l.l-)1.2(-1.3) times as long as distal seta; the latter somewhat claviform,
densely striate.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin straight. Relative lengths of setae: a, = 100, a, = (70-)98, a. =
(82-)99. st = 7l(-85). These setae are thin, cylindrical. blunt; a, straight, a2 straight and somewhat
converging, st curved inwards and converging; a,, a, and a. indistinctly striate, st glabrous. Distance a,-a,
0.8 of a,; distance a,-a, twice longer than distance ar-ar; distance st-st 1.7(-2.0) times as long as st and
( 1.7-) 1.8 times as long as distance âr-ar. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, with shallow indentation. Relative lengths of setae (a, = 100):
b, = (230-)268, b, = 80(-98). These setae are cylindrical, striate, blunt. The b, l.l(-1.2) times as long as
their distance apart; br 0.8 ofdistance b,-br. Anal plate (as long as broad -) l.l times as long as broad,
broadest at base, posterior margin produced into two low rounded lobes separated by a shallow incision;
each lobe with a (subcylindrical -) somewhat clavate, striate, blunt appendage. The latter at least as long
as plate.
Etymology. - From Greek pach.ys = thick and Latin.flagellum = whip (antennal flagellae).
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Affinities. - A pach¡'llagell¿s is close to A. presh.vteri REMY from Algeria (REMY 1947\by similari-
ties in the antennal branches and particularly in the shape of the anal plate. It differs especially by the
aspect of the ratio length of p/length of t (r I i¡ pdchyllagellus, 2 in prcsh.vteri), the shape of the axes of
the T.Ì (thin but with ovoid endswellingin pach1'llagel/u,r, evenly widening in presbyteri, by the length
ratio ofthe pygidial setae ar, a, and st (all ofabout the same length in pach¡'flugellu.s, a, distinctly shorter
than a., and st shorter and more curved in presbyleri).
28. Allopøuropas (D.) øirls n.sp. (Figs. 96-108)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campina.
Type material. - Holotype: ad. 9(c¡), locality as above, 29.11.1988, loc. Kl ICPA.
Paratypes: Ibidem,29.11.1988, I ad.9(9), loc. KI0CPA and I ad.9(cl), loc. Kl6CPA, and I ad.
9(d). loc. KlTCPA. 3 specimens.
Other material. - Same data as holotype, I ad. 9(9). Manaus, campinarana, 29.111.1988, I ad. 9(9),
loc. K23CPA, and I subad. S(9), loc. K27CPê., and I ad.9(9). loc. K28CPA.4 specimens.
Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira, I ad.9(d),23.1X.1982, loc. K29TM and I ad.9(d),
26.V11.1983, loc. Kl9TM.2 specimens. - In all l0 specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.47-)0.48(-0.52) mm.
Head. - Most tergal setae of medium length. cylindrical-subcylindrical, striate, blunt; lateral group
setae tapering, striate, pointed. Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: ar = 10. a, = (10-)ll:2nd row: a, =
(l l-)12(-13). ¡, = (16-)17, a.r = l8(-20);3rd row: a, = (18-)20. a¿=22(-24J;4th row: a, = l7(-18), â, =
( l8-)20, a,= (26-)27(-29), an - I 5(-17); lateral group: l, = (26-\27. t, = 20(-23), l. = I 7(-18). The ratio
a,/a,-a, (holotype only) is in lst row l.l,2nd row 0.8,3rd row 1.4 and 4th row 1.0. Length oftemporal
organs (2.6-\2.7 times as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistil. Cuticle almost glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 5 setae which are cylindrical, blunt; p, p', p" and p"' striate, r glabrous.
Relative lengths ofsetae: p = 100, p'= 70(-80), p" = (50-)52(-53), p"'= 2l(-32), r = 40(-42). No u.
Tergal seta p l.l(-1.2) times as long as tergal branch t. The latter somewhat fusiform (1.6-)1.9 times as
long as its greatest diameter and 0.8(-0.9) of the length of sternal branch s which is I .4(- I .5) times as long
as its greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner tnrncate. Seta q as seta p of4th antennal segment.
0.7 ofthe length ofs. Relative lengths offlagella (base segments included) and base segments: F¡ = 100,
bs, = 13,-'tr' F,= (44-)47(-50). bs, = 9(-10)l F., = 82 and 88, bs.' = l5(-17). The F, (3.8-)4.0 times as
long as t, F, 1.5 and F32.6(-2.7\ and 2.9 times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces small, helmer
shaped;distal partofflagellaaxeswidened.Globulusgâlmostwithoutstalk,ovoid, 1.3(-1.4)timesaslong
as wide; capsules longer than wide; I 0(- I I ) bracts: width of g about as wide as greatest diameter of t.
Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment simple. cylindrical, striate, blunt; sublateral one 1.7(-1.8) times as
long as submedian one; sternite process narrow; appendages with subspherical basis and small stalked
subhemispherical caps with distinct collar. Appendages and process glabrous.
Setae on tergites as anterior setae ofhead and ofabout the same length on all tergites. There are 4+4
setae on tergite I, 6+6 on Il-lV,6+4 on V and 4+2 on VL Submedian posterior setae on Vl 0.6 of their
distance apart and (as long as -)l.l(-1.5) times as long as pygidial a,.
Relative lengths of trichobothria: Tr = 100, T, = (90-)91(-102), T. = (85-)102(-106), Tn = (91-)105,
T. = (l l9-)137(-144). They have thin, simple, straight axes, T. somewhat thickened in proximal halfand
with two subovoid swellings outside, one just outside the middle, the other apical; pubescence short,
straight, oblique on proximal l/3 of T,-To and on proximal 213 of T¡, more distally the hairs are much
longer, branched and whorled, longest on T,, T, and Tn.
Penes with rounded tip, 1.3 times as long as their greatest diameter, glabrous; seta 0.5 of the length
of organ.
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Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of legs l-9 simple. subcylindrical, striate. bluntl on leg 9 the one
on trochanter is (1.7-)1.8(-1.9) times as long as the one on coxâ. Coxal setae of leg 2 in male furcate.
branches cylindrical, striate. blunt: secondary branch shorter and thinner than primary one. Tarsus of leg
9 tapering, (3.1-)3.5 times as long as its greatest diameter. Proximal seta tapering, with short oblique
pubescence hairs; its length 0.4 of the length of tarsus and (2.O-ì,2.2 times as long as distal seta which is
subcylindrical, striate, blunt. Cuticle of tarsus with very short pubescence.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin between st straight. Relative lengths ofsetae: ar = 100, ar =
83(-l l7), a3 = 106(-130). st = 83(-126). These setae are faintly striate, st only distally; a,, a, and a.
cylindrical, somewhat diverging; a, curved outwards, a, and a. curved inwards; st straight. tapering,
converging. Distance a,-a, about as long as ar; distance a,-a, (1.2-)1.3 tinres as long as distance ar-a.,;
distance st-st (L8-)2.I times as long as st and 1.8(-1.9) times âs long as distance a,-a,. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternurn. - Posterior margin between br straight. Relative lengths of setac (a, = I 00): br = (406-)462(-
49 I ), b, = I 06(- I 08). These setae are thin. tapering, in distal part faintly striate. Thc br ( 1.4-) 1.5 times as
long as their distance apart; b, 0.7 ol distance b,-br. Anal plate glabrous. subrectangular. broadest
anteriorly and with concave lateral margins and two rounded posterior lobes separated by a V-shaped
incision; there are two straight. cylindrical. blunt, diverging appendages protruding backwards from sternal
side of distal lobes; appendages about as long as plate.
Slage subad. 8. - Could not find the setae d, of pygidial tergum.
Etymology. - Fronr ¿ii = forest, a word used by the Macri indians frorn the Rio Uaupés in the upper
Rio Negro area.
Affinities. - The anal plate is alike the one in A. presh.t,Íeri REMY from Algcria and Morocco (REMY
1947) but otherwisc the two species are not very sinlilar. The new species is well delirnited by the
co¡¡bination ofsome good characters: the ovoid sessilc antennal globulus, the stalked caps ofthe append-.
ages ofthe collum segrnent, the T. with two swellings and long branched pubescence hairs and the long
straight appendages of the anal plate.
29. Allopauropus (D.) hylaios n.sp. (Figs. 109-ll9)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manãus, campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(e), locality as above. l7.VIII.l9fì8, loc. Kl0CPA.
Paratypes: Manaus, campina, I subad. 8(9).29.11.198Í1, loc. KllCPA. I specimen.
Other material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã lvlirím, capoeira, I ad.9(9).26.V. 1983, loc. KITTM
specimen. - In all 3 specimens.
Description
Length. - 0.52 mm.
Head. - Tergal setae short, subcylindrical, annt¡late, blunt; lateral setae of medium length, thin.
Relativelengthsofsetae,lstrow:ar=l0,ar=lll2ndrow:a,=ll,ar=16,a¡=9;3rdrow:a,=ll,
ar= l7',4th row: a, = ll, ar= 17, a, = 18, ao=20: lateral group: lr = 34, l¿=26, l¡ = 23. The ratio
a,/a'-a, is in lst row 0.8,2nd row and 4th rows 0.7, 3rd row 0.6. Length of temporal organs 1.5 times as
long as their shortest distance apart. No pistill small aperture at posterior rnargin oftemporal organ anterior
of 1,. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae: p subcylindrical, annulate, p', p" and r cylindrical, striate.
Relative lengths ofsetae: p = 100, p'= 46(-48), p" = 37(-40), r = 45(-48). Neither p"'nor u. Tergal sera
p 1.6 times as long as tergal branch t. The latter fusiform, 1.7 times as long as its greatest diameter and
as long as sternal branch s which is 1.2 times as long as its greatest diamctcr and with its anterodistal
corner truncate. Seta q somewhat thinner than p, cylindrical, annulate, blunt, 1.3 times as long as s.
Relative lengths offlagella (base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = ¡9. F2 = 38, bs, =
4; F, = 37, bs. = ¡9. The F' 5.2 times as long as t, F, and F. 2.0 and 4.5 times as long as s respectively.
Distal calyces small; distal part of flagella axes strongly fusiform-ovoid. Globulus g has thin stalk and is
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proportionately large, its length almost 0.9 of the length of s; it is 1.2 times as long as wide and has I I
bractsi capsule large with flat bottomi width of g 1.2 times as long as greatest diameter of t. Antennae
glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment simple, cylindrical, annulate, blunt; sublateral one2.2 times as long
as submedian one; sternite process small with short base and a shallow anterior incisionl appendages
subcylindrical with low flat caps; appendages and process glabrous.
Setae on tergites as on tergal side of head, somewhat increasing in length posteriorly. There are 4+4
setae on tergite I. 6+ó on II-V an<l 4+2 on VL Subnledian posterior setae on VI 0.3 of their distance apart
and 0.5 of the length of pygidial a'.
Relative lengths of trichobothria: Tr = 100, Tz = 98, T. = 1.10, To = ?. T. = 129. They have thin.
simple, straight axes. Pubescence hair increasing in length outwards, they are short, simple. oblique on
proximal l/3/ of T,-T., and proxirnal 3/4 of T.; further outwards the haits are long. branched. whorled,
longest on clistal l/3 ofT..
Legs. - Setae on legs l-8 and coxal seta on leg 9 simple. subcylindrical, striate. blunt, seta on
trochanter of leg 9 fr¡rcate, secondary branch thin, 0.5 of the length of primary branch. Tarsus ol lcg 9
short, strongly tapering,3.2 ti¡ncs as long as its greatest diarneter. Proxinral seta very thin. striate, its
length 0.2 oflthe length oftarsus and 0.7 ofthe length ofdistal seta which is cylindrical. striate. blunt.
Cuticle of tarsus glabrous.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin between st with a low rounded bulge. Relative lengths of setae:
af = 1 0, ar = 7, a, = 9, st = 6. The a, and a2 annulate. blunt, the former straight and somewhat diverging,
the latter somewhat curved inwards and a little converging; a. and st sfriate, the fornrer somewhat curved
inwards. tapering distally and diverging, the latter blunt. curved inwards and converging. f)istance a'-a, 1.3
times as long as a,l tlistance âr-a2 3.3 times as long as distance a2-âì; distance st-st 3.1 titnes as long as
st and 1.5 times as long as distance a,-a,. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternu¡¡. - Posterior margin between b, shallowly indented but with a broad and low nredian bulge
having an intlistinct median intlention. Relative lengths ofsetâe (ar = l0): br = 36. br = I l. These setae
are cylindrical. striate, blunt; the b, L2 times as long as thcir distance apart; b2 0.1ì ofdistance bt-br. Anal
plate 1.2 ti¡¡rcs as broad as long, narrowest anteriorly, with convex lateral margins and two posterior
triangular lobes separated by a broadly V-shaped incision; each lobe with a sternal striate appendage 0.3
of the length of plate, directed downwards and somewhat curved inwards.
Etymology. - From Greek hyl6i¿5 = of the forest.
Aflfinities. - A. hyloios is isolated by a combinalion of good characters: tlìe short and annulate tergal
setae on the head, the narrow process ofthe collum scgment, the large antennal globulus. the branohed and
whorled pubescence ofall trichobothria, the short tarsus with its proximal seta shorter than the distal one
and the shape of the anal plate. However. the pygidial chaetotaxy and the shape of the anal plate indicate
relationship to hellingeri REMY from Jamaica (REMY 1958). The new species is easily distinguished from
that species by the shape of the antennal globulus (with distinct stalk, not vcry short-stalked), by the
proportionately shorter tergal antennal branch (1.7 times as long as its greatest diameter, not 2.5) and by
the shape of the pubescence of the T, (partly long and branched, not very short). Therc are scveral
separating characters in the pygidial chaetotaxy too. Relationship may be traced also in direction .4.
pusillu.r REMY from the lvory Coast (REMY I948b) e.g. in the pygidial chaetotaxy and the shape of the
anal plate and A. ntoreauxi REMY from Guinea (REMY 1959a) e.g. in large antennal globulus and
somewhat akin anal plate.
30. Allopøuropus (D.) camp¡naran¡cus n.sp. (Figs. 120-l3l)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(9), locality as above,29.lll.l988, loc. Kl8CPA.
Paratypes: Ibidem, I ad. (d), Ioc. KllCPA, and I ad.9(d), loc. Kl2CPA,29.111.1988.2 specimens.
Other material. - Ibidem, I ad.9(9), loc. KlICPA, I ad.9(cr), loc. K25CPA, and I ad.9(9), loc.
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K29ACPA, l7.Vlll.l988. 3 specimens.
Manaus. Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira, I ad.9(9).23.XI.1982. loc. Kl8TM. I specimen. - ln all 7
specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.86-)1.02 mm.
Head. - Median tergal setae subcylindrical, striate, blunt and ofmcdium lengths. lateral one of2nd row
and lateral group setae similar but longer and thinner. Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: a, = 10. a, =
(8-)9(-10); 2nd row: a, = (9-)10, Nr= 24(-25\, s. = (19-)21; 3rd row: a, = (9-)10. ¡z = I l(-12); 4th row:
a,=(9-)ll,ar=141-¡5r,4¡=?(-14),ao=13;lateralgroup:lt=25,1,=(19-)20,1.=?(20).Theratio
a,/a,-a, is in I st row 1.0(- l. I ), 2nd row 0.4, 3rd row 0.9(- 1.0) and 4th row 0.9. Length of temporal organs
0.9 oftheir shortest distance apart. No pistil; small aperture in temporal organs anterior of I,. Head cuticle
glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae which are cylindrical, striate, blunt. Relative lengths ol setae:
p = 100, p'= 67(-73), p" = 30(-37), r = 39(-50). The p"'a rudimentary knob. No u. Tergal seta p 0.9(-
Ll) times as long as tergal branch t. The latter fusiform, (2.5-)3.1 times as long as its greatest diameter
and (1.2-)1.4(-1.5) times as long as sternal branch s which is (1.4-)1.7 times as long as its greatest
diameter and with its anterodistal corner truncate. Seta q cylindrical, striate. blunt, (as long as -)LI times
as long as s. Lengths offlagella (base segments included) and base segments: F, = ?, bs, = 5; Fr = 35(-40),
bs, = 4.5; Ft= 72(-74), bs, = 5 ¡rm. The Fr and F3 1.7(-1.9) and 3.4(-3.7) times as long as s respectively.
Distal calyces of F, and F. somewhat flattened, distal part of flagella axes fusiform. Globulus g small. (as
long as -) I . I times as long as wide; I 2(- I 3 ) bracts; width of g 0.7( -0.9) of greatest diar¡eter of t. Antennae
glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment proportionately long, furcate. annulate-striate. blunt; secondary
branch rudimentary, thin, cylindrical; submedian setae cylindrical, thin, glabrous; sublateral setae 1.8(-2. I )
times as long as submedian ones. Sternite process narrow, with small anterior incision; appendages with
broad bases and rounded caps with distinct collarl appendage bases and anterior part of sternite process
with distinct erect pubescence. caps glabrous,
Setae on anterior tergites as on median part ofhead but on most posteiior tergites pointed. There are
4+4 setae on tergitel, 6+6 on ll-lY and 6+4 onY.4+2 on VI. Submedian posterior setae on VI (0.5-)-0.6
of their distance apart and 0.7 of the length of pygidial, a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: T, = 100, Tz = (l l6-)l 17, T. = (l0l-)105(-106),T¡ = ? (l l0-l l3),
Ts = 189(-203). They have thin, simple, straight axes, T.r thickesti pubescence hairs short and straight,
mainly oblique but almost erect on distal parts.
Penes short, glabrous, strongly tapering in distal part, 1.4 times as long as its greatest width, distal seta
0.7 of the length of organ.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of leg 9 furcate, branches subsimilar, cylindrical, striate, blunt.
More anteriorly these setae are simple with rudimentary secondary branclres. Coxal seta on leg 2 in male
furcate. primary branch clavate with dense short pubescence in whorls, secondary branch rudimentary, thin,
glabrous. Tarsus of leg 9 tapering, (4.3-)4.4 times as long as its greatest diarneter. Proximal seta tapering,
pointed, with distinct oblique pubescence; its length 0.3(-0.4) of the lenglh of tarsus and ( I .7-) I .8(- I .9)
times as long as distal seta; the latter cylindrical, blunt, densely pubescent. Cuticle of tarsus shortly
pubescent.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin with a linguiform lobe between st. Relative lengths of setae:
ar = 100, ar= (79-)82(-97), a, = (94-)99, s¡ = (45-)47. They have oblique pubescence; the first three
somewhat curved inwards. st straight, fusiform. Distance a,-a, (1.4-)1.5(-1.9) times as long as distance ar-
a.; distance st-st (1.6-)1.8(-2.0) times as long as st and (1.3-)1.4 times as long as distance ar-ar. Cuticle
glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, with a median triangular lobe. Relative lengths of setae (ar =
100): a' = (247-)294, b, = (85-)88(-91). These setae are subcylindrical, the former striate, the latter with
short oblique pubescence. The b, 1.2(-l.3) times as long as their distance apart; b2 0.9 of (- as long as)
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distance b,-br. Anal plate (1.2-)1.3 times as long as broad, lateral margins somewhat concave; posterior
margin with U-shaped indentation¡ two straight, fusiform, shortly pubescent appendages protrude back-
wards from the posterolateral part ofthe tergal side; length ofappendages 0.7 ofthe length ofplate.
Etymology. - From the diminutive of the Portuguese campo = field and the tupi language rana =
pseudo.
Affinitics. - A. campinaroni¿'us is well delimited by the shape of the anal plate in combination with the
thin trichobothria and the short penes with distinct distal tapering. It may be most close to A. huhhelli
REMY from Michigan (REMY 1956c) and A. hellingeri REMY from Jamaica (REMY 1958) by their thin
and shortly pubescent trichobothria, similar tarsi, leg chaetotaxy and the general plan of the anal plate. It
is distinguished from the former by the shape ofthe antennal globulus (small subspherical in canryínara-
,¡icus, proportionately much larger and longer in huhhelli), the shape ofthe T., (distal part thin ln c'ampina-
ranicus, thick and cylindrical ìn huhbelli, the shape of the posterior margin of the pygidial tergum (with
linguiform lobe in umpinaranicus, straight in hubbelli) and the number ofthe appendages ofthe anal plate
(2 in campinoranit'Lts,4 in huhhelli). Best distinguishing characters in relation to A. hellingeri are the size
ofthe antennal globulus (small in campinaranicus, large in hellingeri), the shape ofthe posterior margin
ofthe pygidial tergum (with linguiform lobe in canpinuranicu.¡, indistinct rounded lobe in hellingeri\, the
shape and direction ofthe st (fusiform and directed backwards in canrpinaroni¿'¡¡s, somewhat clavate and
both curved inwards and converging in hellingeri'¡ and the shape ofthe anal plate (concave laterally. longer
pubescent appendages in compinaronic!/.r, convex laterally, short glabrous appendages in hellingeri).
31. Allopauropus (D,) cøreíroens¡s n.sp. (Figs. 132-144)
Type locality. - Manaus, Careiro Island.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(9). locality as above,9.lll.l987, loc. K23CA.
Paratypes: Ibidem. I ad. 9(9), 24.XI.1986, loc. KIICA; 2 ad. 9(ð, ?), I juv. 5, 9.1f1.1987, loc.
KlOCA. 4 specimens.
Other material. - Ibidem, I subad. 8(9), ljuv.5. loc. KI3CA and I subad. 8(9), loc. KI9CA and I
juv. 5, loc. K28CA and 2 ad.9(ð,9), I juv. 5, loc. K3lCA, and I ad. 9(9), loc. K32CA, 24.X1.1986;
ibidem, I stad. ?, loc. KIOCA and ljuv.5. loc. KI9CA and ljuv.5, loc. K24CA and 3 ad.9(d), I subad.
8(9),6 juv.5, loc. K27CA and ljuv.5, K28CA and 3 ad. 9(l õ,2 9),2 juv. 5, loc. K30CA and2ad.
9(d, C), I juv. 5, loc. K3ICA and 2juv.5, loc. K32CA,9.111.1987.32 specimens. - ln all 37 specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.84-)0.96(-0.99) mm.
Head. - Tergal setae cylindrical, striate, blunt; submedian ones of medium lengths, sublateral and
lateral ones fairly long. Relative lengths of setae (holotype only), I st row: ar = I 0. a2 = ?i 2nd row: a, =
7,ar=19,a.,=l8t3rdrow: ar=?,a2=8,4throw: ar=9,ar=an=16.a.r=lSilateral group: l,=23,
lt= 12, l¡ = 19. The ratio a,/a,-a, is in lst row l.l,2nd row 0.5,3rd row ? and 4th row 0.7. Length of
temporal organs (2.1-)2.3 times as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistil; small aperture in
temporal organs at the level of 1,. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 5 setae which are cylindrical, densely annulate, all blunt except r which
is tapering. Relative lengths ofsetae (paratypes only): p = 100, p'=67-69,p" =28-37, r = 34-39, u =
3-4. No p"'. Tergal seta p l.l-1.2 times as long as tergal branch t. The latter 3.2(-3.3) times as long as its
greatest diameter and 1.3(-1.5) times as long as sternal branch s which is (1.5-)1.8 times as long as its
greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner distinctly truncate. Seta q similar to p'of 4th segment
but densely striate, about as long as s. Relative lengths of flagella (base segments included) and base
segments: Fr = 100. bs, = 41-5r' Fr= (37-)46(-47), bs, = 4; F., = (ó0-)65(-66), bs., = 4. The Fr (3.6-)3.9
times as long as t, F, and F., (2.0-)2.4(-2.5\ and (3.2-)3.4(-3.6) times as long as s respectively. Distal
calyces of different shape, those of F, large and helmet-shaped, those of F. large too but flattened and
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oblique and those ofF, as those ofF, but smallerl widened distal part offlagclla axes long and cylindrical
in F,, strongly fusiform in F, and F.r. Globulus g as wide as long, l.l times as wide as the greatest
diameter oft; l5(-17) bracts, capsule flattened. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment simple, subcylindrical. annulate, blunt; sublateral one 2. I (-2.4) times
as long as submedian one; sternile process triangular with narrow tip; basal part ofappendages subcylindri-
cal, caps 2-parted: process and appendages glabrous.
Setae on tergites cylindrical, on anterior ones densely annulate, on posterior ones faintly pubescent.
There are 4+4 setae on tergite I.6+6 on Il-V and 4+2 on VI. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.5 oftheir
distance apart and 0.6 ofthe length ofpygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: T, = 100. Tr = 109(-l I l), Tr = (l l5-)l l7(-l l9). T4 = ? (128), T. =
(195-)199(-220). They have simple almost straight axes which are very thin in all but T.; pubescence hairs
sinrplc, short. straight, strongest on T.,, very minutc on T,, T, and Tn.
Penes (paratype) glabrous, short, as wide as long, widest in the middlcl seta 0.6 olthe length oforgan.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of leg 9 furcate, branches subequal in length, somewhat clavate,
with dense, short, oblique pubescence in whorls; secondary branch thinner than prirnary one: seta on
trochantcr longer than the one on coxa. More anteriorly thcse setae are sirnplc. Coxal setae in leg 2 in male
simple, clavatc, annulate, distal cap with dense short pubescence. Tarsus of leg 9 slender, tapering,
4.8(-4.9) times as long as its greatest dìarneter. Proximal seta tapering. pointed. with very short depressed
pubescence; its length 0.3 of the length of tarsus and (1.(r-)1.7 times as long as distal setai the latter
cylindrical. blunt, with oblique distinct pubescence. Cuticle oftarsus glabrous.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin bctween a, with an obtusely triangular lobe. Relativc length of
setae: âl = 100, ar = (þ6-\71(-79\, ¿. = (l l7-)123(-145). st = (58-)59(-ól). The first three are cylindrical
with short oblique pubescence. somewhat tapering, a, almost straight, a, and a. curved inwalds. the former
also converging. st somewhat clavate with short oblique pubescence, converging. Distance a,-a, (0.7-)0.tì(-
0.9) ofthe length ofar; distance a,-a, (1.7-)1.8(-2.2) times as long as distancc a,-aìi distance st-st 1.7(-
2.0) times as long as st and (1.3-)1.4 tinles as long as distance a,-a,. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, with a shallow indention. Relative lengths ofse(ae (a, = 100):
bt = ? Q42-255), bz = 76(-87). These setae are cylindrical, striatc, the lormer (paratypes) 1.2- 1.5 tinres as
long as their distance apart, the latter 0.7(-0.8) of distance b,-br. Anal plate glabrous. (1.2-)1.4 times as
long as broad, broadest anteriorly, lateral margins concave, postcrior rnargin with broadly V-shaped
incision; there are two cylindrical, blunt, nrinutely pubescent appcndages which protrude backwards fronr
the posterolateral corners.
Etymology. - A latinization olCareiro (lsland).
Affinities. - A. careiroensi.r may be close to l. cognatlrs REMY from the US (REMY 1956c) and. but
to a much less degree, to A. baculatus SCHELLER from Sri Lanka (SCHELLER 1970). The new species
and A. t'ognatus are similar as to the antennal branches s and t, the trichobothria, the tarsi, the anal plate
and the pygidial tergum, both the shape and the chaetotaxy. It is distinguished f¡'orn it by the extent of the
pubescence on the trichobothria (short, not distinct and longer), by the length/distance ratio of the
submedian posterior setae oftergite VI (0.5-0.6, not 0.8-0.9), by the shape ofthe penes (subspherical, not
conical) and the anal plate (proportionately narrow with long appendages, not proportionately short with
short appendages). From the latter species it is distinguished by he shape of the pubesccnce of the
trichobothria (hairs simple, not mostly ramose) and the tarsi of the leg I 14.8-4.9 times as long as their
greatest diameter, not2.7-3.2\, by the shape of the posterior margin of thc pygidial tergum (with bulge. not
straight) and the longer setae ar, a, and a..
32. Allopøuropus (D,) kordylínos n.sp. (F¡gs. 145-157)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: ad. 9(9), locality as above,29.lll.l988, loc. K32CPA.
Paratypes: Same data as holotype, 15 ad,. 9(7 ð,7 9, I sex ?). I subad. tì(d), 3 juv. 5. | 9 specimens.
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Other material. - Same data as holotype,4 ad.9(l d,3 9)l ibidem. I ad.9(9), I subad. 8(9). I juv.
6, loc. KllCPAl l0 ad. 9(3 d, 7 9), 6 subad. 8(l d. 5 9), 2 juv. 6, loc. KISCPA; 9 ad. 9(2 d, 5 e. 2
sex ?), 15 subad. 3(6 d,9 9),6juv.6, loc. Kl6CPAl 3 ad.9(2 d, I 9),9 subad. S(3 c¡.6 Ç).2juv.
6, loc. KITCPA; 2 juv.6, loc. Kl8CPAI I subad.8(9), loc. K23CPA;2 subad. S(9), loc. K27CPA; I ad.
9(9), loc. K28CPA, 29.111.1988; ibidem, I ad. 9(d), loc. KI0CPA; I ad. 9(9). 2 juv. 5, loc. KIICPA;
ll ad. 9(4 d, 7 9), I subad. 8(c¡), loc. KI4CPA; 2 ad.9(ð, 9), loc. KI5CPA; 9 ad. 9(ó d. 3 9), I
subad.8(9). I juv.6,2juv.5, loc. KIóCPA;3 ad.9(2 d, I C), I subad. S(9), I juv.6. loc. KITCPA;
I ad. 9(9). I juv. 6, loc. KI9CPA; I ad. 9(9), loc. K22CPAI I subad. 8(9). loc. K23CPA; I ad. 9(9),
loc. K24CPAI 8 ad. 9(2 c¡, 6 9), 3 subad. 8(9), 3 juv. 6,2 jw.5, loc. K26CPA; 5 ad. 9(3 d, 2 C), I
subad. 8(9).2juv. 5. loc. K27CPA; 4 ad.9(l d,3 ?), I subad.8(9),2juv.6. loc. K28CPAi I ad. 9(d),
ljuv.6. loc. K29ACPA; I ad.9(9), loc. K30CPA, and 2 ad.9(9), loc. K3 ICPA, l7.VIll.l988. 147
specimens. - In all ló7 specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.56-)0.79(-0.82) mm.
Head. - Submedian tergal setae ofmedium length, sonre posterolateral and lateral fairly long; thcy are
subcylindrical-cylindrical. annulate, lateral ones pointed. Relative lengths ofsetae (holotype only), I st row:
a, = 10, a, = [ìl 2nd row: ar = 9, ar = 10, a., = l2l 3rd row: a,= 12, a, = 16:4th row: a, = ll. ar = 18,
a,=26,a0= 12,lateral group: lr=32, lr=26. 1t = 18. The ratio a,/a,-a, is in lst row 1.3,2nd row 0.6,
3rd row 0.9 and 4th row 0.7. Length oftemporal organs (3.4-)3.5 times as long as their shortest distance
apart. No pistil. Heacl cuticle faintly granular, temporal organs glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae; p and p'subcylindrical, annulate, tapering rnosl distallyl p" and
r cylindrical, the former striate, the lateral thin, indistinctely striate. Relative lengths ofsetae: p = 100,
p' = (48-)5 1, p" = (42-)50, r = (33-)40. The p"' a rudimentary knob. No u. Tergal seta p 1.7(-2.0) tinres
as long as tergal branch t. The latter fairly short. (1.3-)1.5 tinres as long as its greatest cliatneter and
(0.7-)0.8 ofthe length ofsternal branch s which is truncato anteriorly and (1.4-)1.5 times as long as its
greatest diameter. Seta q similar to p'of 4th segment, 1.2 times as long as s. Relative lengths of flagella
(base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = 6; F, = (33-)34(-36), bs, = 3; F¡ = 70(-82),
bs. = 6. tn" F, and F. thinner than F,. The latter (6.4-)7.1(-'l .3) times as long as t, F, and F.t 1,7(-1.9) and
3.9(-4.1) times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces helmershapedl distal part offlagella axes cylindri-
cal. Globulus g proportionately wide with flattened asymmetrical capsule, as long as (- l.l times as long
as) widel 9(-ll) bractsl width of g as wide as (- l.l times as wide as) the greatest diameter of t. Antennae
glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segnrent sirnple, subcylindrical. annulate, blunt; sublateral one (1.5-)2.0 times
as long as submedian one; sternite process triangular, narrow, with small anterior incision, lateral margins
with short pubescence; appendages short. wide, glabrous, with flattened caps.
Setae on anterior tergites as submedian setae on tergal side ofhead, on most posterior tergites they are
somewhat shorter, tapering, pointed. There are 4+4 setae on tergite I,6+6 on ll-lv,6+4 on V and 4+2 on
Vl. Submedian posterior setae on Vl 0.3(-0.4) of their distance apart and 1.9(-2.6) times as long as
pygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: T, = 100, T: = ? (103-109), T3 = 85(-100), T¿ = 77(-106), Ts = 97(-
I 36). They have simple straight axes, very thin in all except T.. In the latter the proximal half increasing
in thickness outwards, clavate; distal halfwith very thin axis. Pubescence hairs oftwo types: short, simple,
oblique, increasing in length outwards on proximal l/3 of T,, T, and T., on proximal half of T, and on
proximal 2/3 of T.; long ramose, whorled hairs on distal 2/3 of T,, T, and Tn, on distal half of T., and on
distal l/3 olT., hairs longest on T,, T, and Tr. Cuticle of tergites glabrous.
Penes 1.5 times as long as their greatest diameter, proximal 2/3 cylindrical, distal l/3 with outer side
rounded and inner side with a marked indentation¡ seta 0.7 ofthe length oforgan.
Legs.-Setaeoncoxaandtrochanterof legs l-gsimple,cylindrical,annulate,bluntlsetaonlrochanter
somewhat longer than coxal seta; on anterior legs the latter is thicker in distal part than seta on trochanter.
Coxal setae in leg 2 in male not deviating. Tarsus of leg 9 straight, tapering, (2.9-\3.2 times as long as its
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greatest diameter. Proximal seta tapering, pointed. with distinct oblique pubescence; its length 0.3(-0.4) of
the length oftarsus and (1.2-)1.3(-1.4) times as long as distal seta which is furcate with cylindrical, striate,
blunt branchesl distal seta furcate on legs l -9. Cuticle of tarsus with short pubescence.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin between st indented but with a low rounded bulge with a
median broadly V-shaped incision between a,. Relative lengths of setae: ar = 10, a, = 22(-241, at =
(30-)34, st = l7(-20). These setae are striate; a, subcylindrical. blunt. curved outwards, diverging; a,
cylindrical, blunt, curved rnwardsl a., and st tapering, pointed, curved inwards, a., diverging, st somewhat
converging. Distance ar-ar2.l(-2.6) times as long as a,; distance ar-ar(2.0-12.5 t¡mes âs long as distance
ar-a.; distance st-st 2.1(-2.4)times as long as st and 1.8(-2.0) times as long as distance a,-a,. Cuticle
glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, somewlrat indented but with a semicircular lobe above the anal
plate. Relative lengths ofsetae (a' = l0): br = 87(-105). b, = 32(-40). These setae are cylindrical. striate;
b, tapering, pointed, somewhat curved inwards and diverging. The b, (l.l-)1.2 times as long as their
distance apart: bz about as long as distance b,-br. Anal plate 1.8(-1.9) times as long as broad, broadly
lanceolate; two cylindrical. striate, blunt, diverging appcndages protrude from distal part of sternal side.
their length 0.3(-0.5) ofthe length ofplate; anal plate covered with short but distinct pubescence.
Stage subad.8. - Setae d, on pygidial tergum (paratype) short. their distance apart about l5 times
longer than setaei relative length (pygidial ar = l0) = 7.
Etymology. - From Greek kot'dt,linos = clublike (T¡).
Affinities. - The new species has characters in common with A. extenuul¿rs SCIIELLER from the
Seychelles (SCHELLER 1982) (particularly the trichobothria and, but to a less degree, the antennae). It is
distinguished from that species by different chaetotaxy ofthe tarsi and the pygidiurn and the shape ofthe
anal plate. A. korclvlino" is well distinguished in relation to all otlrer species ofthe genus by the following
character combination: the antennal globulus proportionately large and thin-stalked, the flagella axes not
widened distally, the process of the collum segment narrowly triangular, the proxinral half of the T., clavate
and long branched pubescence hairs on all trichobothria, the distal seta on the tarsi lurcate and the anal
plate broadly lanceolate with two posterior, straight, diverging appendages.
33. Allopøuropus (D.) disøppendicølis n.sp. (Figs. 158-169)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(d), locality as above, l7.VIII.l988, loc. K23CPA.
Paratype: Same data as holotype, I ad.9(d), loc. KlTCPA. - In all 2 specimens.
Description
I ength. - (0.53-)0.70 mm.
Head. - Tergal setae ofmedium length, most sublateral and lateral ones fairly long. Relative lengths
ofsetae, lst row: ar = 10, a2 = ll;2nd row: ¡, = (9)ll, a, = 161¡9¡, a¡ = l5l 3rd row: a' = ll. a, =
l4(16);4th row: ar = 12, a, = l4(ló). \=20(21),a.¿= 12(14): lateral group (holotype only): t, =26, lt=
24, l,= 21. The ratio a,/a,-a, is in lst row (l.2)1.3, 2nd row (0.6)0.3, 3rcl row l.l and 4th row 1.0. Length
of temporal organs 2.4 times as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistil; posterior aperture not
studied. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 5 setae which are cylindrical, striate. blunt: r thinnest. Relative lengths
ofsetae:p=100,p'=(61)65,p"=(39)45,¡=(61-)70,u=(4)5.Thep"'arutlimentaryknobonly.
Tergal seta p 1.5(1.9) times as long as tergal branch t. The latter short. (1.7)2.0 times as long as its
greatest diameter and (as long as -) l. I times as long as sternal branch s which is ( 1.3) 1.6 times as long
as its greatest diameter and \ivith its anterodistal corner truncate. Seta q as p' ând as long as ( 1.2 times as
long as) s. Lengths offlagella (base segments included) and base segments (F, broken in both specimens)¡
bs' = 4' Fz= 25, bsr = 3.5(5.5); F, = 43(45), bs, = 4.2,0.r, ¡rm. The F, and F. 2.1 and 3.6(3.7\ times as
long as s respectively. Distal calyces very small, flattened; distal part of flagella axes fusiform. Globulus
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g subspherical with short stalk, capsule somewhat flattened; l4 bractsl width of g about as long as the
greatest diameter of t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment subcylindrical. annulate, blunt; sublateral one2.2(2.5) times as long
as submedian one. Neither sternal process, nor appendages.
Setae on tergites as submedian setae of the tergal side of head; setae on both anterior and posterior
tergites of the same length. There are 4+4 setae on tergite I, 6+6 on Il-lV, V not studied, 4+2 on Vl.
Submedian posterior setae on VI (0.5)0.6 oftheir distance apart and l.l(1.3) times as long as pygidial a,.
Relativelengthsoftrichobothria:T,= l00,Tr= 105(ll0),T¡= l02,Tn=(103)ll9,T.=r1129).They
have thin simple somewhat curved axes, those of T. thickest and with a distal endswelling which is 2.7
times as long as wide. Pubescence on proximal halves increasing in length outwards, simple. straight,
oblique, on distal halves long, hairs at least partly branched at the end, whorled. hairs on the endswelling
of the Tr may all be simple; Tn and T" with shortest pubescence.
Penes short, narrowing in distal l/3, 1.3 times as long as their greatest diameter, glabrous; seta 0.5 of
the length of organ.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of leg 9 furcatc with subsimilar cylindrical, striate, blunt
branches. More anteriorly thcse setae are simple, Coxal seta onleg2 in male not deviating. Tarsus of leg
9 short, tapering,2.5(-2.8) times as long as its greatest diameter. Proxirnal scta tapering, striate. pointed.
its length 0.3 of the length of tarsus and ( 1.2) 1.5 times as long as distal seta which is cylindrical. straight,
striatc, blunt. Cuticle of tarsus very faintly granular.
Pygidiurn. Tergum. - Posterior margin between ar straight. Relative lengths of setae: ar = 10, â: =
(l l)13, a., = 13, st = 7(8). These setae are cylindrical. all faintly striate. a.ì also with short distal pubes-
cence: ar straight, a, and st somewhat curved inwards. a., curved inwards distally, diverging: st converging.
Distancea,-a, l.3timesaslongasa,;distancear-ar2.2 tinresaslongasdistancea:-a.;distancest-st
2.0(2.3) times as long as st and 1.3 times as long as distance a,-a,. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, with a shallow indention. Relative lcngths of setae (a, = l0):
b, = 37(39), b, = (l l)12. These setae are cylindrical, striate, blunt. The b, l.l(1.2) tirnes as long as their
distance apart: b,0.7(0.8) ofdistance b,-br. Anal plate linguiform. (1.6)1.7 times as long as broad,
broadest anteriorly, posterolateral corners rounded, posterior margin lengthened into a small median
triangular process fronr the base of which two short subovoid appendages are projecting backwards-
outwards from sternal side; plate and appendages glabrous.
Etymology. - From Latin ¿fs = without and appcndix = appendage (collum segment).
Affinities. - The species is well defined by the absence ofthe sternal process and the appendages of
the collum scgment, a character unknown from other species in the gcnus. ln othcr respccts many
characters are widespread (antennae. anal plate, trichobothria) or not distinct enough (chaetotrxy of the
head. tergites, legs) to trace relationships.
34, Allopøuropus (D.) dischides n.sp. (Figs. 170-l8l)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(d), locality as above,26.X.l982, loc. Kl4TM.
Paratypes: Ibidem, I ad.9(c¡),28.111.1983, loc. KI5TM and I ad.9(d),26.V11.1983. loc. KlOTM.2
specimens.
Other material. - Ibidem, ljuv.5,25.V111.1982, loc. KI2TM; I ad.9(9), loc. KITTM and I ad.9(d),
loc. KISTM and I juv. 5, loc. Kl9TM, 29.1X.1982', I ad.9(9).26.VI1.1983. loc. K28TM. 5 specimens. -
ln all 8 specimens.
Description (only holotype)
Length. - 0.77 mm.
Head. - Most tergal setae ofmedium length;a few fairly long, subcylindrical-cylindrical, striate. blunt.
a., in 3rd row and lateral group setae tapering and pointed. Relative lengths ol setae, I st tow: a, = I 0. a, =
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ll;2ndrow: a,=13,sr=t.r=17;3rdrow: âr=Br=9;4throw:âr=â¡=9.4r=¡6,a¡=12;lateral
group: lr =22,|t = 17, l¡: 19. Theratioar/ar-ar is in lst row l.2.2nd row 0.7,3rd row 1.0 and4th row
0.7. Length of temporâl organs ¡.3 times as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistil¡ small posterior
aperture ât posterior margin of the temporal organ anterior of t,. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae; p, p' and p" cylindrical, striate, blunt, r tapering. str¡ate, pointed.
Relative lengths of setae: p = 100, p' = 70. p" = 31, r = 35. The p"' rudimentary. No u. Tergal seta p
as long as tergal branch t. The latter fusiform, cut obliquely at distal end,2.9 tirnes as long as its greatest
diameter and about as long as sternal branch s which is 2.1 times as long as its greatest diameter and with
its anterodistal corner truncate. Seta q tapering, striate, pointed,0.6 ofthe length ot s. Relative lengths of
flagella (base segmcnts included) and base segments: F, = 100, bs, = 8; F, = 53, bsr = 8l F., = 97, bs., =
10. The F, 3.2 times as long as t, F, and F. 1.6 and 2.9 times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces of
F, and F., distinctly smaller than those of F,. distal part of flagella axes distinctly fusiforr¡. Globulus g
almost spherical with short stalk; l3 bracts; width almost as long as greatest diameter of t. Antennae
glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment furcatel primary branches cylindrical, annulate-striate. blunt;
secondary branches rudimentaryl sublateral seta twice longer than submedian one. Sternite proccss small.
narrow anteriorly; appendages with glabrous base and distinctly stalked pubescent caps.
Setae on anterior tergites subcylindrical, striate, blunt, on posterior tergites very densely striate and
pointed. There are 3+2 setae on tergite I (one anterior doubled), ?+6 on II. III-lV not studied, 6+6 on V
and 4+2 on VI. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.7 oftheir distance apart and 1.3 times as long as
pygidial a,.
Relativelengthsoftrichobothria:T,= l00,Tr= 104,T¡= 128,T¿= l34,Ts=252.They havesinrple
straight axes, very thin in T,, Tr, To and distal l/3 of T., thin in T. but thickened in proximal 2/3 of T.,;
pubescence hairs short, straight and oblique on proxinral halves of T,-To. extremely short on T.; other-
where the hairs are longer, almost erect and branched distally.
Penes conical, glabrous, L7 times as long as their greatesl diameter; seta almost 0.5 of the length of
organ.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and lrochanter of leg 9 subsimilar, furcate, branches equal in length, cylindrical,
very densely striate, bluntl secondary branch somewhat thinner than primary one. More anteriorly these
setae are sirnple with rudimenls only of secondary branches. Coxal seta on leg 2 in male simple, cylindri-
cal, annulate. secondary branch short, thin, glabrous. Tarsus of leg 9 tapering, slender. 5. I times as long
as its grcatest diameter. Proximal seta thin, tapering, pointed, almost 0.4 of the length of tarsus and 2.5
times as long as distal seta; the latter cylindrical, striate, blunt. Cuticle oftarsus glabrous.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin between st straight. Relative lengths ofsetae: ar = 100, a¡ =
109. a, = 186, st = 89. The first three somewhat curved inwards (except distal part ofa.r), very shortly
pubescent, a, and a, tapering, a. pointed. st straight, sornewhat clavate, glabrous, converging. Distance a,-
a, 1.2 times as long as a,; distance ar-ar2.4 times as long as distance ât-arl distance st-st twice longer
than st and 1.5 times as long as distance a,-a,. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, somewhat indented. Relative lengths of setae (a, = IQQ)'þ, =
427, b2 = 98. The b, cylindrical, blunt, very densely striate; b, tapering, pointed, glabrous, curved
somewhat inwards. diverging. The b, L6 Iimes as long as their distance apartl b, 0.7 of distance b,-br.
Anal plate consisting oftwo straight. completely separated. somewhat converging parts each composed of
a proximal glabrous part resembling a knife-blade with the curved edge outwards and a distal straight.
tapering, granular appendage protruding backwards; the latter as long as proximal part.
Etymology. - From Greek dist'hides = cloven, divided (anal plate).
Affinities. - The most important diagnostic character in S. tlischide,s is the two-parted anal plate. As
far as I know no species in Allopauropu.r have developed that character. The anal plate is very often
incised or cleft posteriorly in Pauropodinae but seldom deeply. ln Stylopauropoítles and, Scleropauropus
the split may be very deep but the branches are always united together at the base. On the other hand
several species in Polypauropodinae, a by other reasons well delimited group, have distinctly two-parted
anal plates.
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35. Allopøuropus (D.) aduncus n.sp. (Figs. 182-193)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus. campina.
Type rnaterial. - Holotype: ad.9(d), locality as above,29.lll.l988. loc. Kl5CPA.
Paratypes: Same data as holotype,5 ad. 9(3 d.2 9), loc. KI5CPA and I subad. 8(9). loc. Kl6CPA.
6 specimens.
Other material. - Manaus, campina, I ad.9(d), loc. KIOCPA and I ad.9(9), loc. KlTCPA,
29.111.1988. 2 specimens. - In all 9 specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.53-)0.58(-0.60) mm.
Head. - Tergal setae ofmedium length, thin, cylindrical. indistinctly striate, blunt. Relative lengths of
setae, lst row: ar = 10. at= 91-16¡ 2nd row: a, = l0(-12), a, = l5(-17), â¡ = l0(-l l)l 3rd row: a, = 9(-10),
a: = l0(-ll);4th row: a, = ll(-12), a, = l3(-15), ar = 15, an = 14¡ lateral group setae not studied. The
ratio a,la,-a, is in lst row (1.3-)1.6,2nd row 0.8(-0.9),3rd row 0.9(-1.0) and 4th row 1.7(-1.8). Length of
temporal organs 1.2(-1.4) times as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistil; small aperture at
posterior margin of temporal organ. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae which are subcylindrical blunt; p and p' striate, p" and r
glabrous. Relative lengths of setae: p = 100, p' = (56-)58(-67). p" = 35(-42), r = (69-\77(-78). Neither
p"'nor u. Tergal seta p 1.4(-1.ó) times as long as tergal branch t. The latter somewhat clavate, (1.7-)2.0
ti¡nes as long as its greatest diameter and (0.8-)0.9 of the length of sternal branch s which is ( I .6-) I .7(-2. I )
times as long as its greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner roundedly truncate. Seta q long, thin,
subcylindrical, striate, blunt. (l.l-)1.3 times as long as s. Relative lengths of flagella (base segments
included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = (ll-)l4l F, = (34-)39, bs, = (7-)10; F.¡ = 85(-92), bs., =
(9-)12. The F13.7(-4.2) times as long as t, F, and F. l.l(-1.2) and 2.8(-3.0) times as long as s respectively.
Distal calyces low, distal part of flagella axes only slightly fusiform. Clobulus g piriform. 1.4(-1.5) tirnes
as long as wide; its length 0.6(-0.7) of the length of s; width (0.8-)0.9 of the greatest diameter olt; 8(-9)
bracts. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment simple, cylindrical, striate, blunt; sublateral one 2.4(-2.5) times as
long as submedian one; sternite process with narrow base, blunt anteriorly; appendages and process
glabrous.
Setae on tergites cylindrical, striate, blunt. There are 4+4 setae on tergite I, 6+6 on II-lV, 6+? on V
and 4+2 on VI. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.4(-0.5) of their distance apart and (1.2-)1.4(-1.5) times
as long as pygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: Tr = 100, Tr = 104(-ll6), Tr = 98(-125), f. = (104-)lll, T. =
(129-)132(-144). They have thin, simple, straight axes, those ofT., thickest. pubescence hairs oblique on
proximal halves, almost erect distally, hairs simple on T, and T. and on proximal parts of T,-T., distal
parts ofthe latter three have ramose hairs arranged in whorls.
Penes subconical, pointed, glabrous, 1.6 tirnes as long as their greatest diameter; seta è 0.5 of the
length of organ.
Legs. - Setae on coxa of leg 9 furcate, branches cylindrical, striate, blunt, secondary branch shorter
than primary one. Seta on trochanter oflcgs l-9 and on coxa oflegs l-8 simple, cylindrical, striate, blunt.
Coxal seta on leg 2 in male not deviating. Tarsus of leg 9 tapering, glabrous, (2.3-)2.5 times as long as its
greatest diameter. Setae cylindrical, glabrous, blunt¡ proximal one somewhat curved,0.2 ofthe length of
tarsus and 0.8 ofthe length ofdistal seta which is straight.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin with a semicircular lobe between st. Relative lengths of setae:
ar = 100, ar= (77-)102, st = 80(-86). No a.r. These setae are glabrous, blunt; a, and a, subcylindrical,
somewhat curved inwards, st somewhat clavate and with a knee in the middle of proximal half, diverging
andbentinwards.Distancea,-4, l.l(-1.3)timesaslongasa,andaboutaslongasdistanceâr-r2;distance
st-st (1.7-)1.8 times as long as st and 1.3 times as long as distance ar-ar. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin with indentation below anal plate. Relative lengths of setae (a, = 100):
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b, = (259-)302(-384), b, = (l l2-)143(-154). These setaeare cylindrical, striate, blunt; b, with short oblique
pubescenceondistalhalf,brstriate.Theb, l.l(-1.2)timesaslongastheirdistanceapartlb2(0.8-)0.9(-l.l)
times as long as distance b,-br. Anal plate 1.2 times as long as broad, lateral margins concavei posterior
margin with U-shaped indentation; posterolateral corners cut squarely and with 2 subsimilar. somewhat
clavate, glabrous processes. Plate glabrous.
Stage subad. 8. - Setae d, on pygidial tergum short. 0.4 of the length of pygittial arl their distance
apart l3 times longer thân setae.
Etymology. - From Latin aduncus = bent inward (styli).
Affinities. - The species is well defined by the following characters of the pygidium: the setae a¡
absent, the posterior border of the tergum with a semicircular lobe and the st with knee. Disregarding the
absenceofthepygidial setaearitseemstobeclosetoA.huhhelli REMYfromMichigan(REMY 1956c).
These two species have similar antennal branch s with proportionately long and large globulus g and very
similaranal plates. l. aduncus isseparatedfromA.huhelli alsobytheshapeofthepubescenceontheT.
(long ramose in aduncus, short simple in hul¡helli) and by the shape of the setae on the trochanter of leg
9 (simple, not furcate).
The absence ofthe setae a. ofthe pygidial tergum is a remarkable character which makes lhc spccies
difficult to classify. It is here provisionally placed in Allopauntpus (Decapuurrtpus) because its general
appearance is that ofa species belonging there. However. the chaetotaxy ofthe pygidial sternum with setac
b, and b, and both setae d, and d, on the pygidial tergum in subadults is a very rare combination. It is
known in Allopauropus (Perissopauropus) amphikomos (see below), a species which by other reasons is
very dissimilar to udunt'u,s, and in Allopaut'opus dvhusi REMY lrom Cuam (RE,MY 1957d). both never-
theless with a., on the pygidial tergum. At present both uduncus and ¿lybusi are inrpossible to assign into
existent subgenera in A lktpauropus.
Subgenus Perissopaurop¡rs n. subgen.
Diagnosis. - A subgenus in Allopauropu.ç with the following combination of characters: (l) pygidial
sternum with setae b, and br; (2) pygidial tergum with setae d, and d, in subadults and juveniles; (3)
anterodistal and posterodistal corners of the sternal antennal branch equally truncate and (4) an exterior
vesicle protruding backwards from posterior part of each temporal organ.
Type species. - Allopauropus (Perissopau'opus) amphikomo.s n.sp. (Figs. 194-2101.
Etymology. - From Greek perissos = beyond the regularly number or size. odd as applied to nunrbers
(pygidial setae).
Remarks. - The new subgenus show a combination ofcharacters typical lor Allopuuroprl,r s.str., setae
d, and d, on the pygidial tergum in subadults and juveniles. and are found in other genera too and so are
a few other characters not typical for the main part of the species ìn Allo¡tuuxtpus as thc strong body with
long posterior legs and conspicuous pubescence covering almost all parts ofthe body, antennae and legs.
The erection ofa new taxon above the species level is alsojustified by some peculiar properties which are
not easy to include into existing taxa e.g. the anteriorly protruding preantennal part of thc head and the
peculiar shape ofthe styli and the aberrant seta on the distal part ofthe tarsi.
36. Allopauropus (Perissopøuropus) smphikomos n.sp. (Figs. 194-210)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: subad. 8(d), locality as above, l7.VIII.l988, loc. K30CPA.




Lcngth. - 0.95 mm.
Head. - Tergal and lateral setae long, tapering, all terminated by a thin straight hair and convered with
a very distinct pubescence ofstraight oblique hairs. Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: a, = 10, a, = 8; 2nd
row:ar=8.ar=a.,=12;3rdrow:âr=l0,ar=¡l;4throw:âr=å:=14.ar=16.a0=13;lateral group:
lt= 12, lz = 13, l.r = 16. The ratio arlâr-ar is in lst row 2.l,2nd row 0.7.3rd row 1.0 and 4th row 1.2.
Length of temporal organs 0.7 of their shortest distance apart. No pistil but a subcylindrical vesicular
appendage projects backwards from an indentation in the posterior margin of each temporal organ on a
level ofseta lr. Head sparsely, temporal organs more densely pubescent.
Antennae. - Segment 3 with a rudimentary globulus and 3 setae resembling those on tergal side of
head. Segment 4 with 5 distal setae which are tapering, from base and outwards pubescent-striate-annulate.
Relativelengthsofsetae:p=100,P'=65,P"=43.r=30,u=l;p"'rudimentary.Tergalsetapl.2
times as long as tergal branch t. The latter slender, cut obliquely distally,3.7 times as long as its greatest
diameter, 0.9 of the length of sternal branch s. That branch 2.8 times as long as its greatest diameter,
subcylindrical. anterodistal and posterodistal corners equally truncate. Seta q sirnilar to p'of4th segment,
0.7 ofthe length ofs. Relative lengths offlagella (base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100,
Fr = 105. F¡ = 103, bs, = bs, = 5s. = (9-)12. The F, twice longcr than t, F, and F.2.0 and 1.9 times as
long as s respectively. Distal calyces small, subhemispherical; distal part of flagella axes with a small
globular swelling just below calyx. Globulus g pyriform, 1.5 times as long as wide, distinctly pubescent,
with 9 bracts; width of g 0.8 of the greatest diameter of t. Antennae with oblique pubescence.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment subequal in length, furcate; primary branches tapering and pointed
with oblique pubescence, secondary branches rudimentary, cylindrical, blunt, glabrous. Sternite process
triangular. narrow anteriorly and with apical incision. Appendages wide and low with flat 4-parted caps.
Pubescence distinct on process and caps. very faint for the rest.
Setae on tergites not available for study.
Relative lengths of trichobothria: T¡ = 100, T, = ?, T. = 138, Ts = 210. They have simple. thin,
straight axes; pubescence hairs strong, straight, simple.
Penes short, subhemispherical with distal narrowly conical extension. shortly pubescent, no seta.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of leg 8 tapering, pointed, with oblique pubescence. the one of
coxa cleft distally; seta on trochanter 1.2 times as long as coxal seta. Coxal setae in leg 2 thicker, blunt,
with rudimentary, cylindrical, glabrous secondary branch. Tarsus of leg 8 slcnder, straight. tapering. 5.3
times as long as its greatest diameter. Proximal seta tapering, pointed, curved inwards, with a few long
straight depressed pubescence hairs, its length 0.4 ofthe length oftarsus and 4.7 times as long as distal
setai the latter short fork-shaped as a trident with straight subsimilar spinous prongs. Pubescence of tarsus
coarse, hairs on tergal side long and increasing in length towards proximal end, there are a few hairs only
between proximal seta and the upper cnd oftarsus, length oflongest hair 0.4 ofgreatest diameter oftarsus;
pubescence on lateral and sternal sides shorter and denser but distinct.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin straight. Relative lengths ofsetae: a, = 100, ar= 62, a¡ = I 10,
st = 40. dr = 84, ü= 25. These setae are tapcring, a, and a, almost glabrous (with l-2 pubescence hairs
only), pointed, curved inwards and diverging, a, pointed, terminated by a long, thin, straight hair, curved
inwards distally. diverging, È l0 very long depressed pubescence hairs on outer and sternal sides; st
pointed,. almost straight, converging, with r l0 long, straight, oblique, spinous hairs which decrease in
length outwards. Distance a,-a, 0.6 of the length of a,; distance a,-a, about as long as distance ar-ar;
distance st-st l.l times as long as st and 0.8 ofdistance a,-a,. Cuticle oftergum sparsely covered with
long spinous hairs most posteriorly.
Setae d, and d, tapering and pointed, d, glabrous, d, with a few long depressed pubescence hairs; d,
1.4 times as long as their distance apart, æ 0.8 of the length of a, and 1.7 times as long as dr.
Sternum. - Posterior margin somewhat indented. Relative lengths ofsetae (ar = 100): br = 82, br = 50.
They are tapering, pointed, curved inwards, terminated by a thin straight hair, b, with distinct oblique
pubescence, b, with sparese long pubescence resembling that ofa.. The b, Ll times as long as their
distance apart; b2 almost 1.4 times as long as distance b,-br. Anal plate Y-shaped with its prongs 1.6 times
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as long as their common basel distal part of each prong terminated by a cylindrical blunt extension,2/3 of
the length and 0.5 ofthe diameter ofthe prong; at inner base ofeach prong a spine very similar to the st
is protruding backwards, these spines curved inwards and converging, almost as long as prong with its
appendage. Plate with distinct oblique pubescence; cuticle ofsternum with long sparse pubescence.
Etymology. - From Greek amphikomos = covered with hair.
Affinities. - Two earlier described species provisionally placed in Allopauropus show striking
resemblance to the new species and have to be placed in the new subgenus, Allopauropus hounourei
REMY and ? Allopuuropus tridens SCHELLER. The former was described from Cameroun (REMY 1954)
but has been found also in the lvory Coast (REMY 1957b), Uganda (REMY 1960b) and Chile (SCl'lEL-
LER I 968), one specimen from each country. Of the latter 284 specimens have been collected in Angola
(SCHELLER 1975) and one in Sierra Leone (SCHELLER 1995).
The new species is distinguished lrom A. hounourzl especially by antennal and pygidial characters:
globulus g and seta u proportionately shorter and the st and a. with much longer and more erect and sparse
pubescence in amphikomos lhan in bounuuz¡; moreover is the distal part of the anal platc different. e.g.
are the posterolateral lengthenings cylindrical in omphikomo,s but linguiform and morc or less pointed in
lx¡unourei. In the distinction ofthe new species lrom tridens the following characters rnay be used: the
seta u on the 4th antennal segment, a knob-like rudiment in umphikomos, a short but distinct seta with
pubescence in tridens: the length/width ratio of the tergal antennal branch. 3.7 in umphiktmo,s, 4.7-6.6
tñdensithe shape of the antennal globulus. short and narrow in amphikønos.longer ancl thick in l¡'ld¿r¡,rl
the shape of the pubescence hair of the styli st, very thin and straight in umphikontos. thicker and
somewhat curved in tridens: the pygidial setac b,, tapering and with fairly sparse and strong pubescence
in amphikomos, somewhat lanceolate and with dense and short pubescence in tridens: the shape of the
distal part of the branches of the anal plate, long and cylindrical in amphikomos, shorter and tapering in
lriden,s.
Genus Cøuvetaurop¿s REMY, 1952b
The genus is here reported for the first time from the Neotropical Region.
ln Cauvetauropus higkiltulosus which is described below the pygidial sternunì has one pair of setae
only, b,. This chaetotaxy is shown also by 4 more species in the genus. Thc other 5 species known have
all two pairs, b, and br. Because the number of setae on the pygidial sternunl is a stable character which
has been used to great advantage in the subdivision in other genera it seems justifiable to creâte new
subgenus group taxa for the mentioned species groups in Cauvelduropus. So the genus Cuuvelouropus is
here divided into two subgenera.
Cauvetøurop¡rs, nominate subgenus
Diagnosis. - Pygidial sternum with one pair of setae, b,.
Type species: Cauvetauropus (Cauvetauropus) microchaetus (REMY
Species: C.(C.) arbustivus (REMY & BITTARD, 1956)
higlohulo,t us SCHELLER, n.sp.






Diagnosis. - Pygidial sternum with 2 pairs of setae, b, and br.
Type species: Cauvetauropus (Nesopuuropus) L,e)tlonicu.\ SCHELLER, I970.
Etymology. - From Greek ne.ç¿rs = island, indicating that the species are known up to now from islands
'only (Sri Lanka and the Seychelles).
Species: C.(N.) cevlonic¡r.s SCHELLER, 1970
clavistvlus SCHELLER, I 982
proprius SCHELLER. I 982
s¡.¿å¡ill.r SCHELLER, I S70
unifibratus SCHELLER, 1970
There may be other differences between the two subgenera. ln the nominate subgenus the stage ad. 9
is unknown and the penes are well developed in specimens with 8 pairs of legs whereas in the species of
Nesopauropus the adults seem to have 9 pairs of legs. In C. (N.) cevlutica.r only the ad. t has not been
found but up to now only 5 specimens have been collected in all. Moreover the nominate subgenus may
have a wider range (West Palearctic, Ethiopian, Oriental and Neotropical Regions), while Nesopauropus
has been found on Sri Lanka and the Seychelles only.
Subgenus Cauvetøuroprrs s.str
37, Cauvetauropus (C.) biglobulosus n.sp. (Figs. 2ll-223)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus. campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: ad. 8(9), locality as above, 29.11[.1988. loc. K2lCPA.
Paratypes: Same data as holotype, I ad.8(9); ibidem, I ad.8(9). l7.Vlll.l988, loc. Kt6CPA. - 2
specimens.
Other material. - lbidem, I ad. 8(9), ljuv.6, ljuv.5, loc. Kl3CPA. and I ad. 8(9). ljuv.6, loc.
K25CPA, I 7.VIII. 1988. 5 specimens.
Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira, I ad.8(d), 1juv.6,29.1X.1982, loc. KI8TM and ljuv.5,
28.11.1983, loc. K33TM and I ad.8(c¡).24.VII1.1983, loc. Kl9TM.4 specimens. - In all l2 specimens.
Description
No specimens with 9 pairs of legs were foundi male specimens with 8 pairs of legs have fully
developed penes.
Length. - (0.48-)0.53(-0.55) mm.
Head. - Tergal setae short-medium lengths, subcylindrical-cylindrical, striate, blunt. In the 4th row the
â2 have not been found. Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: ar = 10, a, = (l l-)12;2nd row: ar = I l(-13),
ar= (18-)24, a., = (10-)l li 3rd row: a, = l2(-13), ar = l4(-16);4th row: a, = (14-)17, a-¡ = l4(-15), aa =
(22-)24: lateral group: l, = (15-)22, l, = (15-)16, l¡ = l5(-16). The ratio a,/a,-a, is in lst and 3rd rows
(0.9-)1.0,2nd row 0.5(-0.7), in 4th row (1.6-)1.7. Length oftemporal organs (0.8-)1.0(-l.l) times as long
as their shortest distance apart; in the middle an ovoid pistil without opening through the cuticle, length
0.2 of the length of temporal organ; small aperture at the posterior margin of temporal organ anterior of
1,. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 5 setae. They are cylindrical, blunt; p, p', p" and r striate, p"'very thin,
glabrous.Relativelengthsofsetae:p=100,p'=(82-)87,p"=(38-)47,p"'=(24-)27(-33),r=(88-)93(-
95). No u. Tergal seta p 1.3(-1.7) times as long as tergal branch t. The latter widest in distal l/3, (l .9-)2.3
times as long as its greatest diameter and (0.8-)0.9 of the length of sternal branch s which is more truncate
anterodistally than posterodistally; the s 1.7(-2.0) times as long as its greatest diameter. Ils seta q cylindri-




Ft(2.7-\2.8(-3.3) times as long as t, F, and F, (2.3-)2,7 and (2.0-)2.6 times as long as s respectively. Distal
calyces rather small, oblique in Fr; distal part offlagella axes very little widened. Globulus g (1.2-)1.3
times as long as wide; l0(-12) bracts; capsule spherical; diameter olg as long as greatest diameter oft.
Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Collum segment has neither process nor appcndages and only one pair of setae which are
simple cylindrical. striate, blunt, length of setae 0.3 of their distance apart.
Setae on tergites as setae on head. on posterior tergites as long as anterior setae on head.
Relative lengths of trichobothria: Tr = 100, Tr = 100(-l l0). T. = (l0fì-)l 14. To = I ló(-l l9), T. =
(120-)124(-147'). They have thin straight axes, most proxirnal part with short. sinrple. oblique hairs. further
outwards also with longer, pubesccnt, partly furcate branchesl on T,, T, and T. these branches are long and
arranged in one plane, on T. long too and in almost one planc, in T. the branches are shorter and standing
oul in many dircctions.
Penes. - No ad. 9 were found. In the stage with 8 pairs of legs 2 d were found both with fully
developed penes bearing apical setae. The species seems to reach adult stage alrcady in the stage 8 pairs
of legs. Well developed penes in this stage is known also in all other species of the subgenus (REMY
l948br REMY & BITTARD 1956r REMY & MOYNE 1960; SCHELLER 1970).
Legs. - Legs very short. Setae on coxa and trochantcr of legs l-tì simple, cylindrical. striate, blunt.
Tarsus of leg 8 tapering. 2.3(-3.0) times as long as its greatest diameter. No proximal scta; distal seta
cylindrical. striate, blunt, 0.2 of the length of tarsus, blunt. Cuticle of tarsus allnost glabrous.
Pygidiurn. Tergum. - Postcrior rnargin evenly rounded. Relative lengths ofsetae: a, = 10. at = (9-)10.
ar= (37-\44\-47), st = (5-)6. These setae are cylindrical, blunt; a, and st faintly striate. âr and â¡ striatei
at straight, a, and a., diverging, the latter also curved inwardsi st converging. Distance a'-a' ( |.8-)2.0 tirnes
as long as a,; distance ar-a, (1.9-)2.0 times as long as drstânce a¡-â¡; distancc st-st (3.5-)3.7 times as long
as st and about as long as distance âr-ar. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin with broad indention. Only one pair of setae, br. their relative length (at =
l0¡ = 14 (-20). They are short, subcylindrical. striate, blunt,0.4(-0.6) oftheir distancc apart. Anal plate
narrowest anteriorly, broadest posteriorly, wedge-shaped, lateral margins concave, 1.3 times as long as
broad; posterolateral corners lengthened into two conical, blunt, diverging appendagcs which are separated
by two semicircular indentations, one on each side of a small median incision; two spherical shorrstalked
appendages protrude posteriorly from the bottom of the semicircular indentations: plate with short dense
pubescence, spherical appendages glabrous.
Etymology. - From Latin ål = two and globulus = ball, sphere (submedian appendages of the anal
plate).
Affinities. - The genus seems to be morphologically heterogenous with a great variation in the
chaetotaxy of the legs and the pygidium, very different types of trichobothria and anal plates. This
situation is additionally strengthened by the new species. It has not only solne characters otherwhcre more
or less rare as the absence of the proximal seta on the tarsi of the last pair of legs. branched trichobothria
and large pistil in the temporal organs but also absence ofthe process, the appendages and one ofthe two
pairs ofsetae on the collum segment. The considerable reduction ofthe collurn segment is striking and as
far as known such has not previously beèn discovered in any species. The affinities are impossible to trace
at present.
Genus Stylopauropoides REMY, 195óa
A juv. 5 specimen belonging to Stylopauropoldss has been collected from the capoeira at the Rio
Tarumã Mirim. 28.11.1983. loc. K20TM.
The genus is here reported for the first time from Brazil but it is previously known from the southern
Neotropical region. REMY described (1962b\ Stylopauropoides ringueleti from Patagonia and later that
species was reported from the Valdivia Province in Chile (SCHELLER l9ó8).
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The Brazilian specimen is not in the best condition but may belong to an other species because the
trichobothria T, are dissimilar (proximal half much more widened than in ringuelerl and the distal half
simple with very short pubescence, not with many short pubescent branches). Morever, the tergal setae on
the head are clavate (not thin. subcylindrical, annulate) and the shape ofthe pygidial setae a, and st seem
to be deviating.
Genus Hemípauropøs SILVESTRI, 1902
38. Hemipøuropus amøzorlc¡¿s SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Brazil, Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 87 specimens.
Manaus, campinarana, I subad.8(9), loc. KI6CPA and I ad.9(9). loc. KlTCPA,29.111.1988; ibidem,
I subad. S(9),.toc. K30CPA. l7.VIll.l988.3 specimens. - In all 90 specimens.
39. Hemípøuropus p¡r¡Íormrs SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Brazil, Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira
Manaus, campinarana, I ad. 9(?). I juv.6, loc. K32CPA
and I subad.8(9), loc. K23CPA, l7.VIILl988.5 specimens.
Ibidem. campina,3 ad.9(2 d, I 9),2 subad. 8(9), l.iuv
KI5CPA and I ad.9(d), loc. K22CPA and 3 ad.9(l cr.
29.11.1988. l7 specimens. - In all 239 specimens.
2 I 7 specimens.
29.lll.l988i ibidem,2 juv. 5, loc. KI3CPA
6, loc. KI4CPA and 2 juv.6,2.juv.5, loc.
2 9), I subad. S(9). I juv.6. I juv.5,
Subfamily Scleropauropodinae
This subfamily is a great problem for the taxonomist. The present author (SCHELLER 1970), in a
study ofthe pauropods ofSri Lanka, studied also some characters separating families in Pauropoda. Some
characters found by early authors had lost their value as many new taxa were described and it was obvious
that the delimitation of Scleropauropodidae from Pauropodidae was dubious. Hence the former family was
lowered to subfamily level. However. this is probably not enough. Since then new species have appeared.
particularly from Central Amazonas, which have been difficult to discriminate îrom Allopauropus in
Pauropodinae and when the stage subad. 8 has become better known in Scleropaurop¿rs I am convinced
that many species at least in the subgenera S<'leropauropus s.str. and Scleropauxt¡toi¿les have to be
included in Allopauropus. The former may be a subgenus in Alktpouropus characterized by setae b, and
b. on the pygidial sternum and with both d, and d, on the pygidial tergum in subad. 8, and the species
belonging lo Scleropauropoides may be included in the subgenus Decapauropus in Allopauropus.
Genus Scleropøuroptts SILVESTRI, 1902
40. Scleropøuropus turumamìrimi SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Brazil, Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirim, capoeira. l4 specimens.
Manaus, campinarana, I ad. 9(9), loc. KI6CPA and 6 ad. 9(2 ð,4 9), I juv. 6, loc. K23CPA and
3 ad. 9(l ð,2 ?), I juv. 6, loc. K24CPA and 2 ad.9(9), 2 juv. 3, loc. K32CPA, 29.111.1988; ibidem, I
subad. 8(9), loc. KI5CPA and I ad. 9(9), loc. KITCPA and 2 ad.9(9), I juv.5, loc. KISCPA and 3 ad.
9(2 ð, I 9), loc. KI9CPA and 2 ad. 9(d, 9), 2 subad. 8(9), loc. K2OCPA and I ad. 9(9), 2 subad.
2s9
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8(d, ç), loc. K26CPA and I ad.9(cr). loc. K3OCPA and I ad.9(9), I subad.8(?), Ioc. K3ICPA and
I subad.8(9). loc. K33CPA, l7.Vlll.l988.35 specimens.
Brazil, Manaus, Lago Janauarí. I ad.9(c¡). loc. K30LJ, l7.VIII.l987 and I juv.5, Kl8LJ. 13.1.1988:
ibidem, I ad.9(d), loc. K2óLJ and I subad. 8(9), loc. K30LJ, 13.X.1987.4 specirnens.
Brazil, Manaus, Praja Crande, I ad.9(9), loc. Kl4 and I ad. 9(d), loc. Kl8 and I ad.9(9), loc. K20
and 3 ad.9(d), loc. K2l,23.1V.1981.6 specimens. - ln all 59 specimens.
41. Scleropøuropus rimøtus n.sp. (Figs. 224-232)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campina.
Type material, - Holotype: ad.9(9), locality as above,29.ll.l988, loc. Kl9CPA.
Paratypes: Ibidem, 2 ad, 9(9), 29.11.1988, loc. Kl6CPA. 2 specimens.
Other material. - lbidem, 2 juv. 6. 29.11.1988, loc. K26CP4, 29.11.1988. 2 specinrens.
Manaus, Rio Tarumâ Mirím. capoeira, I subad. S(9), loc. KI0TM and I ad.9(9), loc. K33TM,
27.V1. I 983. 2 specimens.
Manaus. campinarana, I ad.9(d), loc. KIICPA and 2 ad.9(d), loc. KI4CPA and 2 ad.9(d,9), loc.
KISCPA and I subad. S(9), loc. K25CPA and I ad.9(d), loc. K26CPA and I ad.9(d), loc. K3lCPA.
29.111.1988; ibidem,2 ad.9(9), loc. KI0CPA and I ad.9(9). loc. KI4CPA and 3 ad.9(d), loc. K24CPA
and I ad.9(9), I subad. S(9), loc. K26CPA and 3 ad.9(9), I subad. S(d), loc. K27CPA and 2 ad.9(c1",
sex ?), loc. K29CPA, 17.VIII.1988.22 specimens.
Manaus, frcada,2 ad.9(9), I subad. S(ç), l6.lX. l99l,loc. K12.3 specimens.
Manaus, Lago Janauarí, I ad. 9(9), 14.11.1988. loc. KlOLJ. I specimen. - In all 33 specimens.
Description
Length. - 0.46(-0.54) mm.
Head. - Tergal setae of medium length, subcylindrical-cylindrical, densely striate, blunt. Relative
lengths ofsetae, lst row: a' = 10, a: = 8(-10);2nd row: a¡ = l0(-14), ar = l2(-19), a¡ = l7(-21);3rd row:
ât = Ãz= 7(-8); 4th row: âr = 8(-10), a, = l3(-16), ar = l2(-18), ¡¿ = 9(-13); lateral group: lt = 17(-24),
l, = l3(-19), l¡ = l4(-20). The ratio a,/a,-a, is in lst row (0.9-)1.2.2nd row (0.6-)0.7.3rd row (1.0-)1.3
and 4th row (0.8-) 1.0. Temporal organs short. rounded. 1.2 times as long as their shortest distance apart.
Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae which are cylindrical. striate, blunt. Relative lengths of setae: p =
100. p'= (71-)87, p" = 45(-4ó), ¡ = (38-)39(-40). The p"'a rudimentary knob only; no u. Tergal seta p
as long as (-l.l times as long as) tergal branch t. The latter (2.2-)2.5 times as long as its greatest diameter
and about as long as sternal branch s which is 1.8(-2.0) times as long as its greatest diameter and with its
anterodistal corner truncate. Seta q similar to p" of4th segment, (0.8-)1.0 ofthe length ofs. Relative
lengths of flagella (base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = 91-tOr' p, = (35-)40(-41).
bs, = 51-Ur' F¡ = 87(-93), bsr = 71-10r. The F, (2.9-)3.3 times as long as t, F, and F. (l.l-)1.4 and (2.3-
)2.5(2.9) times as long as s respectively; F-, thinner and with smaller calyces than F, and F.. Distal calyces
helmetshaped¡ distal part of flagella axes not widened. Globulus g pyriform with long stalk, (1.4-)1.6
times as long as wide; (8-)9(-10) bractsl capsule spherical; width ofg 0.7(-0.8) ofthe greatest diameter of
t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment subcylindrical, striate, furcate; secondary branch rudimentary,
cylindrical, glabrous; sublateral seta 1.5(-1.6) times as long as submedian one; sternite process narrow,
incised anteriorly, cuticle granular; appendages much wider in proximal than in distal half, distal caps
subhemispherical and glabrous, for the rest the appendages have a distinct erect pubescence.
Setae on tergites straight, cylindrical, striate, blunt. There are 4+4 setae on tergite l, 6+6 on tl-V and
4+2 on Vl. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.3(-0.4) of their distance apart and (1.2-)1.3 times as long
as pygidial a,.
Relative lengths of trichobothria: Tr = 100, Tz = 93-97(-103), T, = 97-10l(-122), To = (ll4-)
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l16(-124), T. = (l2l-)154. They have very thin simple straight axes, thickest in T.,; pubescence hairs
straight, oblique on proximal 2/3 TrT4, morc outwards erect, strongest on T3, shortest on T..
Penes (paratype) conical, 1.7 times as long as their greatest diameter, glabrous, distinctly narrowing
in distal l/3; setâ 0.3 ofthe length ofpenis.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of leg 9 similar. furcate, branches of subequal lengthi primary
one thickest, blunt, with short oblique pubescence, secondary one cylindrical, striate. blunt. More anteriorly
these setae have rudiments only ofthe secondary branches and coxal setae are somewhat clavate, those of
trochanter thin, cylindrical, annulate. Coxal seta in leg 2 in male somewhat thicker than othercoxal setae.
Tarsus of leg 9 tapering, (3.4-)3.9 times as long as its greatest diameter. Proximal seta curved, tapering.
pointed, with distinct oblique pubescence, its length (0.3-)0.4 of the length of tarsus an<l (2.0-)2.4 times as
long as distal seta which is subclavate and densely annulate. Cuticle of tarsus distinctly pubescent.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin straight but with a triangular process with convex tnargins
below a,. Relative lengths ofsetae: a, = 10, a, = (18-)20, s. = (40-)52. st = ó. The ar straight lanceolatei
a¡, a¡ and st curved inwards, tapering, a, and a, pointed, st blunti ar ar and st with distinct oblique
pubescence. a, almost glabrousl ar and ar diverging. a, and st converging. Distance ar-a' (1.5-)1.8(-2.0)
times as long as a,; distance ar-a2 È 3 times longer than distance ar-a.,; distance st-st (5.0-)5.7(-5.9) times
as long as st and (1.7-)1.9 times as long as distance a'-a,. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, with deep indentation and a large median broadly linguifornr
process below anal plate. Relative lengths of setae (ar = l0): br = (65-)68(-72). b. = (9-)10. The former
(1.2-)1,3(-1.4) times as long as their distance apart, the latter 0.3(-0.4) ofdistance b.,-b.. These setae are
tapering, b. striate, pointed, b, shortly pubescent and striate distally. Anal plate shortly pubescent,
narrowest anteriorly, with somewhat convex lateral margins and deep narrow median incision dividing the
plate into two subrectangular lobes; each lobe with two appendages: a short glabrous posterolateral one and
a submedian one which is tapering striate and directed downwards and inwardsl length of submedian
appendages 0.3(-0.4) of the length of plate. Cuticle of sternum glabrous anterior of insertion areas of b'
and on posteriomedian lobe, for the rest faintly pubescent.
Etymology. - From Latin rimaturi = fissure (in the anal plate).
Affinities. - S. rimatus shows some affinities (legs and pygidium have similar shape and chaetotaxy)
to S. heterocha¿fas REMY from Algeria and Morocco (REMY 1947, 1952a\ but there are good distin-
guishing characters e.g. in the length of the antennal seta q (as long as or somewhat shorter than s, not
about half that length), the shape of the setae on the posterior tergites (cylindrical, not lanceolate), the
number of setae on tergite V (6+6, not 6+4). the shape of the pygidial setae ar (tapering. about twice
longer than the ar, not lanceolate and about as long as the a,) and the shape ofthe anal plate (with deep
posteromedian cleft, not shallow).
42. Scleropauropus Íissus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Brazil, Manaus, Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. I specimen.
43. Scleropøuropus beritse n.sp. (F¡gs. 233-242)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, Careiro Island.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(9), locality as above,24.XI.1986, loc. K28CA.
Paratype: Ibidem, I subad. 8(9), 24.X1.1986, loc. Kl2CPA.
Other material. - Ibidem, I juv. 6,24.X1.1986,loc. K26CA. I specimen.




Length. - 1.52 mm.
Head. - Tergal setae thin cylindrical, anterior ones somewhat tapering, submedian ones fairly long,
sublatcral ones long. Relative lengths ofsetae. lst row: ar = 10, a, = ¡ ll 2nd row: tr = âr = 15, a., = ¡3'
3rdrow:a,=l0,ar=ll;4throw:a,=l0,ar=20,1.=19,ao=15;lâteralgroup:1,=12,lz=l0,l.r=
13. The ratio arlâr-ar is in Ist row l.2,2nd row l.3.3rd row 2.0 and 4th row 1.9. Length oftemporal
organs as long as their shortest distance apart. No pistil; posterior aperture not studied. Head cuticle
glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 5 setae which are cylindrical, tapering, striate. Relative lengths ofsetae:
p = 100, p' = 80, þ" = 25, r = 32. u = 2. The p"' a rudimentary knob only. Tergal scta p as long as
tergal branch t. The latter 4. I times as long as its greatest diameter and l. I times as long as sternal branch
s which is 3.7 times as long as its greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner distinctly truncate. Seta
q similar to r of 4th segment, 0.6 of the length of s. Relative lengths of flagella (base segments included)
and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = 5; F, = 44, bs: = 4l F¡ = 95, bs., = 5. The F, 2.5 times as long as t, F,
and F., 1.2 and 2.6 times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces helmet-shapedl distal part of flagella axes
not widenedl F, thinner than F.. Globulus g small, short-stalked, somewhat wider than long: 9-10 bracts;
width of g 0.6 of the greatest diameter of t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment furcate; main branch cylindrical. blunt, with short, dense, oblique
pubescence, in distal part striate; secondary branch rudimentary. blunt. shortly pubescent. Sublateral seta
1.5 times as long as submedian one; sternite process subtriangular with small anterior incisionl appendages
with flat parted caps.
Setae on tergites as submedian setae on tergal side ofhead, all ofabout thc same length. There are 4+4
setae on tergite l, 6+6 on II-V and 4+2 on VI. Submedian posterior setae on Vl 0.3 of their distance apart
and 1.3 times as long as pygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: Tr = 100, T¿ = l12. T. = ?, To = 165, Ts = 197. They have thin
simple straight axes with short oblique pubescence; axes thickest (paratype) in Tr.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of leg 9 furcate. blunt, with short, dense. oblique pubescence;
secondary branch thinner than primary one; branches subequal in length on coxal seta, on trochanter the
secondary branch is almost twice longer than primary one. Tarsus of leg 9 slender, tapering, 5.5 times as
long as its greatest diameter. Setae with oblique straight pubescence, proximal one tapering, pointed, 0.3
ofthe length oftarsus and 2.7 times as long as distal seta which is cylindrical and blunt. Cuticle oftarsus
with short oblique-depressed pubescence.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin broadly triangular between the al, rnost posterior part with two
shallow submedian indentions. Relative lengths ofsetae: a, = 10, ar= 20, a, = 53, st = 4. All have oblique
pubescence, a¡, a, and a, subcylindrical. tapering; ar and a2 are straight, a, and a, diverging, the latter also
curved inwards; st cylindrical, straight, blunt. converging. Distance a,-a, 1.5 times as long as a¡; distance
â.-à27.5 times as long as distance a2-43; distance st-st 5.8 times as long as st and 1.5 times as long as
distance a,-a,. Cuticle glabrous.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, with broad indention and a largc rnedian trapezoide lobe below
anal plate. Relative lengths ofsetae (ar = l0): br = ?, b¡ = 7. The latter cylindrical, striate, blunt,0.3 of
their distance apârt. Anal plate narrowest anteriorly, with convex anterolateral margins; posterior margin
cleft by a deep V-shaped incision; there are 6 posterior tapering appendages: 2 short diverging posterolater-
al ones on each side and 2 longer submedian ones which are somewhat curved inwards and covered with
a strong oblique pubescence: plate glabrous; length ofsubmedian appendages almost 0.5 ofthe breadth of
plate. Cuticle of sternum glabrous anterior of median trapezoid lobe.
Etymology. - Dedicated to the technical assistant of Dr. J. Adis, Miss Berit Hansen, for her kind help
in preparing this study.
Affinities. - As to both the antennae and the collum segment as well as to the trichobothria and the
legs S. beritae is very close to S. tarumamirir¡i SCHELLER from the capoeira near the Rio Tarumã Mirím
(SCHELLER 1994). They are distinguished first ofall by the shape ofthe anal plate (submedian appendag-
es tapering and pubescent and with two posterolateral appendages on each side in heritae, cylindrical and
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glabrous and only one on each side in Íarumanririmi). They are also dissimilar in the shape of the setae on
the anterior part ofthe head (thin tapering, not thickest in distal halfl, the antennal setae r and q (tapering,
not cylindrical) and by the shape ofthe sternal process ofthe collum segment (with anterior incision, not
broad and blunt anteriorly. The new species has significant features in comn.¡on also with S. chupane<:us
REMY ( I 957c) from Mexico but differs by several characters (the shape of the pygidial setae ar and st,
the mediosternal plate, the anal plate).
Subfamily Polypauropodinae
Key to Amazonian genera of Polypauropodinâe
l. Pygidial setae tt and t2 prestent ..... Poll'paurupu.r REMY
- Pygidial setae f, and t, absent . . . . ['ol.vpuuro¡toides REMY
Genus Polypaaropus REMY, 1932
44. Polypøuropus løtebricolus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus. Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 6 specimens.
Manaus, campinarana. I ad.9(d), loc. K27CPA. l7.Vlll.l988. I specimen.
Manaus, Careiro Island, I subad. S(d), loc. K27,9.111.1987. I specimen. - In all 8 specimens.
45. Polypøuropus tropicus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira. 143 specimens.
Manaus, campinarana, I ad.9(d), loc. KI9CPA and I ad.9(9), loc. K32CPA,29.111.1988.2
specimens.
tbibidem, campina, I ad. l0(9), loc. KI0CPA and I ad. l0(9), I subad. 8(d), loc, K24CPA and2
ad. l0(9), 3 ad. 9(l d, 2 9), I subad. 8(9). I juv. 6. loc. K25CPA and I ad. l0(ç), I ad. 9(d), loc.
K26CPA and I ad. l0(9),2 ad. 9(d), I subad.8(d), loc. K27CPA an<]2 ad.9(9), loc. K3ICPA and 3
ad.9(l d,2 9), I subad. S(d), loc. K32CPA and I ad.9(d), loc. K33CPA,29.11.1988.23 specimens.
Ibidem. Careiro Island, I subad. S(d), ljuv.6, loc. KI3CA and ljuv. ó, loc. K2ICA and I ad.9(9).
loc. K23CA and 2 ad.9(9), loc. K24CA and I ad.9(9), loc. K27C4,24.XL1986; ibidem, I subad. 8(d),
I stad. ?, loc. KI3CA and I ad.9(cl"). loc. KITCA and ljuv. ó, loc. K27CA and 3 subad.8(l d,29).
loc. K28CA and I stad. ?, loc. K3 lCA,9.111.1987. l5 specimens.
lbidem, fucada, I ad. 9(9), loc. K20,30.111.1990. - ln all 184 specimens.
46, Polypøuropus tchimbus n.sp. (F¡gs. 243-253)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campina.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(9), locality as above,29.ll.l988, loc. K2lCPA.
Paratypes: Same data as holotype, 2 ad.9(ë,9). - In all 3 specimens.
Description
Length. - 0.67(-0.72) mm.
Head. - Tergal setae ofshort-medium lengths, subcylindrical, striate, blunt. Relative lengths ofsetae
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(holotype only), lst row and 3rd rows: a, = 10. a, = I l;2nd row: ar = I l, a, = 9. ¡, = g;4th row: a, = 15,
r, = 19, a. = 13, an not found; lateral group: lr = 30. lt = l¡ = 16. The ratio a,/a,-a, is in lst row 0,7,2nd
and 3rd rows 0.5 and 4th row 0.3. Temporal organs long, extended anteriorly, about twice longer than
broad, 1.5 times as long as their shortest distance apart. Neither pistil nor posterior pore. Mediotergal plate
with broadly V-shaped incision anteriorly and a narrow posterior end; it is twice longer than its greatest
breadth. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae which are striate blunt; p, p' and p" somewhat clavate. densely
striate, r cylindrical. indistinctly striate. Relative lengths ofsetae; p = 100, p'= 98(-102), p" = 86(-89),
r = (47-)50(-51). Tergal seta p (1.3-)1.4 times as long as tergal branch t. The latter very short, narrowest
atbase,aslongasitsgreatestdiameter,0.4ofthelengthofsternalbranchswhichis 1.2(-1.3)timesas
long as its greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner truncate. Setae q and q' subcylindrical, striate,
blunt; q as long as (-l.l) times as long as s and 0.7(-0.8) ofthe length ofq'. Relative lengths offlagella
(base segrnents included) and base segments: Fr = 100. F, = 96(-98), F. = (124-)128(-l3l), bs, = þs, =
bs., = 16. The F, (4.5-)5.0 times as long as t, F, and F. (1.8-)2.0 and 1.6(-2.1) times as long as s respec-
tively. Distal calyces with 5 bracts, one of them furcate, surrounding an ovoid capsule with f'lat cap.
Length ofglobuli ofsternal branch (stalk included) 1.5 times as long as its greatest diameter and 0.7 ofthe
length of s, upper globulus about twice wider than lower one. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment short, simple. striate, blunt, sublateral one 1.2 times as long as
submedian one; sternite process short roundedi appendages small with very srnall 3-parted capsi process
and basal part of appendages with short pubescence.
Setae on tergites short. cylindrical. striate. blunt. somewhat decreasing in length posteriorly. There are
4+4 setae on tergite I, 6+6 on II-IV, 4+4 on V and 4+2 on VI. Submedian posterior setae on Vf 0.3 of
their distance apart and 0.4 of the length of pygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: Tr = 100, T, = (ll5-)117, T3 = (ll9-)134, Ta = 144(-149). T{ =
145(-170). The T,-To polyramosel distal2/3 ofT, and T, with simple or furcate branches ofdifferent
lengths arranged in one plane, both axes and branches with pubescence, hairs ofdifferent lengths, mainly
erect; on T. and Tn the branches are concentrated to the distal halfand are shorter, simple, curved, with
pubescence hairs longer and lnore oblique; T. with simple straight axes. pubescence longest in the middle
and consisting ofstraight, simple, longer hairs.
Penes glabrous, L3 times as long as their greatest diameter. submedian sides straight, lateral ones
rounde<i; seta about 0.5 of the length of organ.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of legs l-9, simple, subcylindrical, striate, blunt. Coxal seta on
leg 2 in male nol deviating. Tarsus ofleg 9 tapering, short, glabrous, I.8 times as long as its greatest
diameter: setae subcylindrical blunt; proximal one striate, l/4 ofthe length oftarsus and almost as long as
distal seta which ¡s glabrous, folioform, somewhat broader than long.
Pygidium. Tertum. - Posterior margin almost straight. Relative lengths of setae: a, = 100, az= 142(-
145), ar = (56-)58(-61), st = 225(-238), tr = 25. All these setae but tr are cylindrical, blunt; a, straight,
striate. diverging; ar, a. and st glabrous, curved inwards. a, conerging, st diverging; tr clavate with distinct
oblique pubescence. Distance a,-a, almost 0.5 ol the length of ar; distance 
^raz 
2.4 times as long âs
distance ar-a.; distance st-st 1.2(-l.3) times as long as st and 5.3 times as long as distance ar-ar. Cuticle
with some long pubescence hairs posterior of a,, some shorter ones on median part of posterior margin,
otherwhere minutely granular.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between t, straight. Relative lengths ofsetae (a, = 100): b, = 108(-l I l),
bz = 92(-94), t, 33(-35). The b, straight. cylindrical, blunt, glabrous, diverging; b, subcylindrical, striate.
blunt; tr somewhat clavate, with distinct oblique pubescence, diverging. Thebr2.2 times as long as their
distance apart; b, 0.8 of distance b,-br. Anal plate represented by two ax-like appendages which are
covered with long oblique pubescence; appendages 1.4 times as long as their greatest width.
Etymology. - From tchímbe = small (size of the process and the appendages of the collum segment),
a word used by the Macú indians from the Rio Uaupós in the upper Rio Negro area.
Affinities. - The range of the genus is worldwide and l3 species have earlier been described. One of
them has subcosmopolitan range, 5 belong to the Madagascar-Oriental Regions, 5 to West Africa and 2 to
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Central Amazonas. The relationships are impossible to trace because in rnost species the collum segment
has not been described and also because REMY's descriptions in gencral are brief, sometimes even
omitting important characters.
However, the new species. P. tc'himbus, shares more characters with the two Arnazonian species,
tropicus SCHELLER and latebritt¡lu.ç SCHELLER (SCHELLER 1994). than it does with species from
other regions. The shape of the collum segment details are similar and so are the penes and the tarsi. lt is
closer to latehricolu.ç than to tropiL'us but is easily distinguished from that species by the shape of the
trichobothria (branched, not simple axes), the shape of the pygidial setae ar (thin and pointed, not thick
cylindrical and blunt) and the anal plate (appendages ax-like, not folioform). Arnong the Ethiopian species
itseemstobeclosesttoP.nnntaltreollsSCHELLERfromSierraLeone(SCHELLER 1995)whichisalike
as to the collum appendages and the collum process, the proportion of the pygidial setae a,/a, and the
shape of the anal plate appendages but it has also characters in common with Madagascar-Oriental species
not the least the odd branched trichobothria.
Genus Polypauropoid¿s REMY, 1959b
47. Polypauropoides bicløviger SCHELLER, I 994
Material. - Brazil, Manaus, Rio Tarumâ Mirím, capoeira. 8 specimens.
Manaus, campina,2 ad.9(9),29.11.1988, loc. Kl4CPA. - ln all l0 specirrens.
48. Polypøuropoides unisetus SCHELLER, 1994
Material. - Brazil, Manaus, Rio Tarumå Mirim, capoeira. 8 specimens.
Manaus, campina, I ad.9(9),29.11.1988, loc. K29CPA. I specirnen. - ln all 9 specimens.
49, Polypauropo¡des nsous n.sp. (Figs. 254-263)
Type locality. - Élrazil, Manaus, campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(9), locality as above,29.111.1988, loc. K32CPA.
Paratypes: Same data as holotype. I ad.9(9); ibidem, I ad.9(?). l7.VIILl988. loc. K3 lCPA.2
specimens.
Other material. - Ibidem, I ad. 9(d), loc. KI0CPA and 2 juv.6. loc. KISCPA and I ad. 9(d), loc.
K26CPA and I ad.9(9), loc. K27CPA ancl ljuv.6. loc. K30CP4,29.111.1988.6 specimens.
Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira, I ad.9(9), loc. K30TM and 2 ad.9(d, 9), loc. K3 lTM,
27.V1.1983.3 specimens. - In all l2 specirnens.
Description
Length. - 0.64(-0.84) mm.
Head. - Tergal setae short, oylindrical, striate, blunt. Relative lengths oflsetae. lst row: a, = 10, a, =
(10-)l l;2nd row: a, = (10-)l l(-15), a, = (10-)12, a¡ = l5(-23):3rd row and 4th rows fuscd together: a, =
ll(-16), a, = l3(-16), a¡ = l5(-20), ao = (14-)15, as = l3(-17); lateral group: l, = l6(-18), l, =
(15-)17(-18), lr= (15-)22. The ratio rrlar-ar is in lst row 0,8,2nd row 0.5. in fused row 0.9(l.l).
Temporal organs in tergal view triangular, (3.7-)4,2 times as long as their shortest distance apart; they
cover lateral and laterosternal sides too and protrude each inwards on sternal side with two uplifted lobes,
an anterior one which is broad and rounded and a posteriorone which is narrow. No pistil. Mediotergal
plate evenly rounded anteriorly, (1.5-)1.ó times as long as its greatest breadth, posterior part very narrow.
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Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 6 setae. They are cylindrical. blunt; p, p' and p" and u striate, p"' and
r very thin glabrous. Relative lengths ofsetae: p = 100, p'= 100-l 10, p" = 83-108, p"' = 58-70(-72,r =
42-50(-53), u = (30-)33-40(-42). Tergal seta p (as long as -)1.2 times as long as tergal branch t. The latter
very short. subspherical, (0.4-)0.5 ofthe length ofsternal branch s which is l.l(-1.2) times as long as its
greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner less truncate than posterolateral one. Setae q and q'
cylindrical, striate. blunt; q (as long as -)l.l times as long as s and 1.7(-2.0) times as long as q'. Relative
lengths offlagella (base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = 161-,tr' F, = (103-)107(-
I I l), bs, = l7(-18); t'. = (9ó-)97. bs. = 161-ttr. The F, 5.4(-6.0) times as long as t, F, and F. (2.6-)2.9
and (2.3-)2.6 times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces consisting ofa central subovoid capsule from
the base surronded by 6 cylindrical curved blunt bracts enclosing the capsule; 2 bracts are short, 2 are of
medium length and 2 are long. Length of globuli 1.7 times as long as the organ and 0.8 of the length of
s. Upper globulus widest, somewhat wider than greatest diameter of t, somewhat flattened; lower globulus
longish and open. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment subsimilar, rudimentary, 2-segmented: base cup-shaped, distal
endsegment globular. Sternite process broad and short, cleft anteriorly; appendages directed posteriorly,
short, with flat 4-parted caps. Cuticle, process and basal part of appendages with short pubescence,
Setae on tergites as on median part of head. There are 4+4 setae in 2 rows on tergite l, I 2 setae in 2
or 3 rows on II-V and l0 setae on VI. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.2 oftheir distance apart and 0.4
of the length of pygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: T, = 100, Tr = (102-)108(-l l3), Tl = (109-)?(-l l6). To = I l8(-127),
Ts = 128(-154). They have simple and very thin straight axes; pubescence increasing in length outwards
from short straight oblique hairs to long curved manybranched hairs arranged in whorls in distal 2/3;
longest at least 0.2 ofthe length oftrichobothrium; shortest hairs on T..
Penes not available for study.
Legs. - Setae on coxa of leg 9, simple, cylindrical, striate, blunt, those on trochanter of legs I -9 and
coxae of legs l-8 similar but furcate with secpndary branches rudimentary glabrous. Tarsus of leg 9 short,
thick, tapering, (2.2-\2.5 t¡mes as long as its greatest diameter. Proximal seta inserted outside the middle
of tarsus, very short, cylindrical, striate. blunt, its length 0. I of the length of tarsus and 0.4 of the length
ofdistal seta which is folioform, somewhat broader than long, densely pubescent.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin evenly rounded. Relative lengths of setae: ar = 100, ar =
(90-)109, at= (473-)491, st = (145-)ló4. They are cylindrical, striate, blunt, curved inwardsi ar converg-
ing, ar and a, diverging, st directed posteriorly. Distance aÍat(2.4-)2.7 times as long as a,; distance ar-r2
r 3 times longer than distance a2-43; distance st-st 1.9(-2.1) times as long as st and l.l(-1.4) times as long
as distance a,-a,, Cuticle with dense erect pubescence most posteriorly.
Sternum. - Posterior margin with deep median triangular indentation continuing forwards as a furrow
in the cuticle passing the middle of the sternum; posterolateral corners evenly rounded. Relative lengths
ofsetae (a, = 100): b' = (l l8-)136, b, = 82(-91). These setae are almost straight, subcylindrical, densely
striate, blunt, diverging. The b, (3.4-)3.5(-3.6) times as long as their shortest distance apart¡ b, (0.5-)0.6
ofdistance b,-br. Anal plate represented by two submedian, somewhat clavate, densely striate appendages
with subglobular short pubescent ends. Sternum glabrous.
Etymology. - From náo = pretty, beautiful (branched trichobothria, basal antennal globulus), a word
used by the Macú indians from the Rio Uaupés in the upper Rio Negro area.
Affinities. - Owing to the varying quality ofthe earlier descriptions the relationships ofthe species are
impossible to trace. In some species nothing or very little is known about the morphology of the collum
segment, the number and distribution of the setae of the tergites and the shape of the temporal organs.
However, the new species is well defined by the following combination ofcharacters: the open shape of
the basal antennal globulus, the broadly spatulate proximal seta on the tarsi, the deep posteromedian cleft
of the pygidial sternum and the setiform anal plate appendages.
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50, Po ly p a u r o p o id e s fo I io I us n.sp. (F igs. 264-27 4)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus, campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(d), locality as above,29.lll.l98tì, loc. KllCPA.
Paratype: Ibidem, I ad. 9(d), 29.111.1988, loc. Kl4CPA.
Other material. - Manaus, Rio Tarumã Mirím, capoeira,2 juv.6, loc. KI5TM and I ad. 9(d), loc.
KISTM and I ad.9(sex ?), loc. Kl9TM,29.lX.l982; ibidem.2 ad.9(d, 9),23.XI.1982, loc. K32TM; I
ad.9(d),28.111.1983, loc. K3lTM, ibidem, I ad.9(d),27.VI.1983, loc. K27TM.8 specimens. - ln all l0
specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.57-)0.58 mm.
Head. - Tergal setae striate bluntt median setae subcylindrical, sublateral and lateral ones cylindrical;
thcy are of short-median lengths, anterior ones shorter than posterior ones. Relative lengths of setae, I st
row:ar=l0.ar=(ll);2ndrow:ar=12(13),ar=(ll)l2,a"r=17;3rdrowand4throwsfusedtogether:
a, = (15)16, a, = (13)17, a, = (18)= 19, an = (15)18, ar= 20(22\: lateral group: l' = (16)19, lt = (13)15,
lr = l6(17). The ratio arlâr-ar is in lst row l.l,2nd row 0.5, in fused row 0.9(1.0). The median part ofthe
fused row is atypical with a median seta inserted posterior ofl the mediotergal plate. Ternporal organs in
tergal view triangular, submedian corner rounded, their length (1.7)2.1 timcs as long as their shortest
distance apârt. They cover lateral and laterosternal sides too and protrude each inwards on sternal side with
two subsimilar lobes of which the anterior one may be lifted up from head surface. No pistil; posterior
margin with shallow indention at I, but pore not found. Mediotergal plate 1.8(2.1) times as long as its
greatest breadth, spatulate, anterior margin evenly rounded. posterior part narrow. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 5 setae. They are cylindrical, striate, blunt: p"' very thin. Relative lengths
ofsetac: p = 100, p'= (91)100, p" = ll0, P"'= 83, r = 40(45). No u. Tergal seta p as long as (1.3)
times as long as tergal branch t. The latter very short, narrowesl proxinrally. abot¡t as wide as long,
(0.4)0.5 of the length of sternal branch s which is 1.5 times as long as its greatest diarneter and with its
anterodistal corner distinctly truncate. Setae q and q' cylindrical, striate. blunt, q about as long as s and
I .6 times as long as q'. Lengths of flagella (base segments included) and base segments: F, = | QQ. þ5, =
f 5¡ F, = (85), bs, = l5; F¡ = 104( l3ó), bs, = ¡5, ttr. The F, 5.0(-6.5) times as long as t. Fr and F., (2.0)2.2
and2.5(2.7) times as long as s respectively. Distal calyces consisting of a central capsule with a subhemis-
pherical top, all surrounded by 3 curved bracts, a longer forked one and two shorter. Length ofglobuli of
sternal branch 1.7( 1.8) times as long as the organ and almost as long as s; upper globulus very large with
I 0 bracts, lower globulus small with 4 bractsl capsules flattened; diameter of upper globulus ( I .2) I .3 times
as wide as greatest diameter of t. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment subsimilar, short, cyl¡ndrical, striate. blunt; sternite process small,
glabrous, anteriorly narrow; appendages subconical. very shortly pubescent. with stalked hemispherical
caps.
Setae on tergites short, cylindrical, blunt, with short oblique pubesccnce; There are 4+4 setae in 2 rows
on tergite I, l2 setae on Il-lV, l0 setae on V and 6+2 on VI. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.4 of their
distance apart and 0.5 ofthe length ofpygidial a,.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria (holotype only): T¡ = 100. Tr = T4 = 108, T¡ = 104, T. = I 15. They
are polyramose with branches arranged in one planel branches simple and with dense short pubescence of
simple straight hairs. There are l4-23 branches, longest in the middle. there 0.2-0.3 of the length of
trichobothrium.
Penes very short, rounded, about as wide as long, glabrous; seta 0.7 ofthe length oforgan.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of legs I -9 simple but with rudiments of secondary branches on
coxal setae in leg 2 in male; in leg 9 setae <¡ftrochanter are twice longer than those on coxa. Tarsus ofleg
9 subcylindrical, 2.3(2.4) times as long as its greatest diameteri one seta only, the distal one which is
foliate, broader than long, with dense very short pubescence, its length 0.2 of the length <lf tarsus.
Pygidium.Tergum.-Posteriormarginevenlyrounded.Relativelengthsofsetae: å,= ¡g¡,ar=87(98).
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ar = (420)442. The st not identified. The a, tapering. with short oblique pubescence, curved inwards and
converging, a, cylindrical, straight. indistinctly striate, diverging, a, subcylindricl, almost glabrous, curved
inwards, diverging. Distance ar\ 1.7 times as long as a,; distance a,-a, about twice longer than distance
a2-â¡. Cuticle with distinct erect pubescence.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between b, almost straight; distinct posterior lobes around b,. Relative
lengths ofsetae (a, = 100): b, = (140)183, b, = 33(50). The b, somewhat curved inwards,0.5(0.6) ofltheir
distance apart, b, cylindrical, blunt, curved inwards 0.3(0.4) of distance br-b2, b2 0.4 of distance b,-br.
Anal plate represented by two claviform, submedian appendages with long oblique pubescence; they are
almost 0.5 of the length of b,. Cuticula of sternum not studied.
Etymology. - From Latin.filiolu¡¡, dim. of 
.foliun = leaf (distal seta of tarsus).
Affinities. - The new species has characters in common with P. unisetus SCHELLER from Tarumã
Mirím (SCHELLER 1994) e.g. in the collum segment, the branched trichobothria and the absence of the
proximal seta on the tarsi. Good distinguishing characters are the absence of the pygidial st, the greater
number ofbranches on the trichobothria and the broadly foliform shape ofthe distal tarsal setae.
51. Polypøuropoides monosetosus n.sp. (F¡gs. 275-285)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus. campina.
Typc material. - Holotype: ad.9(d), locality as above,29.ll.l988, loc. Kl4CpA.
Paratypes: Same data as holotype, I ad. 9(9), I juv. 6l ibidem, I ad. 9(9). loc. KITCPA and I ad
9(9), loc. K3 ICPA,29.11.1988.4 specimens.
Other rnaterial. - Ibidem, I ad.9(c¡),29.11.1988. loc. K28CPA. I specirnen. - ln all 6 specimens.
Description
Length. - (0.63-)0.69(-0.82) mm.
Head. - Anterior setae somewhat clavate, annulate, bluntl posterior and lateral setae subcylindrical-
cylindrical, striale, blunt. Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: âr = 10, a, = 31-¡ l);2nd row: ar = I0(-12).
ar = 8(-ll), a., = 12(-16); fused 3rd and 4th rows: âr = âr = l0(-ll), a. = 12(-13), aa = ?(-ll), aß =
(15-)16); lateral group: l, = l, =' l4(-15), lj = l2(-14). The ratio n,/a,-a, (holotype only) is in lst row and
fused rows 1.0, 2nd row 0.6. Temporal organs in tergal view equilaterally triangular, length 2.0(-2.8) times
as long as their shortest distance apart. They cover lateral and laterosternal sides too and protrude each
inwards and anteriorly on sternal side with one linguiform appendage which may be lifted up flrom head
surface. No pistil; posterior pore not studied. Mediotergal plate spatulate. 1.7(2.0) times as long as its
greatest breadth, anterior margin evenly rounded, posterior part narrow. Head cuticle glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 4 setae. They are cylindrical, blunt; p and p'thickest. distinctly striate,
p" and r thin and striate. Relative lengths ofsetae: p = 100, p'= 82(-91), p" = 67(-73), r = 33(-36).
Neither p"'nor u. Tergal seta p (0.9-)1.2(-1.3) times as long as tergal branch t. The latter very short, its
length (0.9-)1.2 times as long as its greatest diameter,0.4(-0.5) ofthe length ofsternal branch s which is
( I . I -) I .5 times as long as its greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner distinctly more truncate than
posterodistal one. Setae q and q'cylindrical. striate. blunt. both insertcd on distal l/3 ofbranch, the former
0.4(-0.6) of the length of s and 0.5(-0.7) of the length of q'. Relative lengths of flagella (base segments
included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = ¡71-ttr' F, = (85-)90, bs, = 2¡. t'. = (88-)107(-l I l), bs, =
2l(-23\. The F, (5.1-)6.0(-6.5) times as long as t, F, and F, (1.9-)2.2 and (2.3-\2.6 times as long as s
respectively. Distal calyces with subovoid capsules and 4 bracts, 2 as long as capsule and 2 longer ones
curved over the capsule. Length ofglobuli ofsternal branch (1.7-)2.0 times as long as the organ and
almost as long as s; upper globulus widest, as wide as greatest diameter oft. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae ofcollum segment short, with oblique base,2-3 annules and a distal capi sublateral seta
(l.l-)1.3(-1.4) times as long as submedian one; sternite process with V-shaped anterior incision, granular;
appendages proportionately large with flattened caps, bases granular.
Setae on tergites cylindrical, striate, blunt, decreasing in length posteriorly. There are 4+4 setae on
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tergite I. 6+2 on Il, 6+? on III-V, 6+4 on V and 4+2 on Vl. Submedian posterior setae on VI 0.2(-0.3) of
their distance apart and 0.7 of the length of pygidial a,. Anterior tergites distinctly granular.
Relative lengths of trichobothria: Tr = 100, T, = 102(-104). T., = (100-)l I l, T. = (109-)l l0(-l l6),
Ts = 122(-130). They have simple and very thin straight axes; proximal 2/5 of Tr-'lnand proximal l/3 of
T. with simple oblique hairs increasing in length outwardsl for the rest they lrave long bifurcate branches
covered with short oblique pubescencel branches longest on T,, T, and To.
Penes very short, conical. with somewhat rounded sides. glabrous, length 0.8 oftheir greatest diameterl
seta r 0.3 of the length of organ.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and trochanter of legs I -9 simple, cylindrical. striate. blunt, those of trochanter
longest. Coxal setae in leg 2 in male short. somewhat clavate, annulate. Tarsus ofleg 9 short, tapering,2.l
times as long as its greatest diameter, minutely pubcscent; one seta only which is inserted at a point 0.4
ofthe length oftarsus from distal endi seta tapering, curved, almost 0.2 ofthe length oftarsus.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin rounded. Relative lengths ofsetae: a, = 10, s, = (10-)12(-13),
a. = (53-)67,51 = 117-)23. These setae are cylindrical, striate, blunti a, and st curved inwards and
converging, a, straight and diverging, a, long, thick. curved inwards, diverging. Distance a,-a, (3.2-)3.7
times as long as a,; distance a,-a, (3.0-)5.0 times longer than distance ar-a.r; distancc st-st 2.1(-2.5) times
as long as st and (1.2-)1.3 times as long as distance ar-ar. Cuticle with short bt¡t distinct pubescence.
Stemum. - Posterior margin between b, with a deep broadly V-shaped oleft; posterolateral corners
large and rounded. Relative lengths ofsetae (a, = I0): b, = (14-)17, br = 10, These sctae somewhat clavate
and curved inwards, b, diverging. The b, are 0.3 oftheirdistance apart, b,0.4 ofdistance b,-br. Anal plate
represented by two lamelliform, densely pubescent setae which are(7.5-\7.7 times as long as broad and are
projecting backwards from the anterior part of the median cleft. Posterior lobes faintly pubescent, sternum
more anteriorly glabrous.
Etymology. - From Greek monos = one, single, and Latin se¡ø = bristle (tarsus).
Affinities. - P. monosetosus is easily distinguished from all other Polypauropoldes species known by
the shape of the setae and appendages of the collum segment, the trichobothria and the anal plate. It has
some characters in common with cuneatus described below but the above mentioned characteristics are
separati ng.
52. Polypøuropoides cuneat¡rs n.sp. (Figs. 286-294)
Type locality. - Brazil, Manaus. campinarana.
Type material. - Holotype: ad.9(9), locality as above,29.lll.l988, loc. K2lCPA.
Other material. - Manaus. fucada. I juv. 6,30.111.1990, loc. Kll. - In all 2 specimens.
Description
Length. - 0.82 mm.
Head. - Anterior setae somewhat shorter than posterolateral ones, they are subcylindrical-cylindrical,
striate, blunt. Relative lengths ofsetae, lst row: âr = â: = 100;2nd row: ar = 12, a, = 1¡, a., = 14;3rd row
and4throwsfusedtogether:âr=â¡=12,ar=¡3,a,=15,ar=16;lateralgroup:1,=16,lr=14.1¡=
12. The ratio a,/a,-a, is in lst row 0.9,2nd row 0.6, in fused row 0.7. Temporal organs in tergal view
triangular,2.l times as long as lheir shortest distance aparti they cover lateral and laterosternal sides too
and protrude inwards on sternal side each with a nârrow anteriorly directed lobe the distal part of which
is lifted up from the head cuticle. No pistil. Mediotergal plate evenly rounded anteriorly, very broad
anterior.half, posterior halfvery narrow, plate 1.3 times as broad as its greatest breadth. Head cuticle
glabrous.
Antennae. - Segment 4 with 6 setae. They are cylindrical, blunt; p, p' and p" striate, p"', r and u
gfabrous. Relalive lengths ofsetae: p = p" = 100, P'= 109, P"'= u = 36, r =27.Tergal seta p 0.9 ofthe
length of tergal branch t. The latter very short, l. I times as long as its greatest diameter, 0.4 of the length
of sternal branch s which is 1.4 times as long as its greatest diameter and with its anterodistal corner much
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more truncate than posterodistal one. Setae q and q'both inserted about l/3 from distal end ofsl they are
cylindrical, blunt, q annulate, q' densely striate; the former 0.5 of the length of s and q'. Relative lengths
offlagella (base segments included) and base segments: Fr = 100, bs, = ¡6' Fr= ?, bs, = l3; Fr = I 17, bs¡
= ló. The Fr 5 times longer than t, Fr 2.5 times as long as s. Distal calyces with subovoid capsule with
small flattened cap surrounded by 6 cylindrical bracts which are curved inwards enclosing the capsule: 2
bracts are short, 2 of medium length and,2 are long. Length of globuli 1.7 times as long as the organ and
0.7 of the length of s. Upper globulus widest, l.l times as wide as greatest diameter of t, I I bracts; lower
globulus much smaller. 4 or 5 bracts. Antennae glabrous.
Trunk. - Setae of collum segment subsimilar in size and shape, short. sirnple. somewhat clavate,
annulate, bluntl sternite process short, blunt, with distinct pubescence nlost anteriorlyl appendages directed
downwards, caps large 4-parted.
Relative lengths oftrichobothria: T' = 100, Tr = 90, T¡ = 87. T¡ = 97, Ts = 108. They are polyramose
with branches arranged in one plane; branches longest in distal halfoftrichobothrium. I2-16 branches,
shortest and r¡ost numerous on T,, and T.; branches and main axes with dense short rnainly erect pubcs-
cence.
Legs. - Setae on coxa and troclranter of leg 9, sirnple. cylindrical. blunt. those on trochanter longest
and striate, those on coxa densely annulate with distinct subhemispherical end-segment. More anteriorly
these setae are simple too but with rudiments ofsecondary branches. Tarsus of leg 9 somewhat tapering,
curved, 2.6 times as long as its greatest diameter, with dense short pubescence; proximal seta cylindrical.
0.2 ofthe length oftarsus and 0.7 ofthe length ofdistal subcylindrical seta.
Pygidium. Tergum. - Posterior margin rounded. Relative lengths oisetae: âr = 100. at= l12, \= 644,
st = 93. They are cylindrical, striate, ar straight, ar, a., and st curved inwards, a,, a, and a., diverging, st
converging. Distance ar-ar 4.9 times as long as a,; distance ar-ar 4.4 times as long as distance ar-a.,i
distance st-st 2. I times âs long as st and 0.7 of distance ar-ar. Cuticle with sparse short pubescencc.
Sternum. - Posterior margin between br wilh broad shallow indention. posterolateral corners large
rounded. Relative lengths ofsetae (a, = 100): br = 134, br = 83. Thesc setae are cylindrical. striate, blunt.
curved inwards and somewhat diverging. The b, 0.3 of their distance apart¡ b, 0.3 of distance b,-br. Anal
plate represented by two submedian, cuneiform, straight appendages covered by a dense pubescence of
short oblique hairs arranged in transverse rowsl appendages about twice longer than broad. Sternum with
distinct erect pubescence most posteriorly. more anteriorly faintly granular-glabrous.
Etymology. - From Latin cuneus = wedge (anal plate).
Affinities. - P. cunealus is easily distinguished from all other species known by the shape ofthc tarsus.
the singular shape of the anal plate and the short pygidial setae br. Among the species described from
Central Amazonas it may be most close to uniselus SCHELLER (the shape of the trichobothria. the setae
on coxa and trochanter, ihe setae of the pygidial tergum) and nuou,s described above (the setae of the 4th
antennal segment, the setae on coxa and trochanter and the setae of the pygidial tergum).
Discussion
The composition of the Pauropoda fauna of Central Amazonia deviate, as far as it
is known at present, in some respects from other tropical faunas in the absence of
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Fig. l:
Investigated areas: A: Praja Grande; B: Lago Janauarí; C: Careiro Islandl D: Rio Tarumã Mirím



























































































































































































































































































































































































Allopuuropus (Decapauropus) ieenus n.sp., holotype.
l3: Head, median and right part, tergal view. l4: Right temporal organ. posterior part, lateral view. l5:
Left antenna, sternal view. 16: Collum segment, median and left part. sternal view. l7: Tergite VI.
posterior part. l8: T.. 19: Seta on coxa of leg 9. 20: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 2l: Penes and seta on
coxa of left leg 2, anterior view. 22: Tarsus of leg 9. 23: Pygidium. posterior and left part, sternal view.







































Allopauropus (Decapauropus) lohoius n.sp., holotype.
25: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 26: Temporal organ. posterior part. right side, laterâl view.
27: Right antenna, sternal view. 28: Collum segment. median and left part, sternal view. 29: Tergite Vl,
posterior part. 30: T,. 3l: T.. 32: Penes and seta on coxa of left leg 2. anterior view. 33: Seta on trochânter
of leg 9. 34: Tarsus of leg 9. 35: Pygidium, posterior part, sternal view. 3ó: Anal plate, laterôl view.






































Allopauropus (Decapauropu,t).junki n.sp,37-38 and 4l-48: holotype, 39: paratype.
37: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 38: Left antenna, tergal view. 39: Flagellum F, of left
antenna. 40: Collum segment, median and left part, sternal view. 4l: Tergite Vl, posterior part. 42: Tr.
43: Tr, 44: T.. 45: Seta on coxa of leg 9. 4ó: Tarsus of leg 9. 47: Pygigium, posteromedian and left part,












































Allopouropus (Decupauropus) manausensis SCHELLER, figs. 49-50.
49: Temporal organ, posterior part, right side. 50: Pygidium, posterior part with linguiform appendages of
the tergum and anal plate of the sternum, lateral view.
A I lopauropu,r (Decapauropus) anomoios n.sp.. holotype, figs. 5 I -62.
5l: Head, medìan and right part, tergal view.52: Right antenna, inner tergal view.53: Collum segment,
median and leflt part, sternal view. 54: Tergite VI, posterior part. 55: Tr. 56: T.r. 57: Penes and seta on coxa
of right leg 2. 58: Seta on coxa of leg 9. 59: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 60: Tarsus of leg 9. 6l: Tarsus



























Allopauropus (Decapauropus) mirimus n.sp.. holotype.
ó3: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 64: Right antenna, tergal view. ó5: Collunt segment. ntedian
and left part, sternal view.66: Tergite VI, posterior part.67: T,. ó8: T.,. ó9: T..70: Seta on coxa of leg 9.
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Figs. 73-84:
Allopauropus (Decapauropus) kor¡,netes n.sp., holotype.
73: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 74: Right antenna, sternal view. 75: Collurn segment, median
and left part, sternal view. 7ó: Tergite VI, posteromedian part.77: T,. 78: T.. 79: Penes and seta on coxa
of leg 2, anterior view. 80: Seta on coxa of leg 9. El: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 82: Tarsus of leg 9.









































Allopauropus (Decapauropus) puch¡,flagellus n.sp.. 85-90 and 92-95: holotype, 9l: paratype.
85: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 8ó: Right antenna, posterior view. 87: Collum scgment.
mediân and left part, sternal view.88: Tergite VI. posteromedian part.89: T,.90: T..91: Penes and sela
on coxa of left leg 2, anterior view. 92: Seta on coxa of leg 9. 93: Tarsus of lcg 9. 94: Pygidium. median

































Figs. 96- I 08
Allopauropus (Decapauropus) aiu,r n.sp.. holotype.
9ó: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 97: Right antenna. tergal view. 98: Collum segment. median
and left part, sternal view.99: Tergite VI, posteromedian part. 100: T,. l0l: T.. 102: T.. 103: penes and
seta on coxa of left leg 2. anterior view. 104: Seta on coxa of leg 9. 105: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 106:
Tarsus of leg 9. 107: Pygidium, median and left part, sternal view. 108: Anal plate. lateral view. Scale a:
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Figs. 109-l l9:
Allopauropus (Decapauropus) h¡,laios n.sp., t09-l I I and I l3-l l9: adult holotype, I l2: subadult paratype.
109: Head, median and right part, tergal view. t l0: Left antenna, outer laleral view. I I l: Collum scgment,
median and left part, sternal view. I l2: Tergite Vl, posterior part. I t3: T.,. t l4: T.. I l5: Seta on coxa of
leg 9. I ló: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. I I 7: Tarsus of leg 9. I l8: Pygidium, median and left part, tergal












































Allopauropu.s (Decapauropus) c,umpinarunit.us n.sp., holotype.
120: Head, median and right part. tergal view. l2l: Temporal organ, posterior part. right side, lateral view.
122: Right antsnna. sternal view. t23: Collum segment, rnedian and lelt part, sternal vicw. 124: Tcrgite VI.
posteromedian and right posterolateral part. 125: Tr.126:T,.127 Penes and seta on coxa ofleft leg 2,
anterior view. 128: Sela on coxa of leg 9. 129: Tarsus of lcg 9. 130: Pygidiurn. median ancl lcft part,
sternal view. l3l: Anal plate, lateral view. Pubescencc only partly drawn in 129. Scale a: 120. l2l.125-









































Allopauropus (Deca¡tauropus) t'areiroensis n.sp.. 132-138 and 140-t44: holotype, 139: paratype.
132: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 133: Temporal organ, posterior part, right side, lateral view.
134: Right antenna. sternal view. 135: Collum segment. median and left part, sternal view. t36: Tergite Vl,
posteromedian and right posterolateral part. 137: T,. 138: T.. t39: Right penis and scta on coxa of leg 2,
lateral view. t40: Seta on coxa of leg 9. l4l: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 142: Tarsus of leg 9. 143:
Pygidium, posteromedian and left part, sternal view. t44: Anal plate, lateral view. Scale a: 132, 137. 138;

































Allopauropus (Decapauropus) kordylinos n.sp., holotype.
145: Head, median and right part. tergal view. t46: Right antennâ, sternal view. 147: Collum segment,
median and left part, sternal view. 148: Tergite Vl, posterior part. 149: T,. 150: T.,. l5l: T.. 152: Penes
and seta on coxa of left leg 2, anterior view. 153: Seta on coxa of leg 9. 154: Seta on trochanter of leg 9.
155: Tarsus of leg 9. 156: Pygidium, median and right part, tergal view. 157: Posterior part of pygidial











































A I lopau ropus ( Decapa uropus ) d i sappend i cul i s n.sp., holotype.
158: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 159: Left antenna, tergal view. 160: Collum segment, sternal
view. lól: Tergite VI, posteromedian and right postcrolateral part. 162: T,. 163: T,. 164: T.. 165: Penes
and seta on coxa of left leg 2, anterior view. l6ó: Seta on coxa of leg 9. ló7: Tarsus of leg 9.
168: Pygidium, posterior and left part, sternal view. 169: Posterior part ofpygidial sternurn with anal plate,



































A I I opuu ropus ( Det' a pa u ropu,s ) d i sc' h ides n.sp., holotype.
170: Head, median and right part, tergal view. l7l: Temporal organ. posterior part, right side, lateral view.
172: Right antenna, sternal view. 173: Collum segment, median and left part, sternal view. 174: Tergite Vl,
posterior part. t75: T,. 176: Tr. 177: Penes and seta on coxa of left leg 2, anterior view. 178: Scta on coxa
of leg 9. 179: Tarsus of leg 9. t80: Pygidium, posterior and lelt part, sternal view. l8l: Posterior part of



































Allopauropus (Decapauropus) adunct¡s n.sp., holotype.
182: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 183: Left antenna, sternal view. 184: Collum segment.
median and left part, stcrnal view. 185: Tergite VI, posteromedian part. 186: T.. 187: T.. 188: Penes antl
seta on coxa of left leg 2, anterior view. 189: Seta on coxa of leg 9. 190: Seta on trochanter ol leg 9.
l9l: Tarsus ofleg 9. 192: Pygidium, median and left part, sternal view. 193: Posterior part ofpygidial



















Allopauropus (Perissopauropus) antphikomos n. subgen.. n.sp., holotype.
I94: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 195: Temporal organ and posterior vesicular appentlage, left
side, lateral view. t96: Left antenna, sternal view. 197: 3rd antennal segment, left side, tergal view.
198: Collum segment, median and right part, sternal view. 199: Penes and seta on coxa of left leg 2,
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Figs. 200-2 I 0:
Allopauropus (Perissopauropus) antphikomo.t n. subgen.. n.sp., holotype. ñgs, 200-207,209.
200: T.. 201: Seta on coxa of leg 8. 202: Seta on trochanter of leg 8. 203: Tarsus of leg 8. 204: Pygidium,
posteromedian and left part, sternal view. 205: Pygidium, lateral view. 206: Pygidial seta d,. 207: Pygidial
seta d2. 209: Anal plate, left branch. posterior part. sternal view.
Allopauropus (Perissopauropus) bounotu.ei REMY, fig. 208.
208: Anal plate, left branch, posterior part. sternal view.
Allopauropus (Perissopauropus) tridens SCHELLER, fig. 210.
210: Anal plate, left branch, posterior part, sternal view. Pubescence only partly drawn in 203 antl 205.

























CauvetauropLts (Cauvelauropus) biglobulosus n. subgen., n.sp,, holotype figs. 2l l-218, 220-223:
paratype fig.219.
2ll: Head, median and right part. tergal view.2l2: Temporal organ. posteriorpart, right side, lateral view.
213: Left antenna, sternal view. 214: Collum segment, sternal view. 215: Tergite Vl. posteromedian and
right part. 2ló: T.. 217: Tn,2l8: T.. 219: Penes and seta on coxa of left leg 2, anterior view. 220: Seta on
trochanter of leg 8. 221: Tarsus of leg 8. 222: Pygidium, posteronre<lian and left part, sternal vicw.

































Scleropauropus rimotus n.sp., holotype.
224: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 225 Left antenna, tergal view. 226: Collum segment,
median and left part, sternal view. 227:Tergite VI, posterior part.228:Tr.229: T.. 230: Seta on trochanter
of leg 9. 231: Tarsus of leg 9. 232: Pygidium. posteromedian and left part. sternal view. Pubescence only





































Scleropauropus ber¡tae n,sp., holotype figs. 233-236. 238-242: paratypc fig. 237.
233: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 234: Right antenna. sternal view. 235: Collum segment.
median and left part, sternal view.236: Tergite Vl, posteromedian and right posterolateral part. 237: T..
238: Seta on coxa of leg 9. 239: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 240: Tarsus of leg 9. 241: Pygidium,
posteromedian and left part, sternal view. 242: Posterior part of pygidial sternum with anal plate, lateral





































Scleropauropuls tchimhus n.sp.. holotype figs.243-249 and 251-253: paratype fig. 250.
243: Head. median and right part, tergal view. 244: Right antenna, sternal view. 245: Collum segment.
median and left part, sternal view. 24ó: Tcrgite VI, posteromcdian part. 247: T,.248: Tr.249: T..250:
Penes and seta on coxa of left leg 2. 251: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 252: Tarsus of leg 9; to the right
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Fìgs.254-263:
Pol¡tpauropoide,r ,rno¿l.ç n.sp., holotype ftgs. 254-257, 259-262t paratype fìg. 258.
254: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 255: Lelt antenna, sternal view. 256: Collum segment.
median and left part, sternal view. 257: Tergite VI. median and submedian part. 258: T.,. 259: Seta on coxa
of leg 9. 2ó0: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 261: Tarsus of leg 9; to the right distal seta. tergal view.
262: Pygidiunr. slernal view.
Pol;tpauropoides hiclaviger SCHELLER, ftg. 263.
2ó3: Left penis and seta on coxa of left leg 2, anterior view. Pubescence only partly drawn in 261 and 262.
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.fttliolus n.sp., holotype figs. 264,266-274; paratype fig. 265.
2ó4: Head, median and left part, tergal view. 2ó5: Right temporal organ, lateral view; anterosternal part
lifted up from head surface. 2ó6: Right antenna, tergal view. 2ó7: Collum segment, median and left part,
sternal view. 268: Tergite Y1.269: T.. 270: Penes and seta on coxa of left leg 2, anterior view. 27t: Seta
on coxa of leg 9. 272: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 273: Tarsus of leg 9; to the right distal seta, tergal vìew.
274: Pygidium, posteromedian and right part, tergal view. Pubescence only partly drawn in 273 and 274.
Scale a: 269, 27 0: b: 264, 265, 26'l ; c: 266, 268, 27 I -27 4.
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Polypauropoides mono.retus n.sp,, holotype.
275: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 27ó: Right antenna, sternal view. 277: Collum segment.
median and left part, sternal view. 278: Tergite VI, posterior part.279: T,. 280: T.,. 281: penes and seta
on coxâ of left leg 2. 282: Seta on coxa of leg 9. 283: Seta on trochanter of leg 9. 284: Tarsus of leg 9.









p ¿ l.¡, pa u ropoi des c u trca tlts n.sp., holotype.
286: Head, median and right part, tergal view. 287: Left antenna, sternal view. 2E8: Collum segment,
median and left part, sternal view.289: T,.290: T,.291: Seta on coxa ofleg 9.292: Seta on trochanter
of leg 9. 293: Tarsus of leg 9. 294: Pygidium, sternal view. Pubescence only partly drawn in 293 an<l 294.
Scale a: 288-2901 b: 286.287,291-294. 
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